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W.D. LITTLE

&CXL

31 EXCHANGE STREET,
E.tnbli.hed in 1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
olass American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701.
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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PUBLISHING COMPANY,
1
qe street, Portland, Me.
l>rary
Eight Dollars a Tear. To mail subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year. If paid In advance.
*1.60 per square, dally, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less. $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Rates of advertising—One Inch of space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a “square."
Half square, three Insertions or less, 7o cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three Inser-

tions

North Yarmouth.
The Republicans of North Yarmouth are reto iiwl at the Town house, on SATURIAY, the 20th, at 2 o’clock p. m., to nominate
•aiididates for town officers.
Per order of Town Committee.

iuested

or

less, $1.60.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
a year; If paid in advance. $2.00 a year.
Advertisements Inserted m the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation In every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first Insertion, and 60 cents per square for each suhse
quent Insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
WEATHER.
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CLOTHING!
By the Fate Fire,

Washington, March 17.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—
Colder followed by warmer, fair weather.
Indications for New England to-day are
colder northerly and westerly winds, light
snow or rnin, followed by fair weather.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., March 1G, 1886.
I 7 A M 111 A M| 8 P M j 7 P M 111 P M
Barometer 29.888 29.843 29.867 30.029 30.094
33.9

32.1

Dew Point .33.9

J2.1

Thenno’r.

Humidity. 1100.0

“BY WATER,”
and belonging to the late E. E. McKenney, to be

CLOSED OUT IN 30 DAYS
230-MIDDLE ST-230
$3 to $ 9.00
100 Wool Overcoats from
5
11.00
Men's Wool Suits from
2
5.00
Boys'
Age 11 to 17
3.00
150 Odd Coats, Sacks and Frocks 1.50 "
1.00
150 Odd Vests from.22
2.75
200 prs. Pants from.75
$1.00 each.
Slue and Fancy Shirts, all Wool,
Conloocook Shirts and Drawers, all Wool, .50 each.

31.1
29.9

Wind.IK

NK

96.2
N

Velocity... |8

9

10

100.0

29.4
25.5
84.9
N
12

28.3

t24.3
(84.6
N
7

Weather.. ILtRaln Ltnaln Cloudy Cloudy I Cloudy
Mean daily bar...29.950 Maximum tiler- ..35.0
Minimum tiler_28.3
Mean daily ther..31.1
Max. vel.win#.... 18 N
Mean daily d’wpt.29.4
Mean dally hum..93.2
Totalprecip.17
METEOROLOGICAL BEPOBT.
(March 16, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observatlous taken at the same moment of time
at all
stations.^___
Thermo’ter

Wind

"

Prices never approached before,
and sale will continue until stock
is closed. Store open from 7 a. m.
to 9 p. m.

230-Middle St-230

[HB^Cliarles Perry will occupy store 181 Middle
St. about April 1st, with a stock of clothing and

furnishing goods.
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You are CordialFy Invited tu Visit
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30.11
30.01
30.03

34

2g

8
29
30
36
53
40

30.08
30.22
30.10
30.12
30.20

Philadelphia.
Washington.. 30.18

47
60
68
Cl
69
61
43
62
30
80
82
38
31

Atlanta, Ga.. 30.11

Charleston... 30.09
Jacksonville. 30.00
Savannah.Ga 30.10
New Orleans 30.03
Cincinnati, 0 30.21

Memphis.30.06

30.28

Pittsburg....
Buffalo, N.Y. 30.28
Cleveland.... 80.27
Detroit.30.26
Oswego. 30.23
Ills.

Duluth. Miim
Marquette...
Milwaukee.
St. Louis, Mo

34,

30.17

30.17
30.05

47
42
87
40
63
37
61
30
8
46
32
68
38
39

80.11
30.16
30.13

8t.Faul,Minu 30.03

Omaha, Neb. 29.07
Bi3m.-uck.Dii 30.07
St. Vincent.. 30.24
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Kinney,

Private, Slgual Corps, U. S. A.

NEW BRANCH

MAINE.

478 1-2

Congress St.,

Opp. Preble Hunse.

supervision

of

MR. J. M.

PECK,

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
ot large experience hi all branches of the Art.
a

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Cost.
eodtf

AIM:—To IMcanc.

dec2

SCROFULOUS AND

Skowhegan, March 10.—1The

State tax
fire and fire and marine insurance
companies of other States and counties on
premiums received in Maine for the year
1885, as certified to the treasurer tff the State
by the insurance commissioner, is $12,765.20,
on

the

increase of $2,545.48 over 1884.

Klieum, Canker, Erysipe-

Killed In the Woods.

Frank Bapney, in the employ of C. A.
Duren of Jackmantown Plantation, was instantly killed two days ago by a tree falling
on him.
He was a native of France and has
no relatives here.
SomersetS, J. Court.
The March term of the Supreme Judicial
Court commenced today, Judge Danfortli
presiding. The case of Dr. J. Moore of

Solon, under bonds for
B. Bean, comes before
uvwr.mg

las and Ulcers
Are diseases in which Vkgetinb
performs more permanent cures
than any other medicine known.
Iso combination of plants, roots,
and herbs that are known as
blood-purifying: agents can
be more perfect than is found in
Vegetine, and no medicine can be
with greater care. Its
prepared
Immense success in the cure of
blood diseases Is the best evidence of its real merit. When
a medicine will cure cases of
Scrofula of twenty years
Standing:, there can be little
doubt of Its medicinal power.
This has been done by Vegetine
repeatedly. When you find a
remedy that will renew the acid condition of the blood
drive
rheumatic
and
pain from the system, yon
should have confidence in it. Vou have such a remedy
In Vegetine, and we can fiirnish abundant evidence to
the truth of this statement.

the murder of Elora
Yhe grand jury this

ni

vvi

u wiui ■

■

■

UiDDEFOni), March 16,—II. G. Trefery and
M. McEleney of Boston were here today in
the interests of the Fitchburg Railroad to
examine the goods found in the possession
of Leonard F. Foss, who was arrested for
theft last week.
Among other articles
they found a large trunk which was recognized as that stolen from the Fitchburg road
in North Adams, in September, 1883. It was
the property of Mrs. Emma A. Parmenter,
wife of the editor of the Troy Times, who
was imid $988 for the contents after all hope
of finding had been abandoned. Foss was
once an engineer on the Fitchburg and other
railroads. Tools valued at over $1,000 are
stored in his house.

__

Belfast News.'
Cure

Belfast, March 16.—Monday afternoon
the Belfast city government adjourned till
Wednesday without taking action in the

Headaehe, Sideuche, Biliousness, CoatBad Taste in the Mouth. No griping
afl
calAmel. 25 cents; * boxes, JIM

StoSp,

V

GeoflMwi®1^ Co., 30KMHanover St., Boston.

\V.twlylstor4thpnrm

fetju

STANDARD MUSIC BOOKS.
S'or

Responses and Sentences. 80 CIS,
Strachnuer’s Church Music* £1.00.
Shepard Church Collection. £1.00.
Rautnbach’s Sacred Quartets. $2.00.
Hnumbach’s New Collection. £2.00.
Kuch’s Motel Collection. £2.00.
Muck’s igd Motet Collection. £2.00.
jlSme.reon’stglicrcd Quartets. £2.00.
most reThese are all collections ot the best and
fined Sacred Music.
num-

Complete
bers, each 25
Admirable selections, Sacred and secular, pitsoil & Co. also call attention to the exceedingly rich treasury of the best sacred musie con
rained In the more than IOO Masse* (by
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and other masters,
No Choral Society or
ovlneli they publish.
tlhoir should be without them. Latin and Eng;
Bsli words. Send for lists. Average price 75
cents,
for the Home.
Choice Vocal Duels. $1.00.
Kong*.
II,ill,Ian Kjerulf’s Album of
.SI.50. Very superior collections.
Shamrock.
of
£1,00,
Janm
100 Irish Melodies, arranged for piano,
for Music Students.
R liter’s Studious History of Music. £2.50.
The most condensed and practical history
extant.

Any book mailed for retail price.
OUVGK I) IT SON & CO., Boston.
-od&w2w
mars
.A Big Windfall for a Brockton Hostler.
K'iockton, Mass.. March 10—A young
munnimed Daniel F. Sullivan, who is emnlovedft* ft hostler

by Elbridge MSrse

on

Field's court fu this city, received a letter
which brought tidfrom Colorado yesterday
In this letter it
ings of greatgood fortune.

statedthS

who had
was
had just died in
formerly resided in Boston,
deceased
was
Colorado City, Colorado. The
in bis will had
an lincle of Sullivan s, and
to cattle, real es™.ned him as the only heirto about
890,000.
tate and cash, amounting
The fortunate legatee stated this morning
o
at once
Colorado
for
to
Connelly
T'lkf' obsession of his
bed as a mason In Boston,. gosince
about thirteen years ago, and

Daciel Connelly,

shoSld IS
forniSh’woi

/hat

lingTcst
.amassing

a

property.

large fortune.

Seized.
Books from the Harper Bros.

special
Chicago March 1C.-A Montreal customs
here says the Dominion
2£»0copies
authorities at Ottawa have seized
of Beaconsfiehl’s “Endymioo.
sent into
a“d
by Harper Bros, of New York
Canada for sale. It is understood the reason
for the seizure is that a Montreal lirro tore
has a copyright of the work. The books, it
Is stated, will he destroyed tomorrow.

pubhshtd

PublJ8,“e“

■

Resulted in a

Draw.

Boston, March 10.—A six round glove contest came oft In this city tonight between
James Mitchell of Philadelphia and Mike
Daly of Bangor, Me. The contest was declared a draw the men being evenly matched
in all respects. Mitchell weighed 131 and
Daly 134 pounds. The purse (8300) was diThere were about 100 spectators
vided.

present.

__

Killed by an Explosion.

Mobbisville, Yt., March 16.—The engine

in W. W. Cates’ steam mill in North Walcott
exploded this morning, killing instantly Mr.
Tinker of Morristown. Messrs. Douglas of
Stowe, Arnsden of Greensboro, W. W. Cate
and Mr. Pike of Wolcott were seriously in-

jured, the latter probably fatally.

73 years.

Obituary.

Quartet Choirs>

Selections. In C
1Killerson’s Concert
£1.00.
els.

contest in Ward 2.
Mr. Thomas Carter, for many years a
prominent shipbuilder of this city, died last

evening, aged

Pow'n

Aimed at Maine’s
Industries.

Ellswoutii, March 16.—Charles H.Davis,
of the firm of Davis, Woodman & Co., a
prominent business man, died this afternoon,

aged

37.
Ordained to the

Ministry.
Saco, March 16.—Frederic W. Farr, a
graduate of Newton Theological Seminary,
and recently a resident of Hallowell, was
ordained to the Baptist ministry in the
Adams Street Baptist Church, in Biddeford,
this evening. Delegates were present from
Portland, Hallowell, Saco, Kennebunk and
Keunebunkport. Rev. E. Work of Kennebunk presided over the examining council,
and Rev. A. K. P. Small, D. D., of Portland
preached the ordination sermon.
Fire in Bowdolnham,
Ilo wool Nil am, March 16.—At the Crystal
Ice Company’s houses the hoisting engines,
runs and tools were destroyed by fire last
night. By the efforts of a large crew of
men, togetlier with the efforts of the engine

8.000
from the village, the buildings, wit
tons of ice, were saved. These are the only
permanent and first-class houses upon the
river.
Capt. Bondwell Patten, ten days
i

ago, placed an insurance of $1,000 upon!)is
share of the ice and buildings. The houses
were about full.
ne

wam» UIU

noma

Boston, March 16.—A hearing was begun
today before J udge Holmes in equity on a
bill brought t»v Duncan McLean, a stockof the Evening Traveller newsholder
paper against lloland Worthington am? «/•
W. Dunphrey, president and treasurer, to
compel the latter to make a division of the
profits. McLean alleges that since 1872 no
proper division lias been made, and he has
not been able to get a proper statement of
the business, The answer is that McLean
could have access to the hooks; that the business has been properly managed and that
McLean voted in unanimity with the other
stockholders.
__

covernofTand

council.

Business Transacted at Yesterday’s

Meeting,
Avgusta, March 16.—fhe Governor and
Council were in session today. They unanimously confirmed aU the nominations in the
nomination book except that of John B,
Spring. As lias already been stated, the
name of Frederick B. Dunton of Lincolnville Centre did not appear on the nomination book. When the nomination of John
H. Spring of Hiram was reached, it was laid
an inon the table for the present, pending
vestigation of the charges preferred against
him by Democratic papers.
Q-, was confirmed Judge
A. G. Andrews,
of the Municipal Court at Augusta. The

nomination was not contested, nor was spy
opposition made to hi* confirmation.
were
Other matter* of » routine nature
attended to.
The Governor and CehBoll adjourned to
meet the 23d Inst.

Used

Employes

the Press.]
[Special
Washington, March 16.—Mr.
to

Thomas
Lambert, superintendent of construction of
the new public building at Augusta, with
Mr. J. H. Manley of that city, had a conversation this morning with the secretary of the
treasury and supervising architect of the

treasury department and agreed upon the
plans for the new building at Augusta. The
plans have been prepared for a handsome
building of granite with suitable accommodations for the post office and United States
courts. The building will be a handsome
addition to the city.

Tinkering the Tariff.
The House committee on ways and means
today voted by a strict party vote to retain
clauses relating to lumber of Mr. Morrison’s
tariff bill just as he had it.
This places all
the lumber
except planed, tongued and
grooved on the free list. Congressman Reed
told your correspondent that when the committee adjourned today they were struggling
with.the problem that while we admit logs
free the Canadian

put

has

government

an

export duty on them, thereby taking what
would otherwise go to us had the logs not
been admitted free. “It looks now,” said
Mr. Reed, “as though the bill would be reported by the Democratic majority substan-

tially

as

prepared by

Mr.

Morrison,

but the

chances of its passage are rather slender,
however." Should it pass it would deal a
severe blow to Maine, as it strikes her chief
industries—lumber and agriculture.

Nominations by

the President.

President sent today
tu

the

following

uiu ccuttic.

Charles Lyman of Connecticut, the new chief
the civil service commission, to be
commissioner vice D. B. Eaton re-

examiner of
civil service

signed.

Win. L. Trenliolme of South Carolina, now civil
service commissioner, to be comptroller of the
currency vice Henry \V. Cannon, resigned.

Work of Committees.
The House committee on public lands today agreed to report favorably upon the bill
to repeal the preemption, timber culture and
desert land laws.
The House committee on commerce today
instructed Mr. Dunham to report favorably
the bill to allow towing vessels, rafts or
water craft of any kind to carry such a number of passengers as the supervising inspector may deem proper, not to exceed, however, one person for eacli ton measurement.
Tlie House post office committee today
heard President Norvia Green of the Western Union upon the alleged monopoly of
telegraphic facilities of the Pacific railroads.
Dr. Green began his statement with a short
resume of the construction of the Pacific
railroads and telegraph lines.

Obsequies of Representative Hahn.
Rev. Dr. Milburn, chaplain of the House

conducted brief funeral services over the remains of Representative Hahn of Louisiana,
in this city this afternoon, after which the
remains were despatched to New Orleans.

They

were

accompanied by

a

special

com-

mittee of Senators and Representatives in
charge of Sergeant-at-Arms Leedom.
New Postoffice in Maine.
A new postoffice has been established at
Gilead, Knox county, and Hannibal A. Marong appointed postmaster.

Inspector of Hulls.
The Secretary of theJTreasury has appointed Byron J. Holt to be inspector of hulls at

Burlington, Vt.
Major Cen. Pope

Retired.

An order was issued from the war department today retiring Major Gen. Pope. It is
understood that the nomination of his successor and of two brigadier generals with
consequent promotions will be made toConfederate

Naval

Officer

Dying.
special despatch from Annapolis says
that Captain Waddell, Commodore of the
Maryland “oyster navy,” is dying. Waddell
A

officer in our navy when the war
broke out, went South, and was made commander of the Shenandoah. On this vessel
he passed through Behrings Straits and deHe
stroyed our whaling fleet in the Arctic.
only heard that the war had closed nine
months after Appomattox, and then sailed
his ship 22,000 miles, evading our cruisers
who were in pursuit of him, and delivered
her to the English authorities. He did not
dare to return to this country for a long
time; but after bin brother became a member
of Congress from North Carolina, he was
made commander of one of the Pacific Mail
steamers. His vessel was lost, but by great
skill he managed to save all on board, landing them on a desert island, whence they
For several years he has
were rescued.
been employed enforcing the oyster laws in
was an

Chesapeake Bay.

WRENTHAM’S MURDER.

Recognized
Agnes E Long.

The Remains
of

Storrs,

as

Those

Suspected
Murderer,
Skips the Town.

the

Foxboro, Mass., March 18.—The examination of the remains found in YVrentham
woods last week by Medical ExaminerHitchcock and Dr.
this morning
Battershall
showed strong signs of pregnancy. During
the examination there were several new
facts developed that may assist in the Identification of the remains. In the waist of the
dress was found a silver open-faced watch,
which had been gold-plated, with gold
hands, the hour hand being broken and the
second. The watch had stopped at quarter
of 5. The dress was trimmed with two rows
of flounces and had three rows of stone buttons on the waist; she had on a blue felt
skirt; she had a long wire bustle, and in addition several Providence
papers, which
The watch chain
were dated October, 1882.
neck
was
a
found
chain, with a slide on
long
which was set a small cameo. What first
was thought to be a knit chemise is now
found to be a cardigan
jacket of gray
worsted. There were also some other facts
discovered that have a strong bearing on the
ease.
The skull was examined closely and
compared with a picture of Agnes Long and
showed the same long chin and shape verisimilar to that of her brother, whom she is
said to resemble very closely. There is now
but little doubt but that the remains are
those of Agnes Long, although there is some
conflicting evidence. Yesterday afternoon
Joseph Potonski of No. 15 Westminster
street, Providence, called on the Medical
Examiner, to inquire about the remains,
thinking they might be those of his sister,
from
Attleborff in
who
disappeared
1883, from a description he saw in the
papers. This afternoon a legal examination
by the Medical Examiner will be held, Dr.
J. F. Jenckes and W. II. Torrey being witnesses. No arrests have yet been made.
Attleboro, Mass., March 16.—Tiie clothing and watch of the murdered woman
found in the Wrentham woods last week
have
been fully indentified as those of
Agnes A. Long and the officers seem satisfled that George btorrs is the murderer, as he
is the one who took the woman to ride Nov.
32,1883. since which time she has never been
Last night
seen since alive by her friends.
officers called at his house at Bearcroft. four
miles from East Attleboro, and liad a talk
with him. and were to see him again tonight.
This afternoon they went down and he was
not at borne. This evening they called again
and found'he was not there, and then they
issued the following notice:
Wanted—George E. Storrs of Attleboro,Mass.,
wanted for the murder of Agnes A. Long. The
following is a description: Age, 28 years; height,
6 feet 10 inches; weight, 170 pounds; light complexion, auburn hair and moustache of medium
length', eyps jnflamed, very near sighted and
wears gold-bowed spectacles; be had ou when
last seen dark clothes, round top stiff hat; has
large hands; he usually works on a (arm. Arrest him and notify George 0. Pratt or Elijah
Capron, office of Massachusetts District Police,
Rufus R. WAde,
Boston.
Chief of District Police.
Storr’s wife was taken with hysterical fits
ibis afternoon and is said to bo danger-

ously ill.

IJIucli excitement is manifested

here over the affair. The supposed cause of
his leaving was that the coil was ^losing
no way of escape.
upon him and lie saw
The Passenger Rate War.

New York, March 16.—The Union Pacific
and Burlington and Missouri and Denver
and Rio Grande roads today met the lowest
cut in passenger rates which had previously
been made by other roads, the rate bow being $23 from “Missouri river to ,San Francisco with $5 rebate for first-class limited
tickets and $20 with $10 rebate for second
class or mixed tickets.”
Ex-President Arthur’s Health.
New York, March 16.-Ex-President
Arthur sat in his library this evening surrounded by his family and a few friends. He
assured callers that he expected to be do wn
*owu pi a few days having been suffering
with a co'u.

SENATE.
Washington, March 10.
Mr. Morrill, from the committee on finance,
reported adversely the bill introduced by

Mr. Mahoue to allow drawbacks on imported
tobacco when manufactured in this country
Placed on the
and afterward exported.
Ctilpud&r
On motion of Mr. Van Wyck, the House
bill increasing the pension of soldiers’
widows was taken up.
An amendment ottered by Mr. Manderson,
at tlie request, he said, of Sir. Hawley, was
agreed to, providing that the adjutants general of a State may be recognized as representing the claimants under the bill when
the laws of the State require those officers to
do so, without expense to the claimants or
the government.
Mr. Wilson moved reconsideration of the
Senate’s action agreeing to the amendments
already adopted. This motion was made so
that the adoption of the entire bill might not
be endangered in the House because of the
Senate amendments.
After some discussion all the amendments
that had been agreed to by the Senate were
then formally disagreed to, and the bill was
passed in the form in which it came from
the House, and now only needs the President’s signature to become a law.
The bill increases the 88 per month pension of widows and dependent relatives to
812 a month, and prohibits any recognition
of claim agents or of attorneys in connection with the bill, and forbids any compensation to be paid to such agents or attorneys
by reason of any action or services in relation to the increase of pensions provided for
by the bill.
Mr. Hoar called up the new electoral count
bill and it was read.
At 2 o’clock the judiciary committee resolutions were taken up, and Senator Cullom
took the floor, but gave way to Mr. Morrill.
The Senator from Vermont said the Senator from West Virginia (Mr. Kenna) in his
speech had read a letter signed by Mr. Morrill as chairman of the committee on finance,
and stated that that letter was the beginning
When the
of the present controversy.
Senate assembled in December it was promulgated that the administration, and
especially the Treasury Department, was to

Against Strikers.

of Boston Street Railroads

Ask for Better Pay.

Work Resumed in All Departments of
the American Rubber Works.

Outrageous Conduct of Strikers
Fort Worth, Texas.

at

a Boycotted Boarding
Keeper Poisoned.

The Family of
House

Marshall, Tex., March 16.—The train
New Orleans yesterday
morning

from

men in, some of whom were meI hey
to go to work in the shops.
marched to the superintendent s office
and sworn to protect themselves and the
company’s property. They were then marched to the shops, the occupation of each was
ascertained, and they were enrolled and
numbers assigned them. They then dined at
The men were told
the company’s expense.
before leaving New Orleans that everything
was quiet, that no strike existed, and that
they were wanted to take the place of men
who had quit work.
They claim that they
were deceived and that the situation was
misrepresented to them, and as soon as they
saw tne condition of affairs they refused to
work, and are now quartered among the
course, were
The strikers, of
strikers.
jubilant over the walkout of the new men.
United States Marshal Regan issued the following circular last evening :

brought 30

chanics,
were

Marshall, Tex., March 15.
All parties not In the employ of the Texas &
Pacific Railroad Company are hereby notified to

kdepoff

the

grounds occupied by

the

yards

and

shops of said company at Marshall, unless they
have business with the United States marshal or
officers of the railway.
11
T>
Pppjv

UC CUUUUtliCU

Deputy marshals appeared early yesterday
morning with blue and red ribbon badges in
their button holes, or on the lappels of their

coats. Both Irwin and Hamilton returned
from Jefferson Sunday, having been released
not
under .bonds#' The people liere are
directly interested in the strike, and they are
status
getting extremely tired of the present
of affairs, and hope for a speedy settlement.
The Knights have taken steps to have the
situation here correctly understood in New
Orleans.
Paius, Tex., March 16.—So far as the
strikers are concerned everything is very
quiet. Not a hand is moving a tool, although
there are a few “scabs” at work around the
depot. A local freight and one extra train
were run in from Bonham yesterday by Deputy United States Marshal Chase, but they
only came to Paris bringing five or six cars
of freight. They turned back here, taking
out about 16 loaded cars. No opposition was
offered by the strikers. Deputy Chase said
he did not care about going into Texarkana,
for the strikers might “boycott and kill” his
engine. It was stated last night that the
freight would be run up here again today,
and that trains would be run through in a
few days. On Sunday a notice was posted
at the depot and freight office saying that all
employees of the Texas & Pacific who were
at work would be protected, and warning all
persons from molesting property or employThe passenger trains are all from one
ees.
to three hours behind time, owing to the bad
condition of the roadbed.
New Orleans, March 1G.—A special fromShreveport dated yesterday says: A rumor
that arms were being purchased here to be
used against the strikers at Marshall and
along the line of the Texas & Pacific road
for the protection of property, etc., created
An investigation deno little excitement.
veloped the fact that United States Marshal
Reagan of the eastern district of Texas sent
a request to the railroad agent here to purchase a number of the latest improved Winchester rifles for the use of his deputies.
and forwarded,
Several were purchased
when, the agent states, a telegram was received that enough had been secured through
the United States authorities, and the pur-

chases ceased.

Boycotting Boarding

Houses.

Fort Worth, March 16.—The Knights of
Labor have the upper hand here. Boarding
houses and hotels which accommodate men
who take the places of strikers are boycotted;
even the butchers refuse to sell them meat.
All this is true; yet the sentiment of the
people is against the striker»,-but the busiJohn
ness men are afraid of a boycott.
Tagart, a boarding house keeper, was boyThe waterman from
cotted yesterday.
whom he has been purchasing his supply of
to sell to him, and he
water
refused
drinking
has to go two miles to secure water. His
landlord, one of the richest citizens of Fort
Worth, has ordered him to vacate his house.
Yesterday poison was thrown into Tagart’s
water barrel, and one married woman and
two little girls were poisoned, and now lie in
The case cited above is
a critical condition.
the worst yet reported, but there are others
nearly as damnable. People here are afraid
to call their souls their own.
Ask an Advance.

Medway, Mass., March 16.—Employes in
J. G. Ray’s North Bellingham mill have

asked for an advance of 40 per cent in wages
from April 1st.

Strikers Return to Work.
Boston, March 16.—All departments of
the American Rubber Works at East Cam-

Street

iuii

Railroad

For the past two months the street railway employes of this city have been joining
the Knights of Labor, and today they made
a move for increased compensation and a
shorter day’s work, and for an amelioration
This afternoon Presiof their grievances.
dent Richards of the Metropolitan Railroad
was called upon by John Howes, district
master workman, and President Merrill of
the Highland Railroad was called on by T.
C. Thompson of Local Assembly 2898, K. of
L. These committees laid before the presidents the demands, which must be fulfilled
by April 1st otherwise a strike would be ordered. The presidents promised to consider
the matter.
_

AMERICAN SOLDIERS.

Moltke, the Croat Prussian
eral, Compliments Them

Cen1

Washington, March 16.—General Sheridan, speaking yesterday of the assertions
which have lately gained currency that the
celebrated Prussian General, Von Moltke,
some years ago expressed a contemptuous
opinion of the military ability of the American officers in the war of the rebellion, declared that these stories were entirely without foundation. As one evidence of this he
exhibited an autograph letter of Yon Moltke,
of which the following is a literal translation:

Ckeisau, Silesia, June 17,1870.
General,—One of my general staff
officers, Captain Count Arnim, proceeds to Philadelphia, and Is desirous to utilize this journey by
meeting tbe celebrated men wbo accomplished so
much during a war under such adverse circumstances as to awaken the wonder of military men
Honored

this side of the ocean, and to spur them on to
emulate them. Particularly will be appreciated a
welcome from your excellency, and in that wish
1 permit myself to join in the expression, seizing
the same favorable opportunity to recall myself
to you with assurances of distinguished respect,

by signing myself,
Your

Excellency's very devoted.
Count Moltke. Field Marshal.

To General Sheridan, Excellency.

Investigating

the Rock

Island Mur-

der.
si___

nr_1,

11'

k

t>„_:

says that considerable excitement was created there last night by the report of the
discovery of a bundle of bloody clothing in a
field adjoining the town of Chillicothe on the
Kock Island road about 40_miles from where
the murder of the express messenger and
the robbery of the express safe on the ltock
Island train to this place occurred a few
days ago. Detectives at once went to work
on the possible clue.
The developments here this forenoon in
the robbery and murder mystery were all in

connecting Mike Humphreys, a desperate
Humphreys is
character, with the crime.
well known to the Chicago police, having

served a term of imprisonment in the county
jail for robbery. Ho made his home at Morals, and jvas arrested there some three years
ago on o charge of safe blowing. Humphreys
has the identical shade of
hair, tufts of
which were found clutched in Nichols’ hand
when his body was discovered. He formerly
worked in a coal pit at Morris and when going to and from work was accustomed to
freight cars and ride a distance.
phreys was an agile atheltic fellow and
his feats of jumping on and off moving trains
His
were well known to his companions.
reputation for skill in this respect was what
directed suipieion against him at first.
The United States Express Company to:
inJay settled all the outstanding claims
volved by the robbery of their safe on the
Koad
over
and
ltock Island
$21,000 in
paid

Son

cash.

_

Stolen Diamonds Recovered,
New Orleans, La., March 10.—Mrs.
Effle Hawkins of Chicago, who was robbed
here on Mardi Gras night of about $i,000

worth

of diamonds and

other

jewelry,

suc-

ceeded in recovering all the lost diamonds
today. Detective Hennessey discovered the
whereabouts of the Jewelry, but the thieves
having learned of their being watched nad
fled from the city. No attempt has been
made to arreit them, as Mrs Hawkins seems
desirous of keeping the matter ffuiet.
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iated with the Grand Army.
At five minutes of five Mr. Edmunds understanding that Sir. Dolph did not wish to
proceed further today, moved an adjournment hut expressed the hope that the
Senate would sit later tomorrow.
The Senate then adjourned, Mr. Dolph
retaining the floor.

their votes at the solicitation of friends, who
lesired that discussion should be held. Had
lot this change been made, the motion would
liave lacked the necessary two-thirds in the

iffirmative.
Mr. Regan of Texas, from the committee
in commerce, moved to suspend the rules
ind adopt a resolution making the interstate commerce bill a continuing older for
April 13th. Agreed to—-yeas 195, nays 44.
Then, at 5 o’clock, the House adjourned.
LOSS OF

THEORECON,

A Boston Man Attributes the Disaster
to Cross Carelessness.
The Steamer Broken

In

Two and a

Total Loss.
Mew York, March 10.—A committee of
the Oregon’s passengers appointed at yesterday’s meeting to take steps to recover the
value of their property called at the Cunard
line office this morning and left a statement
The diver who visited
of their grievances.
the wreck yesterday found one bale of cotton
of
and one case
dry goods. The Merritt
coast wrecking company will make a report
in regard to raising the wreck of the Oregon
but as she lies in 120 feet of water it is hardly thought probable that the steamer will be
raised.
The cargo, engines and valnable
parts of the vessel, however, will be brought
to the surface.
A diver sent to the scene of the wreck yesterday got back to New York this morning
and reports that the Oregon is broken in two
and that pieces of the cargo from her hold
His theory Is
are coming to the surface.
that she broke in two when her bow struck
the bottom. Spectators on the Fulda say the
Oregon rebounded as she struck the bottom
and then sank again. The only thing now to
be done with her will be to blow up ner hulk
in the hope of allowing the cargo to be fished
up as the depth is such that diving operations can be carried on only in very calm
weather if at all.
The Merritt wrecking
company now have several boats near the
wreck watching for freight which may come
to the surface and makiug such an examination of the wreck as is possible. No signs
of wreckage from the schooner have been
seen, not even a spar.

Mr. Browne of Indiana, offered as a privithe following preamble and
resolution:
Whereas, There was pending in the 48th Congress a bill, containing among other matters an
appropriation of §60,000 for certain improvements on the Ohio river, at or near Jeffersonville,
Ind., known as the Jeffersonville levee appropriation ; and, whereas, it is charged by reputable citizens of Indiana that during the pendency of said
measure a person or persons, then officers of the
House of Representatives, exacted, collected and
accepted from a person or persons interested in

leged question

success of
money, on the

appropriation,

large

of
pretence or for the purpose of inoffithe
members
and
senators
in
their
fluencing
cial action thereon; and whereas, it is also charged that the person or persons so exacting, collecting, and accepting said sum of money for the puraforesaid are officers and employes of this

gises

ouse:

said

therefore,

a

sum

Resolved, That the committee on reform of tho
pivii service he instructed to enquire Into the

New York, March 16.—A great many conflicting stories about the loss of the steamship Oregon are in circulation. One theory

that finds many supporters is that officers on
duty were remiss in not keeping closer
watch for collisions. And another Is that
there was no collision and the story about
the schooner is a myth. Those who hold to
this view say that if the schooner had run
into tlie Oregon some wreckage like spars,
sails, boats, etc., would have been picked up
by this time. And it is argued that it would
be impossible for a schooner, such as described. to run down a big steamer, even if
The
it struck in the most vulnerable spot.
officers of the company vigorously deny these
reports, but it is astonishing how widely cir
ciliated they are, and how firmly they are be
lieved. It is also said that no attempts will
be made to raise the Oregon, as the hole in
the vessel will not bear out statements made
by those on board.

Boston, March 16.—Mr. Frank Ordway,

of the firm of Ordway & Co., who was a.
passenger on the steamer Oregon, gives ah
account of the disaster, which he claims was
the result of gross carelessness. “There
seems to me,” said Mr. Ordway, “to be little
excuse for it, for had a proper lookout been
kept it would not have happened, as the
morning was perfectly clear. I think the
lookout and the officer in charge had their
attention taken up by hoisting the mail on
deck, and they left the ship unprotected by a
proper watch.” He claims there was no
discipline among the crew, and that a rush
was made for the boats by the men, petty
officers and stokers, who acted like a pack of
wild beasts; that the women and children
were utterly disregarded, and that the passengers were left to shift for themselves.
More Mail

Matter Removed.

This afternoon Postmaster Pearson was
advised by Vernon H. Brown of the Cunard

Steamship Company

that 48 more mail bags
had been recovered from the Oregon making
118 saved out of the 598 on board.
THE

LANCASTER BANK.

Total Losses of the Concern Placed
at SI 50,747.75,
Worcester, Mass., March 16—In the insolvency court today, the first meeting was

held in the

case

of William II. McNeil of

Lancaster, and claims were proved amounting to $172,981.62, John W. Corcorau, receiver of the Lancaster National Bank, of Clinton, proving that $150,747.75 were d*e that
institution as follows: Cash stolen from the
bank vault, $7000; cash embezzled, $42,000;
promissory notes, $7300; notes and securities stolen, $40,305; notes and securities stolen, which cannot be accurately described,
$4702; notes on which McNeil is endorser,
$44,400; other items, $5620; total, $151,327.95;
credit by deposit, $580.20; net indebtedness,

$150,747.75._

THIRTEEN PERSONS KILLED.
How an Election Is Sometimes Conducted in South America.

wounded.
■ lie

conspiracy

case.

Boston, March 16.—In the Superior criminal court this morning, the case of Mrs. Anna A. Coolidge, charged with conspiracy
with A. S. Meilen, a wealthy hotel proprietor of Baltimore to murder the daughter-inlaw of Meilen, was called.
Mrs. Coolidge
came to the bar, and In a low voice pleaded
“guilty” to the indictment. She then sank
into a chair, sobbing violently.
District Attorney Stevens said that this result would
take the case off the list to be tried, and lie
would not move for sentence at once.
Mrs.
Coolidge is the wife of a Boston policeman,
and the indictment alleged a conspiracy with
other parties to kill the wife of young Meilen, who was formerly a domestic, and disliked by Mellen’s parents.
FOREIGN,
Creat Excitement in Political Circles
In

England.

Messrs. Chamberlain and
of the Cabinet

Trevelyan
Resign.

Much Speculation as to Who will Ibe
Their

Successors.

London,

March

10.—Despite all

the stories

it is learned today authoritatively that both
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, president of the
local government board, and Mr. Trevelyan,
secretary for Scotland, have placed their resignations in the hands of Mr. Gladstone.
The premier, however, has declined to ac3ept the resignations. His answer to the
tender of them w'as a most conciliatory one.
He suggested to both gentlemen that they
iefer final action oil the resignations until
ifter a personal discussion of the question at
issue between them and him.
To this both
Mr, Chamberlain and Mr. Trevelyan have
issented. It is now known that the subject
jf dispute between the prime minister and
Mr. Cnamberlain and Sir. Trevelyan is Mr.
Gladstone’s
Irish
expropriation scheme.
pvnpfr

sum

whinh will ho rormirorl

fn hutr

lut all the land owners of the country, according to the premier’s plan, is £150,000,000.
A bill was introduced to grant the widow
The proposition to increase the public debt
of Vice President Hendricks one year’s salif Great Britain that much in order to purary of said office.
chase peace in Irland U claimed by the radiA resolution was offered by Mr. Reid of
cal leaders in the cabinet to be asking for
North Carolina, directing the committee on
too much for what will be obtained. There
education to report the Blair educational
was to have been a special nieoting of the
bill at once.
cabinet today. It has, however, been postMr. Collins of Massachusetts, from the
poned for the purpose of giving the resigncommittee on judiciary, moved to suspend
ing ministers time for reflection in the hope
the rules and pass the bill to provide for the
that both will change their minds. Their
business and paying the
closing up of
personal friends declare that neither Mr.
expenses of the Court of Commissioners of
Chamberlain nor Mr. Trevelyan will alter his
Alabama Claims. The bill was passed withpurpose of refusing to participate in a govout debate or division.
ernment which is to be responsible for Mr.
On motion of Mr. Miller of Texas, the
Gladstone’s Irish land scheme.
rules were suspended and the Senate bill
(Special cablegram to the Boston Record.)
passed authorizing the Comptroller of the
London, March 16.—I regret to havo been
Currency to permit the receiver of the namisled yesterday about the cabinet crisis.
tional bank to use trust funds for the purchase of property upon which the bank holds
My despatch yesterday, throwing doubt upon Mr. Chamberlain’s
resignation, was
mortgage or other evidence of indebtedness.
based upon what Mr. Chamberlain himself
Mr. Bland of Missouri, under instructions
said
to
had
an
Irish
member.
from the committee on coinage, weights and
recently
Today, on the contrary, I learn on the best aumeasures, moved to suspend the rules and
thority that Mr. Chamberlain’s resignation
adopt the following resolution:
Is probably a question of a few hours.
InThat House bill 5060,“for free coinage of silver”
be made a special order for Saturdays 20th aud
deed, although my informant does not say so,
I believe he nas already definitely resigned.
27tli, and Saturday the 3d of April, aud the same
to be again taken up Tuesday, April
At any rate he has certainly threatened his
6th, after
the morning hour for the consideration of bills reimmediate resignation.
Mr. Gladstone is
ported by committees, and so to continue from
considering how best to present his scheme
day to day until disposed of proyided that unless
so as to preserve the cohesion of the cabinet.
sooner ordered by the House, tlie previous quesHis scheme was sent round to the ministers
tion shall be pending thereon, at 3 o’clock Thurson Friday and was discussed on Saturday.
day, April 8. This order not to interfere with the
revenue or general appropriation bills, except
It provides for an imperial guarantee of
Thursday, April 8th, iixed for the final disposi- about £120,000,000 instead of £160,000,000 as
tion of tfic order.
proposed iu Mr. Gift'en’s scheme. These
After somo opposition, the motion to susprovisions were stoutly opposed by Mr.
pend tho rules aud adopt the resolution was
Chamberlain, but by no other minister exagreed to—Yeas 179, nays 87.
cept Mr. Trevelyan, all the others, especThe announcement ot the result was greet- ially Earl Kimberley, Mr. Campbell-Bannered with rounds of applause from the silver
man and Mr. Childers, strongly supporting
men.
The vote cannot, however, be regardGladstone. The scheme itself was elaboraed as a test vote, inasmuch as such well
ted with the assistance of Earl Spencer, Mr.
known opponents of free coinape of silver
Morley and Sir Robert Hamilton, the permaas Findlay of
Maryland, and Bayne and nent under secretary at Dublin Castle. It
Scott of Pennsylvania, voted in the affirmaprovides for the compensation for vested intive, while Blount of Georgia, Curtin of terests in Irish tenanted land in case the
and
I
of
Pennsylvania,
Dougherty
Florida,
possessors of those interests desire to abanwho at first voted in the negative, Changed | don their property on the establishment of a

The resolution

was

adopted.

CKN1S.

BASE BALL.

Whenever

landlord accepts a state commutation of
his interest a land tax is to be substituted
Irish government
for rent.
The
new
for
tax
this
depends chiefly upon
its revenues.
What effect Mr. Chamber-

opinion

have it is difficult to
of provincial

will

lain’s resignation
say, because no

expressions

yet accessible, but it will proba-

are

bly not make any immediate difference. The
excitement in political, and especially in
ministerial circles can be easily imagined.
There was much speculation in the lobby

of the House of Commons this evening, as
to who would be the successors of Messrs.
Chamberlain and Trevelyan in the Cabinet.
Of the gentlemen mentioned for the places,
Messrs. Fowler, Sellas and Borlase are
thought to have the best chances of being
selected. Although it is expected that Parnell’s support of Gladstone will be solid, it
becomes more and more evident that Chamberlain will secure a large following.
A Scapegrace Sentenced.
London, March 1C.—Yicsount Henton, a
scapegrace son of Earl Paultet and who to
revenge himself upon his father for refusing
to pay the young man’s debts recently took
a circus to Cremkoine, the Earl’s village, advertising it as “Viscount Henton’s unrivalled
show,” was today sentenced to one year’s
imprisonment at hard labor for obtaining
goods by false pretences.
The New Cardinals.

Romk, March 16.—It is officially announced
that at the consistory to be neld April 12th
next, the following dignitaries of the church
Archbishop Taswill be made cardinals:
chereon of Quebec; Archbishop Gibbons of
at V ienna;
nuncio
Fersato,
Baltimore; Mgr.
Mgr, DeRende, nuncio at Paris: Mgr. Rarnfallo Del Tindoro, nuncio at Madrid: Mgr.
Massela, formerly nuncio at Lisbon.
Wounded in a Duel.
Pakis, March 16.—Prince Amedee De
Broglie has been badly wounded in the side
in a duel with swords with Vicomte Frederne.
Parnell In Poor Health.
London, March 16.—Parnell is in poor
health and it is probable he will have to give
up his idea of speaking at the National festival in London tomorrow.
A
out

Foreign Note9.
heavy snowstorm is prevailing throughEpgland.
d VX

J

was

his trip to New York and Meriden. He says
he has signed Galvin, of last season’s Hav*
erhills and who was to have played at
Salem, as pitcher; Steve Dunn, of the Northwestern League in 1884 and the London,
Ont., Club, last season, for first baseman;
M. Sullivan, right field, played in Springfield and Meriden last season; Frank Zinn,
catcher, played at VYilkesbarre, Pa., las*
season; McCormick, third base, played la

Bridgeport

NOTES.

will
money is not then received her place
probable be filled by Trenton, N. J.
of
last
the
John Tener,
long-legged pitcher
year's Haverhills, has a fine situation in
Connecticut, and says he will not play ball
next summer.
Manager Murnane of the new Boston*
Club, Monday, signed J. W. Shaw, who
played short stop for the Brocktons the first
paitof last season, and closed the season
with the Portlands. He will play short stop.
He is now negotiating with a catcher who
resides in Lowell.
Canavan, half-back of the New Bedford
Polo Club, has signed with the Concord Base
Ball Club for next season.
Burke, who pitched for the old Boston
Unions, has written to Manager Murnane
asking for a chance to play in the new Hub
nine. He will probably not be engaged.
The Boston Globe says: “Hickman, of*
whom the Portland base ballists expect so
much in the pitcher’s box, is said not to be
a stayer. A veteran who has watched his
career claims that he will do great work for
a couple of months, but after that time he
will go to pieces and be batted hard.” We

shall

see.

Billy Voltz is endeavoring to organize a
Players’ Benefit Association for League and

Association players. The idea is to create a
the contribution of say 85 per
month by each member during the playing
season, out of which all sick or disabled
members would draw a salary.
fund bv

RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE READING RAILROAD.

Motion

Sorrow for

Expressing

Ottawa, Ont., March 16.—In the House of
Commons yesterday, thsre was a large attendance in anticipation of the resumption of
the debate on Mr. Londry’s motion, that the
House should feel that it was its duty to express regret because of Riel’s execution. After the routine business had been transacted,
Sir Hector Lavgeoire moved that the House
proceed to further consideration of Mr. Londry’s motion. Mr. Blake, leader of the opposition, objected saying it was indecent of
the government to push the discussion as
they were doing, and that the medical reThe
ports laid on the table were cooked.
government, he claimed, had pressed the discussion with one hand, and had withheld important papers with the other. Mr. Thompson, minister of justice, denied the statement 01 Mr. Blake, and the first division of
the session was taken upon Sir Hector’s motion. The result was, yeas 105, nays 61. Mr.
Curron then resumed the debate on the motion.
Hanlan and Ross.
Montreal, March 16.—Hanlan has acoffer to row Wallace Ross a three
mile race on Richelieu river at St. Johns,
Quebec, twenty miles from Montreal, for
83,000. The race will probably take place on

cepted an

day.

CENERAL NEWS’.
One of the mills of the Hazard Powder
Company at Hazardville, Ct., blew up yes-

terday afternoon,

and it is

reported

Philadelphia despatch s ays the Reading
Railroad has finally agreed on their reconThe plan provides for crestruction plan.
ating a new fifty year general mortgage at
4 per cent, for $1,000,000,000, and this is to be
A

the Death of Louis Riel.

Dominion

last season.

Troy, N. Y., has until Thursday to put up
her guarantee of 8500 in order to become a
the Eastern League. If the
member of

81

THE DOMINION.

The

TUE MEBIDEN (CONN.) TEAM.
Manager W. W. Burnham, of the Meriden
Conn., team, arrived in town yesterday from

tlgc.

one man

killed and several others injured.
The annual session of the Woman Suffrage
Society of Massachusetts began at the
Meion'aon in Boston last evening and will be
continued to-day.
Wm. Belford’s shoddy mill in Laconia, N.
Damage
H., was partly burned last night.
§600;insured.
A buggy containing a man and wife whoso
names were not learned, was struck near
Clinton, O., by the Cleveland, Akron and
The woman
Columbus express yesterday.
was killed and the man probably fatally inwas

jured.

used

as

follows: Reserved to

cover the

bonds

maturity of prior liens, $33,422,000; to pay
general mortgage, $24,686,000; general mortgage, scrip and coupons, $2,000,000; real estate, $2,100,000; advances for four per cent
interest on general mortgage certificates issued for bonds deposited $300,000; to iako
at

up shares or bonds of leased lines and for
other purpose, $15,000,000; to exchange or
redeem its coal and iron divisional mortgages
and for no other purpose, $10,000,000; total,
$90,208,600. This leaves $9,792,000 for use
hereafter by the reorganized company as a
reserve for the improvement of the railroad.
No mortgage in addition to these to be placed on the Reading properties for five years
after reorganization without the' consent of
a majority of the preferred stockholders.
For an additional means of reorganization
four classes of stock are to be issued, known
as preferred stock, income stock, consolidatOld bonds are
ed stock and common stock.
to be exchanged for new certificates and
bonds at the face value of each and bearing
Messrs. Samuel
the same rate of interest.
Dickson, John Lowber Welsh, Henry A.
Dupont, Thos. Cochrane and Harry F. West
are made an executive committee to take
charge of the foreclosure proceedings and
purchase the property and supervise the reorganization. The matter having now been
closed by the trustees, it will probably take
a few days to get the
prospectus and other
documents in proper shape before apian can
be formally presented to the Reading bond
and stockholders, and notice given them to
deposit their securities under if.
no

MINOR NOTES.

President Lord, of the Boston & Maine
railroad, who has been seriously ill for several days, with pneumonia, is Improving.
The Massachusetts House bill to authorize
and confirm a lease of the Worcester, Nashua & Rochester railroad company, by the
Boston & Maine railroad, was ordered to a
third reading Monday.
The Portland & Ogdensburg railroad has
six new iron bridges on its line, thus having
all its bridges iron but two, and those are in

good repair.

The 125 messenger boys of the Baltimore &
Ohio telegraph company in Boston struck
yesterday. The “regulars” wanted fifty
cents additional or 84.50 per week, and the

“specials”

ten cents an hour for overtime inTheir demands were acceded

stead of six.
to.

The brig Ned White which arrived at New
York yesterday from Pernambuco brought
Capt. Knowles and wife of the American
bark Norway, which was burned at sea Jan.
26th.
The funeral of Dr. Austin Flint took place
yesterday afternoon at Christ’s church, New
York, and the remains were taken to Boston
where they will be interred.
IN THE RINKS.
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The following games

Baltimore

THREE

a

Lima, via Galveston, March 16.—The elections are going on tranquilly throughout the
country, except at Huachco, where a sharp
struggle for possession of the voting tables
resulted in thirteen persons being killed or

riiP

House.

statutory parliament in Dublin.

The Earl of Chichester is dead. He

HOUSE.

the

1

■"■•—

PRICE

b

majority report. He would not disthe questions raised as to the right of
Congress to be informed as to how tne lawhad been executed or as to the state of the
Union. Upon that branch of the question
he would content himself by saying that he
concurred with what had been so ably said
by the Senator from Vermont (Mr.’ Edmunds). The provision ef the law, he said,
intended for the protection of scarred and
disabled veterans of the Union army had
been disregarded by this administratipn.
Mr. Dolph here sent to the desk and had
the clerk read the report of the employment
committee of the Grand Army of the Republic, Department of the Potomac, for the past
year. This report among other things stated
there had been officers for the class which
the committee represented, and that the
greater part of their labors had been directed to securing the reinstatement of comrades
to places under the government from which
they bad been discharged.
Seventy-eight
Grand Army comrades had been discharged
during the past year as well as a large number of ex-Union soldiers and sailors not affilof the

Employes.

Von

UUOU1COCI

cuss

this morning, the
bridge were started up but
a few excepstriking operatives with
tions having returned to work.
Demands of Boston

Oil

fore the committee on finance pursued its
usual routine of business and sent a letter to
the Secretary of tlie Treasury in identically
the same terms as the one read by the Senator from West Virginia. It related to the
suspension of a collector of internal revenue
at—(Here the Senator seemed to remember
that the subject was an executive matter)—
no matter
where—and received from the
Secretary of the Treasury a response stating
“that the officer in question was suspended
because the President and Secretary of the
Treasury were satisfied he was not discharging the duties of his office in accordance
with proper business methods.” There was
no other cause for the suspension.
Mr. Morrill, continuing, said that the papers and reasons given were so satisfactory
that the committee unanimously reported
—Hum! but he believed he was trespassing
again. The policy pursued by the committee
w’as the same it has pursued ever since he
(Mr. Morrill) had been a member of the committee, and tlie committee had never had a
refusal until recently.
Mr. Morrill read a portion of the law creating the office of Secretary of the Treasury
which defines the duties of its incumbent,
“to make reports and give information to
either branch of the legislature in person or
in writing as he may he required respecting
all matters referred to him by the Senate or
House of Representatives,” and 6aid it was
perfectly clear that the Senate had a right to
call on the Secretary to come before any
committee or turnish papers.
Mr. Cullom then resumed the floor. He
said the refusal of the Attorney General to
furnish the papers called for by the Senate
was a denial of the right of the Senate to inquire into the management of a public office.
The Attorney General was an officer of the
law. His duties were defined by the law,
and it was his duty to obey the law. The
senator stated in his minority report that
from 1789 to 1867 there could not be found a
single case like the one under discussion.
The truth was that in the hundreds of calls
that had been made there could be found
very few instances in whicli the information
asked for had not been furnished to either
h juse.
A prominent fact was, that when
either branch of Congress had called for any
information, it had usually been furnished,
and that in tlie exceptional cases in which it
had not been the refusal was not based on
the constitutional .prerogative of the President.
Mr. Cullom then discussed at some length
the constitutional questions involved in the
President’s power of removal. He was willing to allow large latitude to the President in that matter, but as the very hungry
and very thirsty were clamoring for seats at
the official feast, there was danger that
falsehood or even perjury might be resorted
to. If the President had acted in good faith
he had been deceived, for, said Mr. Cullom,
persons had been removed in Illinois than
whom no more faithful public servants could
be found, and against whom no charge of official misconduct could be sustained*
Mr. Maxey followed Mr. Cullom. He said
the real object of the Senate was to ascertain
the President’s reasons for suspensions or
removals of officers.
It was an attempt to
do indirectly what confessedly could not be
done directly. He quoted from the recent
speech of Mr. Sherman in the Senate, in
which it was stated that “nobody proposed
to control the discretion of the President/’
and insisted that the action of the Senate in
the matter under consideration was an attempt to control the discretion of the
President; an attempt, however, which
would fail.

U. S. Marshal, Eastern District ot Texas.
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This new and beautiful Studio has Just been
fitted with ail the new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art, and possesses probably the largest and finest skylight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal
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last

night.
At New Bedford—New Bedfords,3; Haver1.
At Salem—Woburns, 3; Salems, 1.
At Somerville—Somervilles, 3; Bostons, 0.

hills,

Concerning

the Indians.

"Of the 300,600 Indians, only about 200
Apaches in Arizona can now be considered
hostile; the rest are peaceable and likely to
remain so unless provoked by injustice or

cruelty."

It cost the government $1,848,000 to care
for 2200 Dakota Indians seven years while
they were savages. After the were Christianized it cost for seven years $120,000, a
saving of $1,728,000. This is a fact that
should tell with the political economist.
The receipts of the Women’s National Indian Association last year were $3,880.93.
There are 56 auxiliaries in different States.
It aims to influence the people and government to aid the Indians,
The Connecticut branch of the Women's
National Indian Association numbers among

Its officers Mrs. L. T. Rimrey, Mrs. Harriet
Beecher Stowe, Mrs. Prof. James D. Dana
of New Haven, and Mrs. President Geo.
Williamson Smith of Tiinity College. No
wonder that with such leaders Connecticut
is in the front rank of the States that are

moving public opinion

to

deal

justly

thing.

There are four elegant new Pullman sleepwhich have been placed on the Grand
Trunk line between Portland and Montreal.
The Salenno has seats of the newest pattern,
having the high back, which affords a headrest. Black walnut and mahogany compose
the wood work, rich old gold and green
bronze plush furnishes tne upholstery.
ers

Thorti

iiiinu o n.

played

The statement that the Railroad Commiswere to inspect the Maine Central
and its branches this week, is a mistate, according to one of the most prominent officials. The inspection will occur about tne
middle of April.
The Boston & Maine and Portland & Rochester companies have decided to make It optional with their employes whether payments shall be monthly or weekly, on and
The Maine Central are disafter July 1st.
posed to grant their employes the same

sioners

with the

Indians.
The following indignant outburst was
from a Sioux chieftain to a commissioner
who came to renew the old promises so often
As the commissioner arose to
broken.
speak, the Indian chief, stung out of his
stoicism by the memories of past deceptions,
springing to his feet, walked to him and

aru

uloanrit.

mntlK

for IA flips Anri

gentlemen, and a smoking room. Every car
berth is provided with an electric annunciator. The car is furni-hed with the improved
end ventilators, by which a current of fresh
air can be secured throughout the car with-

out danger of draughts at any one point.
The berth curtains are of silk and worsted,
of olive and gold ground-work, with a dado
of biue and gold.
The carpet is of the best

Brussels.

Wholesale Plunder.
[Biddeford Times.]
“Those four chests in the shed there were
just crammed with articles of every description,” said Abijah Tarbox to a Times reporter Monday afternoon, as the latter was
escorted into the officer’s premises on Elm
street. “They all came from the house of
Leonard F. Foss, the fellow who was arrested last week for having a commercial
traveler’s grip sack and articles of clothing
in his possession. I did not intend to molest
the chests, but I found a number of articles

in them that were claimed as the property of
business men about town, so I brought them
home here, opened them, and spread their
contents over the table so that they can
readily be inspected by others who may

have lost anything within a short time. I
have already found several articles among
them which were stolen front Seth Warren’s
store, a surgical instrument which Dr.
Abbott missed from his office a short time
ago, and a dozen or so other pieces of property which have been claimed by their rightful owners. Those two Saratoga trunks in
the front hall are packed just fullof clothing.
I should say the trunks alone were worth all
of fifty dollars. Foss has evidently done
nothing but wholesale plundering for years.”
The trunks referred to were huge affairs,

strangely made, each

comer

being firmly cov-

stantly sought the fertile and well watered
portions of the lands occupied by Indians,

ered with iron bands. Neither bears any name
but it is evident they were stolen from some
railroad, as one of them contains letters
which show they were shipped to Foss from
Mechanicsville, by a man who lived in the
From
same house with him in that town.
the four chests in the shed have been taken
hardware and mechanics’ tools of every description, enough to equip a first class hardware store.
Quite a number of the articles
bear the ownership mark of the Bridgton &
Saco River railroad. Foss was taken to iail
by Officer Tarbox Saturday to await trial at
the May term of court.

and has driven them to the arid and sterile
districts. In fact, only 17,886,815 acres of

TOWN ELECTIONS.

“All the men who come from
The baldheaded ones
are liars.
the worst of all. You are a baldheaded
liar! I don’t want to hear one word from
cried out:

Washington

are

you!”
The Indian reservations comprise 143,526,540 acres, which seems an immense domain
for so limited a population. But it must be
borne in mind that the white man has con-

the total contents of the reservations are
tillable. The Indian Territory is very extensive, but all that part of it which lies
west of the 100th meridian is so subject to
droughts that it would be difficult, if not impossible, for white men to sustain themselves upon it except by herding cattle.
From ten to thirty acres are required for the
sustenance of one ox, and in some places
from 3,000 to 16,000 acres would be necessary
for the support of a family.
The lands held
are less disproportionate to their needs than
might at first appear.—President Rhoads.
Colfax Lodge, D. of R.
The Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows instituted Colfax Lodge, No. 27, Daughters of Rebekah at Mechanic Falls, Friday evening,
March 5th, with 47 charter members. The
following officers were installed by Rodney
B, Capen, Grand Master; E. C. Blackwell,
Grand Marshal: Joshua Davis, Secretary;
George L. Beed, G. Warden; Palmer T. Murray, G. Treasurer:
N. G.—Frank A. Millett.
V. G.—Mrs. Ella M. Hathaway.
R, 8.—Mrs. AdriamiaC. Bradford.
F. 8.—Mrs. Lillian M. King.
Treasurer—Mrs. Rosalia Dwinal.
W. —Mrs. Lucy A. Millett.
O. G.—James F. 'awyer.
Con.—Miss fna B. Dnrgtn.
1. G.—Ida M. Perry.
R. 8. to N. G.—Mrs. Louis D. Perry.
L. 8. to N. G.—Mrs. Lucy A. Bailey.
R. 8. to V. G.—Miss Flora 8. Milliken.
L. 8. to V. G.—Mrs. Dora L. Marston.
Chap.—Mrs. Ada F. Reed.
Card

of

Bethel.
Moderator—S. F. Gibson.

Clerk—S. S. Abbott.
Selectmen and Assessors—John Barker, Wm. IL
Eames, J. IX Hastings.
Agent—S. Twitchell.
»
Collector—J. M. Purington.
Treasurer—O. H. Mason.
School Committee—Stephen 8. Abbott, O. W. R.
Hastings.
Voted to raise for schools $1,661.60; for poor,
$1000; tor debt. $1000; for town charges, $1800;
for roads and bridges, $1600; for labor tax, $3000.
_

Durham.
Moderator—Wm. B. Newell.
Clerk—Geo. E. Warren.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the
Poor—Wiley L. Davis, Samuel B. Libby, Charles
M. Varney.
School committee—Charles W. Webber.
Treasurer—Chas. W. Harding.
Collector and Constable—George Douglass.
All Republicans except Moderator and Clerk.

Otlsfleld.
Clerk—Horace A. Hall.
Selectmen—John Wardwell, Loren T. Brett,
Benjamin S. Skillings.

Supervisor of

Hollis.

Clerk—Perley G. Edgecomb.

Selectmen—Wm.
Moulton, Frank A. Sweet,
Charles Scammon.
Roberts.
Treasurer—Calvin
Advisory Board to Assist the Supervisor (to
serve three years without pay.—H. it- Braaoury,
F. M. Bennett, Dr. J. A. Fellows.
Auditor—Elmer T. Roberts.
S.

Thanks”

The “Women’s Indian Association wish to
express their thanks to the friends who so
genarously responded to their invitation.
The donors will perhaps be glad to kuow
that the goods are packed and already started for their destination, the Klckapoos, a
Mexican tribe, now in Indian Territory.

Schools—Geo. H. Greene.

Collector and Constable—Stephen D. Jillson.

Pownal.
Moderator—Lemuel Brown. Item.
Clerk—Chas. H. Hodsdon. Rep.
Selectmen -Chas. H. Hodsdon. Harlow B. True,
Rep., G. W. Toothaker. Rep.
Collector—Alroy
Treasurer, Countable and

committee—C.

S. Snow, .John T. Law.
School
and S. Addison Vostnus.
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Aye do not read anonymous letters and conanunat e
catlous. The name and address of tlie writer
for pubn all cases Indispensable, not necessarily
faith.
lication but as a guarantee of good
or preserve
AVe cannot undertake to return
communications that tire not used._

action yesterday on
the nomination of John II. Spring to be trial
justice, but laid the mattei over in order to
investigate the charges made against him by
Democratic papers.
The Council

took

no

J3y this time the Ways and Means Comought to understand pretty well that

mittee
a

reduction in duties

means

a

reduction in

wages. It lias been told to them at every hearing on the Morrison hill.
The various outlines of Mr. Gladstone’s
of homerule telegraphed to this country
are guess work of rather a poor quality. Mr.

plan

Gladstone will doubtless
the

public promulgation

reserve

for himself

6f his scheme.

The Argus professed to be greatly troubled
because Mr. F. B. Dunton had been commissioned a justice of the peace. But now
that it lias ascertained that he has not been
more troubled than
so commissioned, it is
ever.

The selection of Chief Examiner Lyman
to be a member of tllte Civil Service Commission is to be commended. Mr. Lyman’s connection with the Commission dates from

President Grant's administration, and lie is
an enthusiastic believer in civil service re_

Senator Sherman will take the chairmanship of the foreign alfairs committee. He
lias been second on the committee for a long
time, and practically its chairman all this

*

session. When Mr. Edmunds was president
pro tern, he remained at the head of the judiciary committee, and Mr. Sherman under

that precedent will be entitled to both places.
Connecticut has no intention of copying
the blunder made by New Hampshire in putting the valued insurance law upon its statute book. Not a single member of the insurance committee of the Connecticut legislature favors the measure. The law is not
doing quite so much damage in New Hampshire as was feared, but it lias not yet proved
so distinguished a success as to make it for
the interest of the other states to copy it.

Tlie growth of protection ideas in the
South is an encouraging sign of the times.
The eagerness of the Southern Democratic
Congressmen to go before the ways and
means committee to protest against a reduction of duties speaks well for the ideas of

their constituents. The South .is just beginning to feel how much its industrial welfare
depends upon the present system of protection.
_

Cyrus W. Field and his troupe of distinguished lawyers do not seem to he scaring
the Massachusetts executive to any great extent. They went to Boston with the intention of cross examining the governor with regard to the New York and New England
bond sale but tlie governor, much to their disgust, declined to appear before tlie commitIt looks now as
tee for any sucli purpose.
though Mr. Field would have to go home as

empty

as

be came.

Jay Gould, speaking

of the trouble on

the

Missouri-Pacific, says it was a surprise to
biin, as tlie company had granted all the demands the employes had made, and perfect
harmony seemed to exist. With regard to
the discharge of a workman on the Texas &
Pacific, he says that the receiver, acting under the direction of the United States Court,
is solely responsible for that. Tiie MissouriPacific Company had nothing to do witli it,
and could not have brought about the restoration of the discharged workmen if it had
desired to._
A bill has been reported from the judiciary
committee of the national Iluuse of Hepresentatives, providing for the closing up of
the business of the Alabama claims commission. This indicates that tlie obstructions interposed in tlie auditing of tlie accounts are
regarded ias unreasonable. The expenses
of the court are to be paid out of tlie Geneva
award, with tlie knowledge and consent of

tlie claimants, who would much rather have
the money awarded them with tlie expenses

deducted, than wait longer for official wrangling over details.

Only three Democrats in the Senate voted
against the confirmation of Surveyor General Dement, and the Republican Senators who
voted for it were Hoar, Logan, McMillan,
Manderson, Mitchell, Cameron, Sewell and
Stanford. Hoar and McMillan are members
of the judiciary committee that made the ad-

report, and no papers relating to the
suspension of Dement’s predecessor have
verse

been furnished the Senate. The Republicane
w ho voted yes didd so out of courtesy to
Senator Logan, who was under some obligato Dement. The performance was not a
creditable one to the Republicans who as-

sisted in it.
The officers of the Oregon place the entire
blame for the collision upon the schooner.

The steamship, it is alleged, was manned
with a full force of lookouts, and was carrythe regulation lights. There were fully
30 members of the crew of the Oregon on
her deck at the time of the collision, and the
officer who was then in charge says that had

ing

the unknown schooner displayed the regulation colored lights she would have been seen
There were
and the collision avoided.
rumors in circulation in New York yesterday
which found many believers that the Oregon
was not run down by a schooner, but w’as

The testimony,
sunk in some other way.
however, of the officers of the ship and such
of the passengers as were on deck seems to be
conclusive

on

this

point.

peach-blow or crushed-strawwhich sold for 818,000 at the
Morgan sale last Monday is still the subject
It was the
of remark in artistic circles.
chief feature of the lady’s collection of OriThe little

berry

vase

ental art objects. The vase is eight
and three inches in diameter.
ovoid in shape, with a short, slender neck,
spreading slightly at the top. The peculiar
peach-bloom color of the vase is what gives
inches
It is

high

it its value. It is of the Kang-he period1601 to 1722. In the summer of 1883 Mr.
Robertson, of the American Art Association,
while traveling in the
East, arrived at
Pekin. Hearing of this valuable vase as
being in the possession of I-Wang-Ye, a
Chinese mandarin, he at once commenced
negotiations with him for its purchase.
Many months elapsed before he succeeded
in procuring it, and many more ere he had it
safely in New York. Mrs. Mary Jane Morgan wanted it, and

got

sale last Monday

the

it for 815,000.

At the

dainty relic of the
tenderly shown to the

Yang-hc period was
Auctioneer Thomas J.
worshippers.
Kirby knew' that it wmuld bring a big price,
and passed quickly from the first bid of
85,000 until the remarkable figure of 818,000

art

reached, when it was knocked down to
Mr. W. T. Walters of Baltimore, through the
American
agency of Mr. J. F. Sutton, of the
Art Association.

was

The death of Dr. Austin Flint, fcr., at
New York Saturday is a great loss to the
medical profession. Dr. Flint was one of
the ablest writers on medical subjects, and
his fame was not confined to this country.
The Flint family seems to have been especially ordained to the pursuit of the healing art. The deceased physician’s father*
grandfather and great-grandfather were dis-

tinguished physicians, and his son, Dr. Austin Flint, Jr., has already
acquired a wide
reputation. Dr. Flint began his career in
Massachusetts, but removed to Buffalo,

for 10 years he edited the Buffalo
Medical Journal and aided in organizing the
Buffalo medical college. He was afterwards
connected for several years with the university of Louisville and the charity hospital in
New Orleans. In 1861 he joined the staff of
Bellevue hospital in New York city, and remained on it until his death. He was a professor in the Long Island medical college,
and in 1872 was elected President of the
New York academy of sciences. As a practitioner he had no superior. He was author
of many works which are regarded as authority by his profession, and the sales of
where

which

have been

large.

Dr. Flint

[Special correspondence

of the

I’nESs.]

CHAMOUNIX, MEKDE GLACE, JJAUVAI8 PAS.
Chamounix is an unique place, and we
hope, if life is spared, to find it unchanged
We humbly felt our own
on our next visit.

littleness anil the frailty of man’s best work,
when we looked up to the monarch of mountains, peering into the very heavens, an imperishable monument of spotless marble,
whose side the- Almighty hand alone can
reach upon which to inscribe testimonials of
his greatness. We loved to sit at the window and listen to the tumbling waters of
the Arve, and watch the throng of lilliputian
figures bustling to and fro in the narrow
street, or creeping down the mountain paths.
Tiie very cowboys and girls leading home
the goats at eventide interested us. They
are all so respectful and independent, having
none of the time serving and heartless obsequiousness, which is so disagreeable in countries where the lines of social caste are rigidmaintained. They work for you and expect to be well paid, and are satisfied at the
end of the bargain. It is restful to dwell
among and deal with the Swiss, after haggling for your rights, and fighting one’s way

ly

guard against imposition from master and
servant alike; and every time being outwitted by the rogues in France and Great Britain. One day was spent indoors, listening
to

which began in a
little cloudy cap on Mont Blanc, and swiftly
spread from peak to peak, until the Alps
themselves were lost to view, and their existence only known by the terrific reverberations of thunder that rent the air. The next
morning dawned bright anil clear when we
started on mules up Montanvert to cross the
Mer de Glace.
We had read Fredrika Bremer’s thrilling
account of her hair-breadth escapes, of her
intense anxiety paralyzing her limbs with
to the voices of a storm,

__

form.

OUR FOREICN LETTER.

was

to

have presided over the international medical
eongress, which meets next year. Although
T4 years old, he was still ns hard n worker as
most men of half his age.

fear, and cramping her soul so as to deaden
her power to respond to the illimitable sublimity of God’s handiwork. We debated a
long time whether to risk ourselves, much
more our precious charge, to the chance of
At last we nerved
some awful catastrophe.
ourselves for great adventures and started
with a guide for each child.
The ride up Montanvert is along a beautiful woodland path, where one must be beiy.
on suicide, to get a serious harm, even if a
A good lunch at the
donkey should fall.
Montanvert warmed us, so we were ready
for the hazardous crossing of the Mer de
Glace. Here we took Alpine stocks, coarse
woolen socks and hob-nailed shoes to fortify
_r..u_:_.

i_a „n

it.-ii.:__

money thrown away, unless we wished to
make a thrilling story of our perils: and
keep up the fiction of the dangers of Alpine
travels. The Mer de Glace looked to us like
a dirty mill pond, when the mild winds of
spring begin to heave the ice, and nature generally is stripped of every bit of beauty. We
can see Les Aiguilles at this point; but the
Grand Mulets and Mont Blanc are not in

sight.

After

reaching

the

opposite

side we

walked leisurely along the shoulder of the
mountain gathering wild flowers, until we
stood beneath the cascade of Mont Blanc, a
silvery thread of water descending from the
overhanging cliff. At this point we descend
upon the Mauvais Pas, which to a born
westerner, who had never been beyond a
rolling prairie, might appear a fearful enterprise ; but to most of us New Englanders,
used to scaling some of the White Hills, like
Kearsargc or Chocorua, it was only a good
hour’s exercise. We almost laughed to scorn
all fours,
a puffy Englishman who went on
hugging his face to the ground, both hands
clinging for dear life to the iron rail, and
looking like a humanized lobster. When our
company gathered in the Chalet on Chapeau
to quench their thirst with milk or beer, according to the national taste, he brought up
the rear, panting and sweating, we puzzled
our brains to divine the philosophy of adding fuel to his boiling blood in a glass of
whiskey, instead of cooling off with a cup of
nourishing milk. Here our mules met us,
and carefully took a zigzag course down the
side of Chapeau to euter Chamounix from
Les Pras. We passed a school house, not a
little redone, nestled in the shade of some
dark fir trees just as a pedagogue, with all

the consequential air of his illustrious predecessors. locked the door, lit his pipe, and
leisurely turned homeward in the midst of
or more little girls with blue eyes
and fiaxen hair, such as Meyer Von Bremen
paints so happily. Our patient mules fell into line with them and we trudged along in
their company. He looked inquiringly at

twenty

us, as if in doubt w'hether we appreciated
his charge or understood their chattering
and singing. We said, Fous arez une tres jolie compagnie la, to which he replied with

great glee, Pas si mal.
nf Flperprp nnrl

"Rrp.vfinfc

nrp np-

complished with much less fatigue
day’s excursion, and repay much

than this
better in
fine views of Mont Blanc, Grand Mulets and
The Glacier de
the valleys on either side.
Bossons which has slowly been sweeping in-

winters
to the valley for the few past
is really beautiful. An hour’s climb up the
mountain raises one on a level with the crystal towers and minarets, which are almost
translucent in a strong sunlight, giving the
rifts and chasms between the glacial ridges
a look of awful blackness.
Many tourists denounce the greed of the
Swiss, but for our part, we could only com.
mend their industry, when we saw their
hard labor in wringing out of these barren
cliffs a comfortable livelihood.
Every twig
that their cattle cannot eat is saved for firewood. A woman will walk, knitting work
in hand, a livelong day behind a cow to make
her eat the grass frugally, and not cut up the
When the men
sward by roaming about.
cannot work the soil nor wait upon travellers, they are searching the mountains for
edelweiss, carnelian, agates and amethysts.
On these hunts they take the boys to train
them for guides. Every blade or tiny gem
like the cat’s and tiger’s eyes is garnered
with the greatest care and turned into centimes. The barefoot children ran along by
the carriage, offering dried edelweiss, which
at first appeared worthless, but careful pressing brought out the snowy, downy petals,
and today we prize them as mementoes of
happy days which may never be repeated.
The women work with exquisite taste the
scanty flora of these steril e hills into albums for souvenirs of a summer in the Alps.
They truly are atomists in their economy,
which is praiseworthy, for it is only by this
method that they have existed, and made the
To do
wilderness to blossom like the rose.
them full justice they should be set by the
side of the Irish, whose lines have been cast
in pleasant places, and yet where are they,
severe

or

what are

MARTIGNY.

Our ride from Chamounix to
inni'Hontc

Martigny

Wlahinff

was

t.n llP tut/ITI-

whims of other
passengers, we took a carriage for our own
party. Going out of the village of Cliamounix we pass a rude cross, upon which we
read this inscription, “That to anyone who
would erect a similar structure would be
granted one hundred days’ indulgence.”
The priests make mi&sionary circuits through
the country and work upon the credulity of
the people to induce them to lay by of their
scanty stores to secure such spiritual bless-

pered by

no

grain,’

olive and brown shades. About midday the
clouds drifted across our horizon, shutting
out the snowy peaks, and opening the very
fountains of the heavens. We were enveloped in mist and darkness, wholly unconscious of the sublimity of the scenery about

except when an occasional flash of lightning lit up the heights and flashed into
the valleys beneath.
The weary horses
tugged and slipped on the muddy steeps, as
we toiled over the very summit of Tete
Noir. When we were rounding the edge of a
perpendicular cliff, where the driver walked
beside the horses on the outer edge to assure
our timid ones, we suddenly were brought to
a stand-still face to face with two double
teams. We saw no possible way of extricating ourselves out of the difficulty, as to swing
around or back down the mountain was
equally ruinous; and by the perfect silence
of the occupants of the other carriages we
mistrusted they had no idea of backing up
the road. Our drivers, used to such exigenus,

cies,

measuring

began

and

stage

rules

or

der.
This recalls to mind the Latin documents
a friend
found among the original manuscripts in Sir Thomas Phillips's library at
Cheltenham. One an “Indulgence of eleven
thousand years of pardon to anyone in Seville for saying the inclosed prayer once each

day.” This
in 1567.

given by Pope Sixtus IV.
Another similar was granted by

the clouds
oftor

/iaiiIiI

im

con

stately chestnuts
“guessed” how many

and

tho

nronn

in

mPfldoWS

Martigny,

more

we

for four thousand years.
Either the modem Popes are more niggardly
in bestowing pardons: or the people are less

credulous of such iniquitous fallacies.

A perfect GYMNASIUM for FinAll Piano
gers, Hands and Wrists.
A great
Students should use it.
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting

their technique.
Herman KoUschReferences:
S. B. Mills,
ninr, W. H. Sherwood,
Win. Mason.
—

will be continued a few days longer only. In advertising this sale
I wish to call particular attention to several broken lines of

at once.
at prices
which will he
my
which 1 shall
Frocks,
in
Sacks and
also a full line of Business Suits
1 hose ChilSale.
offer at greatly reduced prices during this Special
at Five
last
week,
dren’s Suits in sizes 5 to lO years, as advertised
left,
Bon t
more
few
a
Hollars each are a special bargain and only
Overcoat
Winter
Fine
a
forget that you can save money in buying
now and laying it aside for next winter.
1ST.

OLD STORE

No. 3 Free Street
feb9

—BY—

marts

CUTICURA REMEDIES
sold everywhere. Cuticura, the great Skiu
50
cts.; Cuticura Soap, an exquisite Skiu
Cure,
Beautifler. 25 cts.; Cuticura Resolvent, the
new Blood Purifier, §1.00.
Prepared by the Potter Drug and Chemical Co.. Boston.
ISeud for “How to Cure Skin I>i8ea»e».J,
wratMVH1'ING, Scaly, Pimply and Oily Skin
A A Ay MM beautified by Cuticura Soap.
Are

BACK ACHE, WEAKNESS, UTEBPains, Soreness and Lameness
speedily cured by that new, original,
elegant and Infallible antidote to pain
and inflammation, the Cuticura Anti
Pain Plaster. Atdruggists. 25c.
W&S&\v2w
iue

Congress

A lew

Cleaning.

House

PORTLAND,

Ohio,

of I rbitnst.

FIVE, TEN and FIFTEEN YEARS TO RUN. PRINCIPAL
and INTEREST payable in NEW YORK CITY.

32

—

eodtf

Exchange Street.

BUSINESS

in informing all the people that our repairs will be all completed by April
best selected stocks of Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and
of the largest
prices that will move the goods Look o utfor
Ranges ever exhibited in Maine, which we shall offer at
Our store now is not in condition to show goods
our opening notice, which will be given in this paper.
diseomlort
for
the
you may suffer in selling goods a trifle
as we should like, but we are making up
above cost for this week.

anf

we^han show^one

stl

BUILDING,

DONMELL

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,

Manager.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

Goods Sold for Cash

or on

Our

Special Contract System.

OPEN EVERY EVENING.
All orders through the mail will receive
marl 5

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

ELECTRIC LICHTS.

prompt attention. dtf

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

—

XIST

All W ool Canada Grey Pants at $1.50. Large lot Men’s all wool

VESTS MARKED DOWN TO ONLY $1.00 EACH.
at

SMALL SIZES.

only 25

cents each.

GREAT BARGAINS IN BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S SUITS.
marked down from
Men's Black W orsted Frock Suits only $10.00 ;
$15.00 and $17.00. Small sizes.

*

n

TT

Tk

A-LUiiIM B.

A

TTT

llAflO,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Street,

Middle

180

near corner

tjry Jt\a

X'JTS.X^/JCJ.

J. & T. COUSINS'

255 Middle

St., Portland, Me.

WARE, Manager.
___(lt^
1880.
FOR
CH ANC3-E

W. O.
marO

A

walking.

Perfect fit.. No wrinkles...Easy as an
old shoe.. .Always retain the shape.
Will not tire the feet in long walks.
Wade in 11 widths and all sizes.
Look

on

Sole for Name and Address of

J.

COUSINS,

& T.

NEW YORK.

M.G. PALMER,
scpl4

•

Portland.
Agent foreodtfnrmcM

ISAAC W. DYER,

of years as a cutter,
I am pleased to inform the public, generally, that alter a term
the old stand
and for the last live years as cutter for L. C. Young, I have purchased
I shall offer Special
at Woodfords and shall continue the business as heretofore.
to as full line of
Prices for the next thirty days. I shall endeavor to keep stock up
will be an object for
Woolens as can be found in .Inline, and can make prices that
my city friends to examine.

SuitAllgrades of Foreignand Domestic Woolens,inPantirigs,
stock.
always
&c.,
ings, Overcoatings, &c.,

B. BROWN & SONS.

Credit Issued, available in all the PrinCities of Europe.
Investment Secnrities Bought and Sold.
emit*

cipal

Jan31_

DEALERS in

BANKERS

d3m

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.
jan 13
__eodtf
F. G. STE VEINS,

39 Exchange Street.

Private Wires to Boston nnd IVew York.
Parties buying or selling 10 shares of stock have
the same advantages as those dealing in 100 or
1000 shares.

i
Franklin C. Payson I

HOLMES & PAYSON,

Orders by mail

febl8

Seven per

cntnmTV
m mm v ms m.

9

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
CENTENNIAL BLOCK,
Portland, Me.

93 Exchange Street,

Fir*»t mortgage Coupon
Bond*, nnd

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.
Six Per Cent Debenture Bondn,
—

tmi

STREET,
of fonner office.

180 MIDDLE
Three doors

west

Ira S. Locke.
<ltf

Herbert G.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—OF—

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
£p-AU business relating to Patents promptly
ana faithfully executed.
Jul2citf

■

—

FOB SALE BY

—

l_J

ETUICDV

■

BalfiBBat

A u

fVIklalMIVI

■■

■

|

188 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

Paid in Capital Stock of each
Company, $500,000.00.
uiaiT2eodtf

STOCKS.
We have established at the offee ot onr Portland

correspondents.

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,

&OOXAV

Branch Office, for the purchase and sale on comBonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago, Philadelphia or Baltimore
mission of all

Exchanges.
Stocks purchased for Cash or carried on margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.
Members of

new

York and Boston Stock Ex-

changes.
The quotations and the current stock news of
the day will be bulletined at the office of Messrs.
Woodbury & Moulton.
Cor. middle and Exchange Sts.

RICHARDSON, HILL & CO.,
Bankers, Boston, Mass.

Janll_dtf
Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacilic Gold..6s
Anson.4s

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 6s
P. & O. R. R. ..6s

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
No.

194 miDDLE

STREET,

January 1.1884.

Photographer,
Portland.
CONGRESS_ST.,
work,

Picturesque

Specialties,

&c.

GUY HALL,

PORTLAND.

••

Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings, and
Wednesday Matinee,
MARCH 23 AND 24.
Stetson’s Number One Company. Only Appearin the State of D’Oylf.y Carte’s Opera
Company, under the management of Mr. John
Stetson, nresentimr Mr. W. S. Gilbert’s and
Sir Arthur Sullivan's Japanese uomic upon
ance

both in Plain and
Wo guarantee finest of
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
feol7dtf
Photographs.

MIKADO.

THE UNEXCELLED CAST.
THE MIKADO OF JAPAN. Mh. N. S. BURKUAM
NANKI-POO, his Son, (disguised
as a wandering minstrel, and in
Mr. Bor Staiktox
love with Ymn-Yum
KO-KO, Lord High Executioner of
Mr.
J. W. Herbert
Titipee
POO-BAH, Lord High Everything
Mr. harry Ali.*r
Else
PISH-TASH, a Noble Lord, Mr. Loves J. Morico
YUM YUM, ) IS Sisters, ) Miss Mary Beebh
PITTI-SXNG,! (wards to J Miss Agues Stoke
PEEP-BOO, ) Ko-Ko,) ) Miss Mamie Cerbi
KATISHA, in Love with NankiMiss Alice Carle
Poo,
Chorus of School Girls, Nobles, Guaids and
Coolies.

Orchestra of 16 Musicians!

Musical Director, Mr. F. \V. Zaullg.
Tickets, including reserved seats, reduced to BO
and 75 cents. Admission 35 cents. Matinee, 35
Sold at
Admission 25 cents.
and 50 cents.
StockbrUlge’s, Saturday morning. March 13th. at
9 o’clock. Numbers given out at 7 o'clock. Halt
fare and special trains on the Maine Central,
Grand Trunk, and Portland and Kochcster Batlmarlldtd

roads._
Federal Street.
Bijon Skating Parlor,
•

} 8k*t**-.10ce,,ts-

Ladies.:::

P. S—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the adralsstou will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
10 cents.

C. H. KNOWLTON. Manager.

r'Ar'fctv

HANKS
AT

—

REDUCED PRICES.

H. J. BAILEY & CO.,
Snecessors to Marrett, Bailey & Co.
a

lar^j variety of

GILT AND MEDIUM PAPERS
—

AT

—

Less Vnan Manufacturers' Prices.
These are very desirable goods and can
last but a few days. It will pay you to
see them while the a ssortment is good.
Wo are now opening Spring Patterns
and shall show the

LARGEST AND FINEST STOCK
—

OF—

Koom rapers
seen

in this city.

CEILING DECORATIONS A SPECIALTY.
Estimates giveu and competent
workmen furnished.

a

BONDS !

514

The

New Scenery, Songs, Dancee,

of all grades ever

LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

AND

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,

Office connected with that of Clarence Hale.
dim
feb23

JoSeph A. Locke.
feb27

—

FLORETTB l

offer

telegraph promptly executed.

cent.

—

a
fmrn

WIGHT

Comedy Drama,

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.

'NO. 188 MIDDLE STREET,
(Canal Bank Building)

Portland,.Maine.
dim

or

dec23_eodSm

Counsellors at Law,

n

By Lizzie Evans in her celebrated Impersonation of “Chip,” the Ferry Girl.

CASH SETTLEMENTS.

No. 37 Plum Street.

xm.rn

Ferry!

Fogg’s

—

BROKER,

(q<mL ffi\A/rUeit

Georoe F. Holmes.

LIZZIE EVANS,

and a powerful Dramatic Company in the following Repertoire:
I FRIDAY NIGHT—The popular Americas
Comedy Drama in four acts, entitled

Choice

—

STEPHEN BERRY,

1

March 19th aud 20th.

declOdtf

Stocks, drain and Petroleum

mid

TWO NIGHTS—Friday and Saturday,

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Bought, sold and carried on margin of one per
cent, and upwards. Quotations constantly received.

fob

THEATRE

PORTLAND

Erening Admi*nion:
Gents.15 cents |
10
1UC
Ladies.10 cents!Skates.
Admimion:
Afternoon

SIMM,

WWDBIR1 &

HAWKES BROTHERS
—

l»th.

will be booths and characters in costume
representing different nationalities. Coffee, chocolate and Russian tea will be served free of charge.
During the evening there will be music, from
professional and amateur performers.
Refreshments conDoors open at 0 o'clock.
stantly served.
Admission 50 cents. Tickets to be obtained at
Loring, Short & Harmon’s and at the door,
dtd
marl5

Grand Chorus!

Sterling nnd Continental Exchange
bought and sold at moot favorable rate*.
Travelling and Commercial Letters of

Counsellor at Law,

MR. GEO. hTyORK, TAILOR.

Janl8

I

•

have removed to

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
The only GENUINE ones made.
The most comfortaMeand durable

the evenings of
I Milt AND

Composer’s Original Orchestration.
Author’s Original Stage Business.
Scenery from Original Models.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
jelO
eodtl_

of Exchange St.

]el9

—

Authorized Performance.

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.
eodtf

LOCKE &

_eod3mnrm

Building.

470 CONGRESS ST

Spring

Men’s and Young Men’s Pants and Vests.

Sa’l’irtJLtJ J- i-J if

0

No. CIS Middle Street.

Melvin J. Hatches.
Geo. E. Hatches,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
d6m
decl8

goods, feeling confident that all tastes can be satisfied.
W e offer about 50 LIGHT WEIGHT OVERCOATS carried from
last Fall at from $2.00 to $8.00 UNDER REGULAR PRICES. These
iu
bargains can last but a few' days. Special Bargains

quality,

TRUST COMPANY,

Granite for Building;, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

—

RTLAID

HASKELL & JOKES,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot SL, PORTLAND, ME.

BOVS’ SHIRT WAISTS, 50 cent

1^0

BANKERS,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

B ARC Al NS

marG

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

Jan22

CHOICE

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
d3m«

—AND—

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
d6ra
novl2

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall Furniture and Carpet Store, 827
Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

by the Showalter mortgage
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,
Vermont and Rnode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

CARON.

LANCASTER BUILDING,

CORNER PEARL AND MIDDLE STS., PORTLAND.

uu

PER CENT BONDS GIAMNTEEU
More
Co.

First National Bank

Haskell & Jones,
Wo take great nleasure
1
when

—

per cent,

H. IN. PAYSON & CO.,
niarl7

7

€»IV E

WILL

Tickets 75, 50 and 35 cents. Sale of seats commarlSdtd
mences Wednesday, March 17.

FINANCIAL..

$24,000
City

Mohair Plush
HairCloth Parlor Suits for S35 and upwards.
Parlor Suits and 20x28 Marble Top Table S50.00,
are attractions on this floor.

>

MAINE.

10_

piunge||will Wonderfully! Facilitate

LADIES’ CIRCLE

There

SATURDAY

City Hotel,

Near

FINANCIAL.

these
our own v,or« shops and in the best possible manner ;
goods we can recommend as being first-class in every way, stll wool
material, durable linings and trimmings, and superior workmanship,
fit and finish; sizes from 29 to 44 breast measure, and prices ranging
We cordially invite your attention to these
from $8.00 to $22.00.

THOMSON, LANGDON & CO., New York.

CO.,

&

9

mar

made in

While scores of patents have been found worthless, the principles of the Glove-Fitting have
proved invaluable.
Retailers are authorized to refund money, if;
not prove as
on examination, these Corsets do
represented. For wale everywhere.
Catalogue free on application.

will hold a Fair and Supper, at
Y. M. C. A. HALL,
Thursday Afternoon A Evening, Mar. IN.
on
Many useful and ornamental articles will
sale. Supper served from 5.30 to 8. Admission
10.3,
and
10
free. Horse ears leave the Hall at
mar* Qd.lt
for Congress Street Station.

THE LITTLE ELECTRIC BATTERY,”

Street, under G. A. R. Nall,

GENTLEMEN, YOUNG 9VSEN and BOYS,

Orleans.

THE LADIES OF WEST CONGREGATIONAL SOCIETY

First appearance In Portland of the charming
Soubrette

MORRISON^

4Ve have received from our wholesale house a very fine line of
Overcoats for

shape

AWAY !

Call and register jour name for presents to be given away, free of charge.
New and Elegant Designs in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware at lowest possible prices.
and ExWatches and Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of Ability
perience. No apprentices employed.

SPRING OVERCOATS!

ARE STILL TRIUMPHANT.
For fifteen years, they have steadily gained in
favor, and with sales constantly increasing have
become the most popular corset throughout the
United States.
The G quality is warranted to u-car twice as long
as ordinary Corsets. We have lately introduced
the G and R—H grades with Extra Long Waist,
and we can furnish them when preferred.
Highest awards from ail the World’s great
Fairs. The last medal received is for First Degree
of Merit, from the late Exposition held at New

Ticket. 30 cent. each. To be obtained of
the Executive Committee and at the stores of C. J.
Farrington, F. R. Farrington, Owen, Moore & Co.,
Geo. C. Shaw & Co., \V. S. Banks. McLeilan.
marl2dlw
Mosher & Co., and at the door.

on

AT MORRISON & GO’S NEW JEWELRY STORE.

a vomriiUTis ti wr..

VAKIOOSED MORE LEGS.
My wife used tne Cuticura Remedies for a
sore leg, caused by varicose veins, with entire and
was also
perfecf satisfaction. Mrs. John Flarertythe
same
cured of a sore leg of long standing by
JOHN M. COOPER, Druggist.
treatment.
III.
Greenfield,

MUSIC BY CHANDLER

—

JEWELRY FREE,

565

MEN,

under the auspices of the

VESTRY OF THE CHURCH,

AND-

My
fall, when

have suffered al my life with skin diseases of
different kinds and have never found permanent
relief, until, by the advice of a lady friend, 1 used
your valuable Cuticura Remedies. I gav# them
a thorough trial, using six bottles of the Cuticura Resolvent, two boxes of Cuticura and seven cakes of Cuticura Soap, and the result was
just what I had been told it would be—or complete
BELLE WADE.
cure,
Richmond, Va.
800 W.
G.
W.
Latimer,
Druggist,
Reference,
Marshall St., Richmond, Va.

HOME FOR AGED

—

SILVER WARE,

—

I

IX AID OF THE

THE “JAHR MARKT,"
AT THE

eotltf

GIVEN

■

Debt of tlie City but one and one-half
of the Assessed Valuation.
FOlt sale uv

I consulted medical
worse, until the
advice, and used many remedies to no purpose.
Instead of getting better they rapidly grew worse,
being a mass of watery, festering, raw flesh, very
offensive and annoying. Whenever a part would
heal up it would be subject to the most violent
itching, and immediatefy break out worse than before. Little watery spots then appeared on my
finger joints, and festering would spread over a
use
large surface. In this condition I began the time
of tlie Cuticuka Remedies. In one week’s
my hands were almost well, and in a short time
.TNG. 1). VAUTIER.
entirely cured.
Pier 37, S. Wharves, Philadelphia.

Thursday Evening, iHar. 18,1886,

af High Street t'burrb,

_____

THIS FLOOR IS CHOCK FI LL OF GOOD BARGAINS. PRESENTS

—

CITY HALL,

THE YOUNG

all New and FirSt-

are

ClaSS.
mar 10

AT

FAIR AND SUPPER.

IVIy Coods

P. S.—No Bankrupt Stock.

/ /rl 1 I 1 1 \

was

for

610 Congress St.
eodtt

Fine Art Rooms,

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 CONGRESS ST.

an

on

—

MARCH

SPRING
eruption appeared
IX THE
the backs of my hands. I' supposed I
hands continued to grow

marl2

DAVIS’

F.

CYRUS

I am giving more Paper and Envelopes fo
week.
the money than any store in Portland.

one more

Festering, Watery and Raw
from the Finger Tips to
WristCured byCuticura.

marl 7

—

STATIONERY

M. C. P. B.

cf 1884

AT

-OF-

RAW HANDS,
poisoned by ivy.

HI. REHN, OF NEW YORK,

F. K.

I SHALL CONTINUE MY SPECIAL SALE

zerland, which arc singularly mixed iu religion, than to walk among the habitations of

people.

Promenade Concert

Refreshment* in Reception Hall In charge
of ('oagreM Mquare Union.

FINE WATER COLORS

ent

errors. We have yet to see one community
where Catholicism pervades the life of the
people, which is not filled with squalor and
every disgusting form of vice and uncleanliOne needs no other index to point out
ness.
the theology of the various eantons of Swit-

Admission, gentlemen 25 cents; ladies 15 cents;
marl6d3t*

supper 10 cents.

_

we

the common

dtf

SPECIAL EXHIBITION AND SALE OF

herring-hone

worship, one must cast out even this
apology for the willful inculcation of known

under the auspices of the

LADIE’S AID SOCIETY,
at Good Templar's Hall, Wednesday Evening, Mar. 17-

Block, Portland. Cougress Square Sociables.

_

—

180-MIDDLE STREET-182.

mar5

CEN. AGENT,

I

B.—Special Prices Mean CasH.
■

SUPPER AND DANCE

—OX—

SAMUEL THURSTON,
and Children’s Fine All Wool suitings!
Men’s, Youths’
I have
stock
that will clean
sold

should make to reach the town,
varying from five to ten. One erratic child
ventured twenty and, and sure enough, our
horses turned on a semi-backward track
twenty-four times before they crossed the
Rhone and tramped, wet and besmeared
witli mud, through the village.
The next day at Martigny we had time to
answer the cathedral bell, calling tiie peasants to morning prayers. Humanity presents a hopeless aspect of degradation in
these Italian villages. Here one sees the
Roman Catholic religion and superstitions
exercise their normal power over the poor
and ignorant. We have often heard it said
that the gorgeous spectacular worship appealing to their childish natures, and the absolute authority restraining their uncruslied
passions, was the one redeeming element in
their power for good. When one sees the
shiftlessness of their daily life and mingles
with them in their blind, or worse, indifferturns

_

CLOTHING

WINTER

and mountain

feet; then commenced
T.Arur

tops lay at our
the cautious descent.

“TECHNIGON"

Semi-Annual Clearance Sale of

dragging

was

Pope Innocent

FARRINGTON’S

J.

C.

When

ings, equivalent, to most of them, to a license
to sin. However, those who know the people well say the priesthood is fast losing its
control over the better classes in the dis-

tricts where English speaking people travel.
to
English is taught in all the public schools
natives to
facilitate trade and to enable the
residents acceptably.
serve the summer
to inThis very means their leaders takb
and thereby
crease their worldly prosperity,
contribute to the maintenance of the church,
it asunmay be an opening wedge to divide

_

both teams were fairly
abreast, ours having the right of way on the
substantial side, while one pair of the wheels
of the other seemed to rest on the edge of
nothing, one of two fellows, whom we had
taken for Oxford students, shouted out, “I
guess you are glad you are on that side.’1
This Yankee password was all we needed
for an introduction, and we responded with
hearty congratulations on their safely passing the Rubicon. We kept on climbing till
wheels.

they'!

Sunday we attended the English church,
and were highly gratified to find a most excellent rector presenting the truth in a simple
manner, and earnestly working for his little
flock. Everywhere we have met most worthy disciples of Christ, patiently, and amidst
great discouragements, sowing seed in the
stony ground of Catholic countries. These
are all supported by the English Colonial
and Continental Missionary Society.

-iroviasl in ife

Just after we cross over the French boundafountain of water,
ry we pass a reviving
over which was a box, witli this inscription:
Cette font nine d’une Veau, suave et limpide,
est mi kommaeje fait aux voyageur, par le
fondateur. Le tronc recevra Voffeiule du
At the terminus of
voyageur bienveillunt.
the French highway the road changes into a
the tiny
narrow rocky path, twisting around
patches of cultivated ground, and under the
which are
very eaves of the rudest chalets,
The
more picturesque than comfortable.
roofs are loose boards, kept on by hea\ y
rocks, and filled underneath with herbs,
furs and bundles of fagots, laid by for
winter use, which hang out in fringes of rich

AMUSEMENT*.

miliOBLL AN E«l'8.

MltHELLAKEOCii.

The first half of the way is over a magnificent road built by Napoleon III., when Italy
surrendered this corner of her territory to
France. This part of the drive is an unbroken ascent, but accomplished with east-,
at each turn revealing new views of the aspiring Aiguilles and the sublime Mulcts.

Foil loud.

lanldtf

M. €. M. Association.
of the Maine Charitable

MEETING
A SPECIAL
Mechanic Association will be held lu the LiTHURSDAY
Mechanic Building,

brary Room,
EVENING, March 18th.

action

on

the

R. B. SWIFT,

on

at

7.30 o’clock, to take

change^th. building^
marlldtd
Secretary.

proposed

H. J. BAILEY & CO.,
190 ami 192 Middle Street.
mar4_d2w

Health

Foods!

The superior preparations bv the Cold l*la«t
Procew* from the celebrated fiealth Food Comnany. Peeled Wheat Floutr, <ir.auU.rd

Whrnt.Ouh,, Burlry, dte., Wheatenn In<iluteu Flour
tor the diabetic

tauin’ Food, Kraut Food.
the only allowable bread Hour
also <iU'rr.\

SCPPOBIToilKS

aenre

for Piles and Constipation. Call or send for
cinulars

Home Canned Fruits in Glass Jars
—

WM. 0.

FOR SALE BY

Specialty!

WHITTIER^A

Ideal
No

a

—

Lamp !

Chimney!

No Smoke! No Odor!
Positively Non Explosive! Flnmr larjr
and Steady!
Please call and examine. Selling agents wanted
for Cumberland County.

WM, II. WHITTIER,
621 Congress Street.
eo<12w

mar8

RAILROAD*.

*

THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING, MARCH 17.
WIT AND WISDOM.
At a theatrical entertainment a few weeks ago,
young lady w ith a three-story hat sat immediately iiiffroiit of a newspaper man. Noticing that
her exaggerated head-gear obstructed the joarualist’s view of the stage, where a temperance lecture, or a;s«rlptural panorama, or something was
taking place, the young lady, with a sweet smile,
removed her hat and placed it In her lap. The
newspaper man was profuse In his expression of
thanks. The next day he caught a severe cold,
contracted pneumonia, and died a week later.
Whoa his will was read. It was discovered that he
had added a codicil, giving the young lady who
sat <n front of him In the theatre two million forty-seven thousand four hundred and sixty-eight
dollars. There is a moral In this,—also a tremendous He, but that may be kept from the young ladles.—Jersey City Journal.
a

American Express.
Boston Air Line..
Burlington A Cedar Rapids.
Canada Southern.

MINIATURE

2%

"V

Metropolitan El.160

Hannibal & St. Jo.
do Dref erred.
Central raclfic lsts .11®
Denver Si R. Gr.

1st.Jl?f*
do Sinking Funds.Jl®

Union Pacific

It is narrated recently that a small boy, one of a
family of ll,ealted with his father, on President
Cleveland. The President chatted with the child
awhile, and Anally the boy asked:
“Have you got auy little boys?’’
“No," replied Mr, Cleveland.
"Nor no little girls?”
“Goodness gracious!” exclaimed the boy,
“what a nice, quiet, peaceable time you must
have!”
_

1 was sick tills fall with the rheumatism. I
took the Athlophoros, and in less than two hours
1 could move one of my legs. In ten hours I got
off my bed alone, and In eighteen hours my fever
had gone. Win. Sawyer, West Hampden, Me.

New York
If muscles and nerves are over-strained learn to
siitrk, somewhat Judiciously, but surely. Let
reason come to your aid, and compel yourself to
take a rest, even in a change of work. The acquiescence and approval of the mind is necessary
to rest well. Do whatever you like, or do nothing,
when over-strained, hut don’t drive yourself with
whip axd spur.
_

Do not suffer from Sick Headache a moment
Little livlonger. It Is not necossary. Carter’s
Dose, one little pill. All
er Pills will cure you.
druggists sail them.

Tomlinson—“Good-by, Miss Eleanora.
Miss Eleauora—“ But you’ve already said goodby to me. Miss Tomlinson.”
Tomlinson (who is always ready with some
can t
pretty speech)—“Have I, really? Well, one
do a pleasant thing too often, you know!
_

,,

CORRESPONDENT.
WISCASSET, March 12-Sld, sch Thos W Hyde
Sherman, Philadelphia.
EASTPORT, March 16tli-Cld, sch Portland
Packet, Gardner, Portland.
ELLSWORTH, March 16—Cld, sch Allandale,
Remick. Portland.
GOUXDSBORO, March 16—Cld, sch Highland
Queen, Bickford, Fortlaud.
EAST MACHIAS. March 12—Ar, sell J Baker,
Chase. Portland: Zampa, Lambert, Macliiasport
to load for New York.
March 13—Sid, sch Alaska, Clark. New York.
Sch Magnet is being repaired here and is to be
put iu good condition for the-general coasting buPROM OUR

St Pau! St Omaha..., 40%
do prel.103%
U. s. Express. 64%
Wells. Fargo Express.120

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YOHK,Meh. 10, 1888.—ThejfoUowing are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.27 00
Con. Cal. St Va. 2 26

Ontario.29
Quicksilver. 6

00
00

L. Scranton, Pa., Blair, Aloermau 6th Ward,
stated Nov. 9,’83: He had used Dr. Thomas’
Eclectric Oil for sprains, hums, cuts, bruises and
rheumatism. Cured every time.
Little Tommy recently went with his mother into the country on a Visit, and the first night they
the
were greatly disturbed by the barking of
watch dogs on the place. In the morning the
of
it.
mother spoke
‘•Did you hear ’em, mamma?” inquired the

b<^Well, I should

so!” she replied,

say

Ci"'&hat

emphatb
they

Was

was they doiu, mamma?
talkin’ in their sleep?”

A verdant housewife, fresh from her rural home,
came to the city to purchase various household
necessities. She glanced timidly about her, and

evidently confused by the countless shops.
There was a bucket shop near by, with the usual
Sue
and Oil.
sign over the door, “Stocks, Grain
read the words and entered.
I—I—
“I want to buy some oil?’ she said.
want to buy a great deal.” The proprietor winked
at the telegraph operator to get some OilLltj
hold
quotations, and wondered if his safe would
all the margin money.
madam.
for
you,
-I can buy 00,000 barrels
"I don’t want as much as that.”
“Or 10,000 barrels”“I don’t want as much as that.”
“Or even 1,000 barrels. The charges for carry-

was

_

inS(l’. she

exclaimed. “You see, I don’t live
here, and the train stops near our
if you'll put me up a gallon, 111 carry it

very far from

farm:

so

m&he was shown
necessary

grocery without
deliberation.

un-

the corner

courtesy

or

FINANCIAL ANDCOMMERCIAL.
FREICHTS.
The following are recent charters:
side of
bark Ocean Pearl, Philadelphia to north
terms.
Cuba empty lilids at private
to north side
Bark Stephen G. Hart, Portland
terms-.

of Cuba, cooperage at private
to Washington,
Schr City of Augusta, Boothbay
Ice 76c.
Portlaud to
Schrs Chattanooga and July Fourth,
New York, lumber at private terms.
and lerseSchrs Mageie Ellen, J. Nickerson,
lumber $2.25
verance, Portland to New York,
to PhilaSchr Agnes R. Bacon, Barter’s Island

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Moville I5tli, steamer Caspian, Portland
for Liverpool, and proceeded.
Ar at Melbourne Mch 15, ship Lucy A Nickels,
Nickels, New York.
Arat Liverpool 14tli, steamer Oregon, from
Portland.
Ar at Aguadllla, Feb 20, barque Landbo, Skolstadt. Arecibo. (and sld 27th for Portland.)

1%
1%
.I*.1%
Con. Cal. & Va. £
Hale & Norcross. 2Vi
Best & Belcher.«»■».
Bodie Con.

ice G5c.

delphia,

ice G5c.

Schr Fanny Flint, St John, N. B.,
piling 2% c 4P running foot.

\ork.

to New

private

terms.

Flour, Gram. Provisions, Sic.:
Grom.

Flour.
Superfine and

[High MlxedCorn.61®52

Oats; bag lots.... 43*45
Fau-ut Spring
Wheats.6 00*0 25 Cotton Seed.
car lots..23 00*24 00
roller.5 25*5 601 do bag...24 00*25 00
clear do....6 00*6 25 Sack’dBr’n
7515 00 ear tots. .20 00*21 00
stone

Micblstralght

ground.4

do

at Louis st'gt

bag...21 00*22

oo

roller.5 50*5 75 Middlings, 20.00*23 00
clear do.... 5 25*5 50 do bag lots,21 00*24 00
Proviniona.
Winter W neat
Patents.5 75*0 OOiPork—
Backs ...14 00*14 oO
einh.
Cud H (III—
i Clear —13 00*13 60
Mess..... 11 60* 12 00
JjargeShore3 25*3
9 60*10 00
Large Bank3 00*3 261Mess Beef.
Kx Mess. 10 00*10 60
75 u3 001
....10
50*11 00
25*3 25] Plate
Ex Plate. 11 25® 11 7 5
H addock..... 1 60*2 00

501

uj^Ql.2
p0li,ck.2

..1 75a2 25 Lar<l—
Tubs

»

Shore

t> *>..6V4&0%c
Tierces.... 6*l6%c

bx..l4@18c

Hams t>
00*21 00 docovcredloyj all Vi

bbl—

Mackerel

lsTl9

w,,>
Shore 2s. 7 OO* 8W
Med. S*. 5 00* 0 00 KeroseneI'ort. ltcf. Pci. 6%
Small.
! Water White. -Hi
Produce18
Pratt’sAst’l.fhbbl.
Cranberries—
Maine.3 50*4 50|Devoe’s Brilliant.....13
Cape Cod... 6 50** 601 Ligoma...
Pea Bea»s...l 75*1 861Silver White. JV>
1 75*1 86ICeutcnuiaL..10V.
Medium
Bai.ins.
German nidi 65*1 751
50
Yellow Eyes.140*1 661Muscatel.... 2 60*3 25
London
Lay r 3 16*3
Irish Potatoes ..00*70
a
3
l
4 00*4 25 OnduraLay. 12 Vi
St Potatoes
7
®10y»
Onions.3 75*4 00 Valencia

f

.1JJJ4

Cabbages.®10*$12

...

Turkevs.17*18 granulated P lb.6%

."’hickeus.14*10 ExtraC..b
tv.

1

to

Seed**.

oa}12

Red

Duck»m

top....*2**82%

®14|

KmSpy.P.V^50®2tK,lVerniuiCheryek
TaUman Swtsl 25*1 50 N.Y.

‘“W®,,®11

Greenings ‘^l 25®^ 60 Creamy

-nttEi 5®u< 2iS,=.v.::::i|?S
.10®12
Florida.4 00*4
25 Store....
IMJ
50 Eastern extras...
Call *: Western..

Messina.3 00^3
->ia
*18
Malagers.2 00*2
1/
Ornngr..
75
Island....,
.,,,.17
Florida.4 25*4
,„
5 50*0 00 Lulled.
Valencia

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Meh. 16. 1880.
Received bt Maine Central Railroad—For Port
for conand 38 rare iniinflUmeous merchandise;
miscellaneous merchanMetlug roads 144 Tars
dise.

___
--

BOSIUM

received
The following quotations of stocks are
d&ilY:
93%
Railroad......
Ee
Atch., Topeka and Santo

New*York and New

England Railroad.

prof

g

neh'rl^phone.L,,
Market.
Mew York Stock and Money

[By Telegraph.]

call
YORK Marrh 16. 188C.—o11

10^dVS |t

I

V^l

,£tual

per

£

tor «o4
totes
u Vs
for demand. Government
*
market was
.toady
steam. The stock
bonds are dull and
( {or Lacka-

dull
day bills
■■

SRf 5

wtlchweremXjjhtal^acUve
aggre-

Stock Exchange

quotations of Governgru“i“1S*^M»y's
ment securities:
10OSA

tinned States bonds, 3s .iYjy,
New 4%s, reg
fioiZ
New 4%s,coup...““
New 4s, reg.}*2

The following New York stock market is received dally, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
Chicago & Alton............141%
Chicago * Alton preferred..150

Chicago, Burlington

&

Quincy.13b%

Erie.....—..

Siit

preferred—... %
Illinois Central.Mtu.

Erie

Lake Shore. 22y8
Michigan Ceutral...
Kew Jersey Ceutral., °|y*
liotlhwesteru.
},5/8

UBasr-:::::;:::::::;::::'*
island.

Bock
•St. Paul

(By Telegraph.)

00®4

ter, Seatle.
Ar 16th. ship Sterling. Goodwin, Baltimore.
PENSACOLA—Ar 16tli, sch D D Haskell, Av-

50.

Receipts of cattle 909 head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen Ip pair *100ffi*18o
Fallow Cows at *15**30; fancy at *50**80;
Milch Cows aud Calves *25**48; yearlings $10®
*18; two years old *14**28; three years *24®

erv,

Sxvine—Receipts 12.840; Western fat, live, at|5
@6Vi ; northern dressed 6%c.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 1648; in lots 2 76@
5 00; extra 6 25*6 25.
Veal Calves 2Vi*6c.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, barque Alice,Dyer
Cardenas; brig Sarah E Kennedy, fm Brunswick.
Below, sell Thos N Stone, Pitcher, Mobile,
CHESTER, PA—Ar 16tli, sch Emma Crosby.
Campbell, PortdePaix.
Ar 16th. ship Sumner K Mead, Burgess, NYork;
sch Georgie Clark. Bartlett. Wilmington.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 16th, brig Myronus, Peterson, (from Sagua) for New York; schs
Alice Montgomery, Lavender, New York; Lois V
Cliaples, for Jacksonville.
NEW YORK—Ar 16th, barque Jolin 1, Hasbrook. Cobb. Havana; Adolph Obrig, Staples, San
Francisco.
Also ar 16th, barque Ilattie G McFarland,
Dodge. Lisbon; Joe Reed, Allen, Guantanamo;
sell .1 P Wyman, Torrey, Jereinie 34 days for Boston, (put in for provisions.)
Ar 10th, barque Alice Reed, Stahl, Baltimore;
brigs Hyperion, Foss, Havaua; Shannon, Carde-

Cattle Market.

By Telegrapb.j

3

_I

Hogs—Receipts 14,000; shipments 6000; rough
and mixed at 3 76*4 10; packing and shipping at
4 10*4 35; light 3 60*4 10 ;skips 3 00*3 76.
Sheep—Receipts 4500 ; shipments 1800;|lower;
OO'rf.R fiO.

Lumbs 4 00®5 50.

[By Telegraph.]

NEW BEDFORD—Ar 14tli, sch F Nickerson,
Haskell, Elizabethport.
Sid 16th, schs Winner, Frye, and Lucy, Woos
ter. New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Sid 14th, schs Lady Ellen. Clark, and Flora Rogers, Bradford, Weeliawken for Boston; Jas Young, Llnnekin, Hoboken
for do; Lettie Wells, Bunker, Elizabethport for
do; Edw A DeHart, Brewster,New York for EastDort; Olive Elizabeth. Berry, New York.
Ar 14th, schs M Luella Snow, Spaulding, Cardefor Boston.
Ar 15tli, sch Lucy
Boston.
for
nas

HYANN IS—Passed by With, sell Wm O Snow,
Booth hay for Washington, (with loss of tibboom.)
BOSTON—Ar 15th, barques Georgietta, Forbes.
Surinam; Geneva, Gregory, Cienfuegos; schs U
H Benedict, Manson, Baltimore; Florence J Allen. Soule, Baltimore; Union. Cole, Portland for
New York, Ann Parker, Morse, Rockport
Cld 15th, ship Thos Lord. Brady, New Orleans;
sch Jonathan Bourne, Thompson, Philadelphia.
Ar lHth. schs David W Hunt, Hall, Apalachicola; Lewis R French. Newman, Portland.
Cld 16th, barque Agate, Powers, Gibara.
SALEM—Ar 15th, schs Belle Brown, Perry, fm
Rockland for New York; George P Trigg, Hillyard. Eastport for do; Bramliall, Haimltihi, Port
land for do.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 16th, sch Nellie Bowers,
from Rockport for Charleston; Mark Gray, Clark
Cove for Bridgtown, NJ.

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Hong Kong Feb 6, ship Grandee, Ellis,
San Francisco.
Sid fm Iloilo Jan 29, barque Jennie Harkuess,
mesbtirv, Boston.
Ar at Manila Jan 25, sliiD Mindora, Hutchinson,
Boston via Iloilo; 31st, Helicon, Howes, Hong
Kong.
Sid ftp Rosario Jan 19, brig

Havana 10th, sell Thomas R Pillsbury,
Pitcher, Pensacola; 11th, barque Ormus. Randall
Philadelphia; sch Wm Beazley, Pensacola,
Ar at Matanzas March 7, brig Cora Green, Philbrook, Mobile; 10th, brig Annie R Storer, Adams.
New York.
Sid 6th, sch Luis G Rabel, Murphy, Sagua; 10th
barque Levi S Andrews, Watts, for Philadelphia;
11th, Bonny Doon, Cole, do; Elmiranda, Havener,
Mobile.
Ar at Cienfuegos 8th, sch Nantasket, Richardson. Cardenas.
Sid fm Cienfuegos 4tli, sch Falmouth. Clark, for
Delaware Breakwater; 8th, Laura, Lamson, for

HOD bUSU.

Uoofnn

..

s,ov«
.128

.n%

S™
■Western Cnlon Telegraph.
Adams Express....

Cardenas Gtli, barque John J Marsh,Whittier, Philadelphia; brig Kaluna, Coffin, do; 9th,
sch Mima A Reed, Nash, Philadelphia; Mabel F
Staples, Dickson, and Kocheko, Jasper, do.
Sid Gth. schs Clara Leavitt, Lombord, Philadelphia; 9tli, H C Higglnson, Falos, Delaware Break
water; livie B Hall, Hall, do,
Ar at Sagua Mch 6, sch Ariadne, Colby, MatanAr at

Receipts, 24,800 bush.
u
NEW ORLEANS, March 16, 1886.—Cotton
firm; middling 8 9-16c,
MOBILE,! March 16, 1886,-Cotton steady ;mlddlijg 8%C.
.,
SAVANNAH. March 16, 1886.—Cotton steady,
middling 8%c.
CHARLESTON, March 1G, 1886.—Cotton firm;
middling 8%c.
MEMPHIS, March 16,1886,-Cotton is steady;
middling 8%c.
European Markets.

Xffi'fmAndria
rcassmu

Vork

mam_dG»103

17
17

IvlAdtf

No.

a»8 Commercial "Greet.

IVI B I A
CO LUOTHER
AND

BICYCLES!
c. h. mm,

Havana:....Mch20

|^grchVst«:::NeeWYOork:.|Sl:Jch20
it
I“rT;la4“6iF0
::uvcn>wi:..Mch25

lust out, call and get one free. New and
Machines for sale. Come and see them.

Mch

m*rG
&

ti.

2d-nana
M

d&wtf

"WsfenSs...

Boston,

marlleodlin_

oiass^

LOST AND FOUND.

__

and gentlemen wishing outat

Photography, can
FOUND-Ladles
fits and instructions
Copying
518 Congress St.
Harris’
in

every

m
Met names

Gallery,
style. 2 cabinets 81. Opposite

Hall;_10-1on

New High St., or
Congress, between High and Oak, a gold
owner as a gut. mo
the
thimble highly prized by
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving at
THIS
12th,

LOST—March

on

Congress St., betw;een

on

LOST—A
Exchange and Oak. Initials J.
the Inside. The finder will
E W.

S. and H.

H.

™

BEST THING KNOWH

GRAY’S BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Exchange and Congress Sts,13-1
turn it to

MERRY,

_12-1

Hatter.

India. New-

glove, probably
Commercial St. The find
burv. Franklin
LOST—A
will Please leave it at MOTLEY & CO.’S, 237
on

fur

or

er

_12-1

Commercial St.
9.

the shell road, a bright

on

red lining of
sleigh. Finder will be rewardLOST—February
it at HOLLAND’S STABLE No.
ed
leaving8
11-1
11 Silver
a

on

street._

store business heart of
100 per

experi-

WASHING^ BLEACHING
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLO WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZIN'GLV, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitation*
Nell designed to mislead. PEARLINE la ttio
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
Always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYUE. NEW YORK.
BVHdOlMdCcdd -Ml ’3N0IJMIINI SnOIOI'.'

HOTEL—Some good rooms can
secured at Perry's at reasonable rates;
9-1
also table boarders accommodated.

PERRY’S
now

ri’O

I

be

TRITE * CO.

situation wanted by a compeexperience, understands setting up
repairing engines and
on
steam
fitting pipes. Licensed to run engines
vessels; can give good references. Address, ENGINEER, Bethel. Me., Box 217.16-1

Jagan,
For

Sailing Lists and further
Freight," Passage,
to or address the General

Information, apply
Eastern

Agents.

E. A. ADAMS Ac CO.,
tis State Street, Car. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
Icb8

ALLAN LINE.

THE

Foss, Deering ft Baker.

p099.
HEW
JAMES H. DEERING.
CHARLES W. BAKER.

1,1880.marlSdtf

heretofore existlngj>etween

&
THEtheCopartnership
unclersignea under the name of Emery
dissolved by mutual consent.
Furbish is this

day
its
The affairs of the late firm will be settled
former place of business, head of Union Wharf.
JOHN A.

and

Liverpool

^ HiifaT‘1

Peruvian.
Polynesian.

Caspian.

Circassian._18

SHE St,.,
«gpr&ae»«.‘
C, P.
State St.
Bostcm

general housework;

girl
WANTED—A
good plain cook required. Call at 4 EAST4 and 8 o’clock
p.

BOSTON
STEAMERS.
I
FARE $1.00
THE

FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

CITY
FOREST WHARF,
TREMONT and FRANKLIN
alternately

will

International

Furbish.
formerly conducted by EmeryA.& fcMEKl.
JOHN

take
Con-

woman to

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impnre by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
these purevery other preparation for
30 years
poses. A punlic trial of over
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
18 BEAVER STREET,
YORK.

MEW

dly

marlO

experienced
WANTED—An
of
young baby. Apply at 675
10 a. in., 2 and
between 9
a

care

gress street,
in., or in the

3

ana

FACTS.

p.

WANTED-AN

to

use

LIE’S Constitutional Remedy,
WANTED.—Everybody
Salt Rheum and

tively

cure

DR.

Catarrh,

LESwill posi-

Neuralgia,

cures Neuralgia or Sick Headache in 30 minutes
if nsed according to directions. For sale by all
Druggists and at the office 205% Middle Street.
13-1

young girl
in a private family or care for a
plain cook, would stay at home
at 228% MIDDLE ST., over M.
store, MRS. PALMER’S

by

WANTED_Situation

to assist
child, is a good
nights. Apply

G-PALMER'S

a

smart

12

WANTED-50boysfroni5to

PALMER._131
will invest $2000 in a satAddress

WANTED—Party
Isfactory business with services.
151 Federal St.

13 1

G.,

coatmalcers. L. C. YOUNG,
496% Congress St.11-1

WANTED—Good

housekeeping, writing,
sewing, by a widow lady 33 years of age.
well recommended. A. K. H. W., No. 26 Park

WANTED—Situation;

Me.___H-l

St.. Portland,

active business, flour, grain
or baking business preferred; also good
house, 8 rooms, modern improvements, with stable. Address w. TV., Lock Box 1517._11-1

WANTED—Some

as

clerk in a

store.

young
9-1
A. K, P. LORD, west Buxton, Me.
WANTED—A
good pant maker, at FRED
W. GROSSTUCK, 266 Middle St._9-1
WANTED—A
man

WANTED—Piano; anyone having

Vt

good

a

sell or rent on reasonable terms,
please address OSGOOD SMITH, 105 State St.,
piano to

6-1

City.

gentleman wlio wants Ills
old overcoat or suit repaired or cleansed to
look like new. at a reasonable price, to go to
9-2
FRED W. GROSSTUCK. 206 Middle St.

WANTED—Every

TIT ANTED—For cash, very cheap, a Portland
v v
Cutter. Address, stating price, this office
J. P. MAKQUAND._9-1

D—Young
please state price.

capable girl to do general
Inquire at 120 Brackett St.,

house work.
WANTED—A
and 2

between 10

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Healtlifulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
•‘I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wliolesorneness and efficiency.”
RICHAltD C. STANLEY. A. M. Pli. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assaycr of Maine from '75 to 83.

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

_111111(1

marlO

NEW LUNGS

Cannot be made by medicines, or the skill of physicians; but the old ones
can be strengthened and

preserved by the

of

use

HlldllltUII

__9-1

in.

WANTED-Every

Tailor, 260 Middle

St._10-9

of good address, 43 years
of age, a good penman and accountant, understands business and legal forms, correspondence, &c., with twenty years clerical experience;
eleven years as Clerk of United States Court, desires a position suitable to hts abilities with manufacturing or wholesale house. Satisfactory ref
erences. Address ACCOUNTANT, This Office.

WANTE

D.—A

man

18-4

lady about to marry.

gentleman intending to
every lady
WANTED—Every
themselves with
to
or

a
on a journey,
provide
■Steel Lined Leatheroid Trunk" and have then
for
Bend
without
taken
mussing.
safely
apparel
LEATHEROID
illustrated circular to the
feb!5-3m
MANUF’G CO., Kennebunk, Me.

go

to know that the kleVt GANT STEEL LINED LEATHEROID TRUNKS,
manfuactured by the LEATHEROID MANUFACTURING CO., Kennebunk, Me., arc the lightest
strongest and bests trunks in the world. Wardrobe trunks for ladies and gentlemen; sample
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for illustrated circular.

_Janl5d3m

Wanted.
CAPABLE glG to do general housework, ref
ri. erences required. Apply at No. 55 CARLE
A

o

for Couglis,
Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the lungs.
cure

m.

<ltf

Two first-class coat makers, ladles; to
first-class workman I will give steady
work and good nay.
Apply at once to
GEO. 11. YORK, Tailor, Woodferds, Me.

_dlw«
LET.

tenement of thirteen rooms, centrally located, at reasonable terms. A good
chance for anyone desiring a comfortable and
pleasant rent. Inquire at 42 GREEN STREET.
16-1

TO

EET—A

convenient
rooms
who would like
months, May 1st to Oct. 31st;
new house
the Park, corner of one of the
principal streets. None need apply without good
reference. Address F., Press Office._1C-1

furnished
TOforEET—Four
family without children
few

housekeeping

a
near

of

first-class modern up-stairs
TO 7 EET—A
rooms, No. 372 Cumberland street, S275

a

family

without small children, ready about
April 1st. Apply to CHAS. I.. WILLIAMS, Office
No. 15 Galloon Block,15-1
year:

tenement.

convenient sunny
Ap15-1
to A. S. FULLER, 06 Elm St.
TOplyEET—A
EET—A good rent for small family in
TOpleasant
location
Fore St., between Atat 7 FORE
lantic and St. Lawrence St.

a

a

Enquire

13-1

desirable lower rent of
TO atEET—A
67 Hanover St.
Apply to WM.
6

DR. E. B. REED,
Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician,

Medical Rooms 592

Congress St.,

Portland, Me

Dr. Beed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is

heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
1
by the allopathic and liomoepathic physicians.
will take their ease to treat and cure them. 1 Una
can
die
to
about four-fifths of the cases given up
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent
and $2.00. Examination at tne

stamp
office $1, and consultation free.
Ofllce Hoan-9

a. m. lo

9

p. «...

novlOdtf

This RAPEBSSSf23
authorized amenta.
N» w7aYE~
*

ROM-

our

;

xt

S33.
^

a

:
;

;

i.97

16.45 0.42
any. 54.87 52.16 23.74
do.
28.67 22.62 11.09
20.13 47.16 3.30
do.
56.12 60.50 19.24
do.

Murdock’s Liquid Food.14.10

Liebig’s.Not

pin

Sc:

»

Valentine’s.
Johnston’s.
Delacre’s.
Murdock’s Liquid Fooilcontains 14.10 per cent,
of albumen; ail the other foods do not contain any.
Common food does not contain over one per cent,
that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85; the other
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74
per cent.
The other
lu alcoholic extrncu 1.97.
preparations are all TONICS, as they contain
cent.
front 20.13 to 50.13 per
These facts show why Murdock’s Liquid hood
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing tlia system of disease.
_

INTEMPERANCE CAN CE CURED
By the use of Murdock’s Liquid Food. IT STOPS
THE CRAVING, AND THAT STOPS THE DESIRE.
This fact is confirmed by its nse for the last 6
years daily in some of the

LARGEST HOMES FOR THE INTEMPERATE

MARKS, 07% Exchange

rooms
M.

St_12-1

EET—House on Douglass St.; 8 rooms
lower rent; 6 rooms on flat; Sebago; rent ten
dollars.
Inquire at 1001 Congress St.. G. W.
11-2
BURNHAM.

TO

EET-Desk room and one-half of office,
No. 24 Plum St.; vault and steam included.
0-1
Applyat once, Room 1, No. 24 Plum St.

TO

I.ET—Party Sleighs of all description
TO the
Also single and
most favorable terms.
double
on

teams at short notice. Hacking promptly
attended to. EASTMAN & GOODWIN, ltobluson's stable, 35 Green street.28-4

TO CLEANSE OR PURIFY TUE BLOOD
Pain is the prayer of a nerve for healthy blood,
and on it our life depends. Murdock’s Liquid
Food will make new blood faster titan all foods or
preparations known. A tablespoonful four times
new blood monthly,
daify will make 10 pounds
and the system contains 24 to 28 pounds.
SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AND HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.
IIunlock’* Liquid Food will as»i»t nil
classes of ehronic caw.. It is the only Raw
It ia free
Food in the world.
ble matter anil can always be retained by

of_iuao!u-

Ini‘

i«u«i wnuu

Nieuiacn)

*« u

valuable

ION.** il is equally
yvay. be retained.

»wi

»

and

al-

cau

Mcrofula, Ab.cca.e8, Ulcer*, or those suffering from a broken limb, can be restored
to health anil strength by the use of Murdock’s

Uiquid

We have

a

who was thrown
the breast bone,

from

a

two

injured, which
abscesses, which had been running 6 Mi years prior
to taking Liquid Food, discharging pieces of bone
and matter. The patient says:
“/ realised that l was improving before I had
taken the first bottle, and have taken it for five
months. For the first 5% years I was treated by
the best medical talent that money could command, but with no relief, and the most of them
iold me on their first visit that there was no relief
for me, and the results confirmed all they said, as
1 continued to grow worse daily, and at the time I
commenced taking your Liquid Food I could hardly walk, and was unable to stand erect. Now I
am my former self, as I am restored to health mid
usefulness, and I am happy, as I never expected
to enjoy such a blessing.

ST. VITUS’ DANCE.
We had a case who was unable to feed herself,
We kept
and she had no control of her limbs.
her on the Liquid Food three months and at the
was
disease
of
the
expiration of that time no trace
visible.
when
results
All nervous diseases will show good
our Liquid Food is taken.
SM&Wtf
jail its

CONSTIPATION!
There is no medium through which
disease eo often attacks the system
as by Constipation, and there is no
other ill flesh is heir to,more apt to
be neglected, from the bet material
inconvenience may not be immediate*
When there is not

regular

action, the retention of decayed and
effete matter, with its poisonous
soon poisons the whole system
by being absorbed into it, causing
piles, fistula, headache, impure blood

gases,

and many other serious affections.
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS will
Immediately relieve, and one bottle
positively cure or relieve any case
of Constipation.
‘‘Was troubled for a year with
torpid liver and indigestion, and after
trying everything imaginable, used
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS. The
first bottle revived me and the second
cured me entirely.”—J. S. Williamson.
Rochester, N. Y.

MiVIfiORATOR.

SURE cure for

Low Spirits, Dyspepsia, Nervousness, Heartburn,
Colic Pains, Wind in the Stomach or Pains in the
Bowels, Headache, Drowsiness, Kidney
Complaints, Melancholy, Delirium Tremens and Intemperance.
As a Medicine it is quick and effectual; curing the
worst and most aggravated eases of Dyspepsia.
Kidney Complaints, and all other derangements of
the Stomach and Bowels, in from four or five miuutes to Tw enty-Four hours.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy and
drooping spirits, and restore the weak, feeble, nervous, and sickly to health, strength and vigor.
NIGHTLY DISSIPATION—Persons who, from
dissipating too much over night, feel the evil effects of the poisonous liquors in violent headaches.
Sickness at Stomach,Weakness,Giddiness, etc.,will
find that one dose will remove all bad feelings.
Ladies of weak and sickly constitution should take
the In vigorator three times per day; It will make
you strong, healthyand happy.
For sale by H. II. liny A Son, t ook, Everett A Pennell, John \V. Perkin. ACo ,11.
H Whipple A- i’o,, E. L, filanwood A Co.,
D. H. HA II A CO.,
Geo. €. Frye A Co.
34 Brood Street. BOSTON, MASS.
W.S&Mly
fel)17
I

I'YTO its CAUSES nod CUBE, by

LAMLM

DC

years.

oue

who

was

STEAMBOAT CO.

ReMunaptioo of Service.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND will r^
an4
sume service on the route between Portland
Machiasport on Friday, March 12th, leaving PorV
land at 11 p. m., aud leaving Machiasport every
Monday at 4 a. in., making one trip per week until April 2d, when two trips per week will be
made; from Portland, Tuesdays and Friday*,
and from Machiasport, Mondays and Thursday*.
FAYSON TUCKEK, General Manage*.
BOOTHB Y, Gen’l Fa*s. and Ticket Agt.
no80dtf
Portland, March 8. 1886.

F. E.

Portland and

deaf

AND ALL PARTS OF

twenty-eight

—

Nora Scotia, Prince Edward* Island, and Cape Breton.

Brunswick,

FALL AND WINTER ARRANttEMENT.

OcL 5,1886,

Commencing Monday,

until further udtice Fassenger Train* wHl
Id*
Leave Portland as follows. 9.00 a.
Fabyann, Bethlehem, l.ittleton, Lancaster, WoodBville, IVlontpelier, tit. Jotaobury, Newport, Burlington, IwhmIo*,
Ogdenaburg, and all point* on connecting
m.,
3.00%.
sutions.

for

and intermedia!*

Bartlett

ARRIVALS.
10.40 a. ui*, faom Bartlett and wav station*.
from
»wanton, Burlington u
5.55 p. ni.,
all points on through line.
oc3dtf

October 3.1886.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OK CANADA.
CHANGE OF TIME.
On and after MON DA
train* will run

V,
n*

ISM.

Oet. lit,
folluwvx

departure*.
For Auburn uud LcwmIob, 7.06 A.
and 6.20 p. m.
m., mixed.
For Gorham, 7.20 a.m. and 4.
For Gorbnni, Montreal uud Chicago* 1.30

p.

m.

For

Quebec, 1.80 p. ra.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Aubura* 8.26 A. IL.
12.06, 3.16 and 6.60 p. m.
From Gorham, 0.40 a. m. And 7.00 p. OU.
mixed.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.06 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping car* on night train aa
Parlor cars on day train between Portland am
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE x

Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India

35

Boston; Philadelphia
LINE.

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURBAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
Long_ Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wnarf,

Street

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
—

DIRECT

R. R.

Ogdensburg

00p.

SPRINC ARRANGEMENT.

TO

—

Detroit, Chicago, Mllwaak
Cincinnati, St. Lonit, Omaha, Saginaw, St. Pani, Salt Lake City,

Canada,

Frnneieco,
and all points In the

Denver. Man

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manage
WM. EDO AH, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

ocl2dtf

From

;.-4k.
/jHI

,i,

p.

m.

Philadelphia,
54#.,
HMESu.

at 10

a. m.

one-hall the rate of
—mn| vessel.
and
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R.,
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Kouod Trip $18.
Pontage $10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
1m

Insurance

E.

31dtf

SAMPSON, Agent,

B.
70

Long Whorl, Boston.

Rtuuford Falls and Buekfield Railroad
Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12.1886.
Conneetiona via Grand Trank Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Jails Junction
10.46 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a. ss.
and Canton at 1.10 p. in.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10
in., arrives In Buckfleld at 3.60 and Can-

ji.

leave Canton at 4.16 and 9.1*
t°KeUiriiing>trains
and Boam., connecting for Lewiston, PortlAnd

a.

CUNARD LINE.
SERVICE.
DIRECT

SAILING

STEAMSHIPS

FROM

connections daily with passenger train at
^Stage
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for

West Sumner, Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Kumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
oct9dtf

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE,
Sunday, October 11, ISM.

Boston to Liverpool every Saturday*
colling ol Queenstown, Cork Harbor.
Steerage passage at Low Rates.

CATALONIA.

..M?rcl?,

April 17
PAVONIA.April 3|SAMARIA..
CABIN PASSAGE, $60, $80 and *100, accord
Intermediate
Passage
accommodation.
to
ing
ft35.

Drafts

Great

Oil

From Boston

Britain and Ireland.
on

Wednesday.

OREGON, April 21, May 19, June 16, July 14.
GALLIA, May 6, June 2, June MO, July 28.
•BOTHNIA, May 12, June 9, July 7, August 4.
SCYTHIA, April 28, May 26, June 23, July 21
Boston being 180 miles nearer Liverpool than
New York, the "Oregon” is expected to make the
passage under six davs. For passage or freight,
apply to P. H. DU VERNET, Agent, 99 State St.,
feb27d3m
Boston.

DOMINION LINE.

car-

lower
developed 20

riage six years ago;
ribs and the hip were

AROMATIC

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS

M

—

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ol State street, every MONDAY
and THURSbAY at G.QO P. M., for RASTFORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued aud baggage checked to
destination. 0T Freight receivedup to 4.00 P. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply al the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., orother Inform&tlon at Company’s Office. Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.
Gen’l Manager.
nov20dtf

Food.

patient

Treated by most of the noted specialists of tbe day with no benefit. Cured UimstV
EET—Joiner’s shop with three good benchand *lnce then hundreds of othin
three
month*,
Ines, mortise machine and circular saw.
A plain. sbnple__ and su«e
ers by same process.
quire of A. K. P. LEIGHTON, 288 Commercial I ceisful
home treatment. Address T.S. PAG E, 12*
street.
4tf
feb23eod!2w»
t East 26th St., New York City.

TO

FOB

FAST EXPI

in the United States.

bowels.

WANTED.
TO

eod&ewnrmlyG

?? o

£2.

lv fnlt from Irrnfmlar n/rtinn nf t.lin

A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. F. A., Press Office..
febl_ _dtf_

mailt

Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

E«

2
s

xxr ANTED—Every one

W AllXJKlf.

Balsam,

febo

p.

gentleman who has ft piece
of cloth, or intends to buy such, to be made
into a nice spring suit, overcoat or pants, at a reasonable price, to go to FRED W. GROSSTUCK,

marl

Botanic
a sure

a, m.

TON STREET, between 4 and 6 p.

_5-

■

and wife want board;
Address BOARD, this
9-1

man

W'ANTE

office.

o*
-c

Office.^

years old
to be fitted to Bals., Congress Boots, Button Boots and Lace Boots at very low prices. Also 100 babies of all sizes tube fitted at half price.
M. G.

—

New

The question often asked—how does Murdock’s
Liquid Food compare with other foods and tonics?
We refer to Dr. S. W. Abbott’s report for 1886.
He is tlie State inspector of foods for Massachusetts.

evening.15-1

TTPANTED—Customers for new spring suite,
VV overcoats or pants, good work and a fit
guaranteed at the lowest prices. M. M. N AN.
SEN, Tailor, Cor. North and Congress St._16-1_
HONEST YOUNG MAN
for a permanent position, with an old established firm as their representative in his own
State. Salary to begin 8ro per month. ReferAm. Manufacturing House,
ences exacted.
marlSdlawMlm
14 Barclay St., N. Y.

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

to know that Mrs. Dr

in
corns, outgrowing
growing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty.
Will call at residence if desired without extra
15-1
charge. Corns removed for 26 cents.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

HANNIBAL H. EMERY.
marl5d3t
Portland, March 15, 1886.

16-1

WANTED—Ladies
Sherman still remains at 42 South street,
joints and intreatment of

leave

Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night's rest, ana avoia the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr.. Manager.
ocltf

co-

16-1

WANTED—A

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
tTlie 11.16 p. m. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays Included, but not through to Sknwhegau oa
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyonu Bangor, on Sunday mornings. The mornTrains are due In Portland a* ifollows:
8.46 a. m. i
ing trains from Augusta and Hath
BanLewiston. 8.60 a. in.: the day trains from
conneaaiid
statlous
gor and ail Intermedfate
afterthe
nig roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. m.,
Hath,
Augusta,
noon trains from Watervllle,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.46 p. ro.; the night
in.
A
1.
60
Pullman Express train at
for
Limited Tickets, rtr.l and second clnsa,
all paints in the Provinces on sale nt re-

tMH-lvi-

a

m._____
carriage painter, one that can
do first-class work. S. BOYDEN, Buxton
Centre, Me.

and

80
Passenger
P. McGOWAN,
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T.
to H. &
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight
Portland.
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 Inala St.,
au
nov28

Emery

Address, BOX 1666.16 1

Cabin

accommodations unequalled.

/gents,

ni.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

duced rates.

THURSDAY,
Feb. 4
11
18
March 4

Sarmatian.

a

a

|

STEAMER.

26
Passenger

Portland Service.

~

THtJRSbAY,
Jan. 14
«
21
*•
28
Feb 11

H. FRANK FUHBI8H.

pleasantly situa-

1886.

Winter Arrangements.

1885.

Notice.

Copartnership

undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name and style of

and 1.26 p.

C'steamers

house,
undersigned liave this day formed
WANTED—A
ted, ill good neighborhood, with land for
under the firm name of John A.
THEpartnership
small garden; price not to exceed $5,000, cash.
& Brother, and will continue the business

PROMENADE between

Rockland and Knox and Lincoln
B., 7. 10 a. ill., 1.26 p. m.; Auburn and
Lewiston at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 6.00 p. m.; Lowiston via Brunswick, 7.10 a m., 111.16 Pm. ; Farmington, Vlonmouth,
Wislhrsp,
Oakland und North Anson, 1.20 p. U.;
Farmington via Brunswick, 7.10 a. Hi.

San Fran-

sail from San Francisco regularly for
China and Sandwich Islands, NewZealand

THE

21-tf

WANTED—A
tent engineer ol ten years
and

ERN

Dexter, 1.20, 1.26,111.16 p. m.; Wnlerville,
and on Sata. m.. 1.20,1.26, tll-lopurdays only at 6.16 p. m.. for Angnstn, Hnllowell, Gardiner anil Brunswick, 7.10 a.
m., 1.26, 6.16, tll.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.10 a. in.,
l. 26, 6.16 p. m„ and on
Saturdays only at 11.16

7.10

^Steamer of 10th does not connect for

Copartnership heretofore existing under
firm name of Foss ft Deering is this day dissolved by mutual
pogs
JAMES H. DEERING.
March 1,1880.

WANTED.

to do

l.£t)

New York for Asplnwall on
Steamers sail
the 1st 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
all the above named
passengers and freight for

Copartnership.

Dissolution of

March

small

For Bangor, ERsworth, 3*1. Desert Ferry,
•»*
Vance boro. Ml. John, Htlltax,
and A””***
Provinces, »t. Stephen
1.25 ang
p m., via Lewiston,
County,
til.16 p. m„ via Augusta; and for «m- Harbor, and Rancor A Piscataquis »■ *»..
til.16 p. m., for Mltowbegnn, Belfast aad

California,
Japan, China,'

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

LET—The spacious chambers over B. B.
Farnsworth & Co. For lull particulars apwnmiuix

1m,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave
follows:
as
Portland

To

recorner

LOST—At

ROOms TO LET.

«

^General Agent

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

please

on

Portland Theatre, Monday evening,
pair of Pearl Opera Glasses In an old gold
plush case. The finder will be suitably rewarded
by leaving the same at 237 Middle St. A. L.

The well known Bath Hotel, in Bath,
terms.
Maine, is for sale upon favorable
For further information apply to
J. H. HUMPHREYS, Treas.,
Bath Savings Inst.., Bath, Me.

no

J'

p'm-

"ftt?4

OFFICE._Id-1

a

HOTEL FOR SALE.

ST.

J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,

18
18
18
18
Portland ...Liverpool...Mch
York..Cienfuegos .Mch 18

C
2!!,«
..New
.0,®"

on Crent
Cottage Lots for sale
Chebeaguc Island.

on

17
11
17
17

38,

consent&

STORAG-E.

FOB

New York Havre. Mch
New York,. Hamburg... Mch
.New York..Liverpool...Mch
Portland.. Liverpool... Mcli
New York..HavSVCruzMch

HEALTHY

A

rent

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given'. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

gold ring

PLACE.

profit; large
necessary; will stay with party until thoroughly established; price 31600, an unusual
chance, will pay $1600 clear profit per year.
POND & BltrrTAN, 339 Washington St., Boston.

Sooken.
Feb 22, lat 17 N, Ion 26 W, barque Addie H
Cann. Haines, from Portland for Rosario.
March 8. lat 51, ion 19, ship Andrew Jackson,
Kelley, from Liverpool for Provincetown
March 13, oil Nantucket Shoals, sch David W
Hunt, from Apalachicola fur Boston.

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

...

GoXm,%eterarl6d^'

ence

York.

29S for short clear and 28s 3d for long clear;
cheese 48s 6d for American; lard, prime Western
31s 6d j tallow 24s for American.

....

Will,
aId CofTON^e”

cent

Portland.
Cld 15tii, sch parrie Walker, Starkey, for New

4%s, 114%.
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 16,1886,-Cotton marketdull juplands at 4% d; Orleans 4 15-16d scales 700
bales; speculation and export 600 bales.
LIVERPOOL, March 16,1886.-Winter Wheat
78 2d37s 4d; spring wheat 7s 3jl@7s 6d; California average 6s 8d®6s 9d; club at 7s@7s 2d;com,
-.Ixed Western, new at 4s 2Vid; peas 6s 6d. Provisions, SC.—Pork,prime Eastern mess 61s; bacon

A

and village to
PARTY wanted In every town

On und after TUESDAY, Dec.

For NEW YORK.

from

sell mv farm low for cash or will exchange for a place in any large manufacture

SALE—A

Sid Gth, sell Anita, Jewett, New York.
At Cardenas Mch 16, sch Rachel & Maud, Dow,
for Pensacola, to load.
At Nassau, NP, Mch 9, brig Chas Dennis, Perry
from Galveston for Wilmington, Del, to sail in a
f w days, nearly loaded.
Ar at St John, NB, 16tli, sch Nellie Star, Soule.

By Telegraph. J
LONDON. March 16, 1886,-Consols 100%.
LONDON, Marsh 16,1880.-U. 8. 4s at 129%;

mar3______—
Business Opportunity.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY MAIM CENTRAL RAILROAD

1.

Exchange.

or

good
FOR
Boston; goods a monopoly paying
sales; light expenses;

zas.

__

eod3m

_

11-2

business chances.

Boston.
Ar at

l
DETROIT, Mch 18, 1886.—Wheat—No yynite
N o 3 Red
90% c bid; Mich Red 92c; No 2 Red 91c;

VrmaVii'
Adrmtir.
Vnnrnuver.

F Munson, Smith,

Sid fm San Andreas Feb 25, sch»Mary M Dyer,
Bradley, New York.
Ar at Cienfuegos Mch 12, barque Neptune, Atll,

3*000 bhls; wheat 0,000 bu;
Shi'pn^ents—Flourt
1,000 bush; oats 2,000 bush; rye, 1,000 bu,

miSSEr

L

Boston.

■

KM

Wentworth,Hanna, Hoboken

from

aPo\e%c.

Pidiartelehia.New York..Laguayra. ..Mcli
..New York,.Hayti.Mch
Alhano
Mch
Ai«ne°‘” .New York..Kingston...
....New Yo*k■ .Bremen ....Mch

31.

m.:u4_dlm

Elizabethport.

bbls; wheat. ?6,000
bush; corn,220,000 bush; oats,114,000bus; rye,
4 000 bush; harlev, 44,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 9,000 bbls; wheat, 37,000
bush; corn, 42,000 hush ;oats, 117,000 bush; rye,
6,000 hush; barley, 34,000 bush.
ST LOUIS March 10,1886.—Flour quiet; XXX
choice 3 80®
3 0933 15; family at 3 35@3 35;
at 4b0®
3 90; fancy at4 3034 40: Ixtra fancy
Wheat lower, No 2
a oa natenta at 6 1036 40.
34%.
8*Uedat
Corn (slower; No
lied
5 86.
Oats easier ; No 2 Mixed 29V&C. Lard
4,000
bu,
Rpppints_Flour. 2000 bbls; wheat,
bush; oats, 19,000 bush; rye, 3,000
corn.

FROM

mar7_dl?

Cld 16th, ship Annie II Smith, Brown, for Hong
Jabez Howes. Henry, for San Francisco;
barque Addle Morrill, Andrews. Montevideo; sell
Jennie Hall, Hall. Ponce; Elizabeth DeHart, Meintyre. Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 12th, sch Abble C Stubbs.
Pendleton. Norfolk.
FALL RIVER—Sid lGth, sch Coclieco. Wentworth, Norfolk.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 15th, sch James Rothwell,
Harris, Baltimore.
Ar 15th. schs Jacob Reed, Nickerson, Baltimore ; Hattie S Williams, Bray, do.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 14th. sch Ida
L Ray, Marshall, and H Curtis, Haskell, Provi
deuce for New York; Alpine. Marshall, do for do;
Coeheco. Wentworth. Fall River for do, (and all
sailed 15tli.)
NEWPORT—Ar 15th, schs Jas S Lowell, Reed.
Mobile 40 days for Boston; Jed Frye, Langley,

—

harlPV »

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
economical
strength and wlmlesomeness. More sold
in comthan the ordinary kinds, and cannot be
short
weigbt
the
of
low
with
multitude
test,
petition
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in co»w.
N.Y.
Wall
St.,
166
Royal Baking Powder Co.,

Kong;

f5

**

Pure.

Absolutely

nas.

YOliK. Mch. 10, 1880.—Flour market—
Receipts 18,600 bbls; exports 4931 bbls and 10,030 sacks; firm on low grades; others dull and
weak; sales 14,060bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 3633 10; superfine
Western and State at 2 85g3 60; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 35:33 80; good to
choice do at 3 85:35 60; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 6 0036 26; fancy do at
at 6 3035 00; common to good extra Ohio at 3 3d
25; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 36®
40; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 753610; choice to double extra do at 5 16®
6 30/including 1800 bbls city mill extra at 4 90@
4 95; 700 bbls fine do 2 3533 10; 800 bbls superfine at 2 8633 50;1*00 bbTs extra No2 at 3 35
(33 80; 3800 bbls winter wheat extra 3 35@5 50;
b400 bbls Minnesota extra 3 35@6 50. Southern
flour is firm; common to fair extra at 3 45 33 85;
Rye Flour is firm.
good to choice do 3 90@5 45.
Wheat—Receipts 59,060 bush; exports 57,046
bush; spot lots of Winter %c lower; Spring firm;
export demand moderate ;sales 130.000 spot;No 2
Mil 98c; No 1 hard 1 02% ; No 1 Northern 1 02;
No 2 Red 95%c;No 1 Red State 1 02: No 1 White
97c. Rye nominal. Barley is steady. Coinspot lots declined V.@%c; export demand fair;
speculation more active; receipts410,400 bush;
exports 120.083 bush; sales 308,000 bush [spot;
No 3 at 46%:340c. Oats %@%c lower anddull;
busli; sales 70,receipts 111,150 hush; exports
000 bush spotSNo 3 at 37 %c, do White 40c; No2
Western
Mixed
White
2
at
No
40%
c;
at-37%c;
at 30 343c; White do 39(345% c; Mixed State at
39c; White State 39@44c. Colfqe is dull at 8%c.
Sucar is nominal: refined quiet; 0 4%@6c; Extra” 5%@5%c; White Extra C at 6Vs®6 7-!6c:
yellow at 4% 34 13-10c; Mould A G%c; Off A at
5%c; standard A at 5 15-lOc; granulated G%3
0 6-lOc; Confectioners A at 0 3-lflc; cut loaf and
crushed 0%c; Powdered 6%c; Cubes 6%®6%c.
Petroleum—united at78%c. Tallow steady.
Pork quiet; mess at 9 «7%@10 26 for old. Beef
is quiet. Card 3®4 points liigher and fairly active ; Western steam spot 0 25; refined at 6 60 for
Continent; 6 «5 for 8. A. Butter is firm; Western 12®31c; Elgin creamery at 33c, Cheese is
firm; Western flat 7@9%c.
Freights firm; wheat steam 3d.
CHICAGO,Mch 10.1880.—Flour market steady;
Winter Wheat 4 403585; Wisconsin at 4 0 <%
4 05; Michigan at. 4^0@4 70; soft Spring Wheat
3 70(34 00; Minnesota bakers 3 60@4 50; patents
4 60a5 00; low grades 2 00®3 05; Rye Flour at
Wheat—sales range for March 79%
3 30,a3 50.
(380 VgC; No 2 Spring at 81%@82c; No 3 Red
Winter at 83@84c. Corn—March at 36%@36%c.
Oats moderately active; March at 28c. ltye dull:
No 2 at OO&Olc. Bailey very dull; No 3 at 45®
Lard
60c. Fork at 9 57%®9 77% ; closed 9 75.
KN’W

corn,

..

New York.

CHICAGO, Mch. 16, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 5,-

3

Rockport.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 16th, sch Relief, Blake,
Camden.
CHARLESTON—Cld 16th. sch Laura E Messer,
Gregory Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 16tli, sch Chas C Dame, fm

^40

Chicago

tlie coast,

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 8tli, sch lvanhoe, Car-

WATERTOWN. Mch. 16, 1886.—Cattle market
—supply light and prices well sustidned.
Market Beef—Extra at 7 50*7 76; first quality
at 7 00*7 25; second quality at 5 00*6 50; third

86c.

iwiroadc^;;;;;

ues

Watertown Cattle Market.

4

Philadelphia
on

lost and split sails, and stove head rails.
Sch Geo Nevinger, from Wood Holl for Portland
recently ashore on Wood End, has been repaired
at Boston and was towed to Provincetowu 14th to
reload her cargo of guano.

74,000

[By Telegraph.]

do

Nlary C Haskell, Oliver, at
atBrlg
from Sagua. reports heavy weather

Domestic Markets.

PORTLAND,March 10, 1880.
to-day’s closing quotations of
The following

Scaled

Memoranda.
Barque Mignon. Colcord, at New York from Matanzas, reports, Feb 26, took a gale from NW,
which lasted eight days; had necks swept, houses
E
flooded, and sails split. Was blown 276 miles »o
of Cape Hatteras. March 11, lat 36 10, Ion 72
short
a
hut
of
passed a quantity pitch pine lumber,
time in the water.
Barque Ueorgietta. Forbes, at Boston from Surinam, reports, from Feb 28 to March 12, iiad NW
gales and high seas, but received no damage, Feb
20th. lat 26 N, Ion 68 69, passed the wreck of a
vessel bottom up, coppered, about 600 tons.
Brig Hyperion. Foss, at New York from Havaua
reports good weather to Hatteras, aud was eighlost
teen days thence with heavy NW gales;
boat. Feb 27, Thos Lamb, seaman, of Scotland,
fell overboard and was lost.
Brig Shannon, Nash, at New York from Cardelost
nas, reports bad weather and was blown off ;
topsails, jibs, and water casks. Two men fell from
the topsail yard, but were only slightly injured.
The hull and materials of the condemned barque
Helen Sands, at St Thomas, were sold Feb 24th

__

nat.ivPH a

are

HerniiK—

Notice to Mariners.
Office of Light House Insfectob, 1
First District,
Portland. Me, March 16, 1886. )
Notice is hereby given that the Automatic Bell
Buoy, Eastern entrance to Fox Island Thoroughfare, lias been sunk by the ice. It will be replaced at the earliest opportunity.
By order of the L. H. Board,
O. A. Batchki.ler,
Commander, U. S. N.,
Inspector 1st L. H. Dist.

Hams 9V4@10Vic D tb, according to size and
sinokeushoulders 7@7Vic; pressed hams
lOVic.
Dressed hogs, city, 6Vic t> ib; country at6Vic;
Western 5Vic: live hogs 4V4C.
Butter—Eastern fresh made creamery at 31®
33c: Northern fall made creamery, good to choice
nominal, 28@30c; fair to good at 22@25c; New
York fall made dairy 20@22e; Vermont do 20®
22c; fresh selections at28@30e; fair to good lo
@20c; winter made dairies 16®18c, as to quality;
extra Western fresh made creameiv at 33@34c;
good to choice at 25a30c; choice Western held
creamery 16@22; Western ladle packed, fancy
selected, 26<®2G; good to choice, 18®22c; do fair
at 8®12c; strictly imitation creamry, extra, 26®
29c. Jobbing prices range l@2c higher than these
auotations.
Cheese—Northern extra at lOctlOVic: lower
grades according to quality; Western at 9*9%
Job lots Vic higher.
Eggs—Neai by nominal 17c; Eastern extras at
15V4@T6c: Southern choice extra at 16c: New
York and Vermont 16Vic; West choice 16c; held
stock nominal, limed nominal at 12S13C.
Beaus—Choice small N Y band picked peal 5o@
ICO » bush; cboi*e New York large band picked
do 1 40® 1 46; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 76@1 85.
Apples—Choice Massachusetts Baldwins, 1 25®
1 60; fancy 1 75; fancy Maine baldwlns 1 75@S2;
No 1 greenings 1 60*1 75; No 1 New York State
apples 1 60; No 2 apples 76c@l 00.
riay—Choice prime hay, *19 00@$20; fair to
good at *17**18; choice Eastern Sine *15@*17;
Fair to good do at *14ffi*16: poor to ordinary *13
@*14: East swale *10**11. Kye straw, choice,
*20 00; oat|Straw *10**11 V> ton.
Potatoes—Houlton rose 76c ;do Hebron 7oo,80j
N H Rose G5@70c; Me Central at 66@70c: iSurbauk seedlings 66c; NY Hebrons od*60c; do
Rose 66@G0c; do proilflcs 65c.

nnULCOHLL Itmimtl.

KUnlLSmi

Uuirp

bury, Bryant, Delaware Breakwater.

pails.

■

Schr John F. Krautz, Perth Amboy to Boston,
coal $1 and discharged.
Schr Mattie J. Alles, Red Beach to New York,
at

Ar at Ponce pen. zz, orig nyauza,iruin
Verde (was fined $600 for having no manifest.)
Ar at Ponce Mch 1, brig Rachel Coney. Bryant,
Aguadilla; sch Eva May. McDuffie. Portland.
Cld 24tli. sch Carrie C Ware, Fields, Humaeoa.
and Portlaud or New York; Mch 1, brig E 1 Mernman, Dunn. Boston.
Sid fm Caibarien 9th inst. sch Carrie t Wood-

_

Schr John K. Souther, Portland to Matanzas,
empty hhds at private terms.
York
Schrs A. J. York and Addie M. Bird, New
to Portlaud, coal $1.05.
Schr Annie T. Bailey, Boothbay to Philadelphia,

planter

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Mch. 16 1886.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00*13 26; short cuts 13 00
13 60;backs 13 25*13 60; light backs 12 60 ;lean
ends 12 75*13 00; pork tongues at *13® 13 25;
prime mess at *12 00*12 60; extra prime at 9 lo
@*10 00; mess, old, at 10 75*11 00; do new at
$12 00; Western prime mess pork 10 75@11 75.
Lard at 6Va@6%c *> ib in tierces;7®7Vic in 10tb pails ;7V* @7 Vic in 6-lb pails; 7 Vi (ft 7 Vic in 3-tb

quality

01

Me.

PROM

cure;

Palpitation of the heart, nervousness, trcmbliugs, nervous headache, cold hands and feet,
are
pain In the back, and other forms of weakness
relieved by Carter’s Iron Pills, made specially for
the blood, nerves and complexion.

POWDER

Rockporttfor

Savage

M.

Farmfor Sale

schs Jas Ponlier,
Belfast for Boston; Edw L Warren, Mary Farrow,
Condon, Belfast for do ; A Hayford, Jones, do for
Baltimore; Petrel. Decrow, Searsport for Boston.
Sailed, schs Laura T Chester, Beal, Rockport
for Boston: Brilliant, Cooper, uo for do; Eliza Levensaler, Keller, Tliomastou for New York; Mary
Boston.
Hawes. Cooper,
In port, brig Emily T Sheldon; schs Eva C
M
J
Elliott, and others.
Yates, Pennsylvania,

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO,Mch. 16.1880.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:

lnauire

Portland,

office.___

BOOTHBAY, March 15-Ar,

Bodie.
Savage. 116
126
Caledonia. B. H.
17 00
Homestake.

Targe.profit.,

FnR
“gwTthUiree

siness

preferred.2200
1 46

do

will

M
i,e_a story and hall house In Deeracres of land. Apply to FKED
D JNHAM. 12 Exchange St.20-4
HALE OR TO LET—House No. 269
Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquired JOHN
P. HOBBS, 3 OMarket St._1-tt

M

Smart.
Sch Wllliamine, Olsen, Water Cove, to load for
New York—Ryan & Kelsey.
...
Sch City of Augusta, Meady, Boothbay, to load
for Washington—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch George Bird, Gray, Rockland—J Nickerson
& Sou.

pref.....101

1st

ith combin«i-

good safe

For

Cleared.
Sch Perseverance, Willard, New York—S

Ohio., J£%

w

sale-Two pairs of clamp roller skates,
Address X B.,

Soh Cora Louise, from Boothbay.

Essex.1®°..
Northern Pacific. 28%
®8%
ao|pief.
Oregon ..103%
Oregon Transcon. 31%
Reading. 27%
RiclimonO St Danville. 79
St Louis St San Fran. 20ya
do pref. 43%
Morris A

a

Far
°s^*per pair; size 9 and 10.

this

ton.

Pacific.I®*'/*

Missouri

MobUe St

F scrlptions
&RANR,

_

Oregon|Nav. lsts.}J2%
Lehigh & Wllkesharrs.}}2%

Always call for Colgan’s Tally Tolu.

tirst-cliiss sflfc

nriee from <*600 to S<000.
199 Middle St.,

_

dlT.Ji4%

Kansas lsts, Dsn

:!?f“So*daf

with small capital.
special 30 day
new.no risk,
381 Canal St., M. X.
once. Bunak Lo.,

ATCMTC
AGENTS

uteawebs._

mav.k—Farms. ol various sizes and dein Cumberland County varying In

to J H Blake.
Schs Laura T Cnester, Beal, and C M Walton,
Lane, Rockport for Boston.
Schs Mary Hawes, Cooper, and Ripley, Cressey,
Rockport for Boston.
Sch Leaping Water, Hopkins, Camden for Bos-

lsts.120

v_A

we have

oiler, write at

1 ost Office.
Address at once, J. P- STONL,

desk.

Steamship Peruvian, (Br) Wylie, Liverpool
via Halllfax—passengers
and muse to H « a
0
6
Allan.
Steamer State ol Maine, Hllyard, St John, Ms.
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch Saarbruck, Clark, Machias'for ——.
Sch Willie Seavey. Simmons, Friendship—clams

Lone Island.
Louisville & Nasn.A\Z?

Incubator,

office, 27 Preble
uti

TUESDAY, March 16.
Arrived.

ff
i.,

cun see them now coming out
St. C. B. DALTON & CO.

Fad
ttonlSS*anyone desiring
flud this a rare chance;

PORT OF PORTLAND.

on

an
our

at

an

A.,x'vTM_Agents*,
scrapsf
poultry bSne, »y?tec«3'neh3‘®
Parties wishing to

etc.

with

do

sell-

best

article
money in It;
enclose stamp.
very popular with ladies;
J. C. BARDWELL, Paxton, Mass:_J-*-4

beef

M ARINE_NEW S.

Del., Lack. & West.if* %
Den & Rio Grande. IS,,

Kansas St Texas.
Lake Erie & West.
Houston & Texas.

17.

-I:::

w

WANTED-To sell the

SALE-Pure Light

T.10R

lit

Hignwater}

lunseu

Canal.102%

nref..
Fort Wayne.

ALMANAC.MARCH

WANTED.__

B2ftSSV)C<^l^?- AGKNTN
ing household articles yet ‘5??,11,*?? VidreM
and sure to sell. For particulars addres
EnJrXeri'ng?”.^ Cumberland Mills. 15-1 profits
R. M. GORDON, Lewiston, Malng;_

■ ■

■ ■

Central Iowa. Ji,,
Central Pacific.
Chesapeake & Ohio. lx®®
1st preferred.,i5v
Del. & Hud.

nmCELLANEOCl.

Germanic.New York..Liverpool. .Mcli 25
25
Westphalia.. New York Hamburg Meli

Alton & Terre Haute. 43%
do pref.. "X

PRESS

AREIVTN

for sale.

1885-6-WIJiTER ARRAMflEMENTS-1885-6

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.
Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
yla.Morllle and Halifax.
HAILING DATES

Liverpool

j

:

P<££Sd.

STEAMERS.

25th February.
Oregon
February 1
11th March.
18th February I Vancouver
25th March.
Toronto
4th March
[
BRISTOL. SERVICE,
Avonmootli Pock (DirecI).
4th

_For

1

STEAMERS.

|

January.

I

Montreal

11th February |

Dominion

126th February.
|3d March.

Ram of Panage I
Cabin.$60 and *80. Return..*60 and *160
..Return *60
Intermedlate*30
..Return at lowest rates
*20
Steerage
For
NCE ft CO..
Foot of India Street.
dec8dtf

freight

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of CumberMarch 8, A. D. 1886.
land, State of Maine.
In case of ORIN L. FRANK and HERSEY A.
FRANK, Individually and as copartners, doing
business under the firm name of FRANK
BROTHERS, Insolvent Debtors.
is to give notice, that on the eighth
day of March, A. D. 1886, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said County
of Cumberland, against the estates of said
ORIN L. FRANK and said HERSEY A. FRANK,
individually and as copartners as aforesaid,
adjudged to be Insolvent Debtors, on petition ol
said Debtors, which petition was filed on the
eighth day of March A. D. 1886. to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payments of any debts to or by said
Debtors, and the transfer and delivery of any property by them are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtors,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of their estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room, In
said Portland, on the fifth day of April A. D. 1886,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Inof
Cumberland.
solvency for said County
mariOA17

THIS

In

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
Fer B<M.u .it 6.16,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland 8.36 a. in.. 1.00,3.30 p. ni.
Scarboro and Piac Point 6.16, 8.40 a. ni..
3.30, 6.46 p. m. Old Orchard, Saco, Biildeford and Rennebuuk 6,16, 8.40 a. m., 12.30
3.30, 6.46 p. m. Well. Bench 6.16, 8.40 vs*-.
3.30 p. ni, North Berwick, Great Fall., Doaud
Eawrence
ver, Exeter, Haverhill,
m.
Cowell, 6.16, 8.40 a. m., 12.80, 3.8u p.
a—k-.ur.

8.40

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency for the County of CumberMarch 0, A. D. 1886.
land, State of Maine.
In case of MELVIN GOFF, Insolvent Debtor
Is to give notice, that on the ninth
day of March A. D. 1886, a Warrant In Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
MELVIN GOFF, of Gray,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition ol
said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
ninth day of March, A. D. 1880, to which date
Interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of Ins estate, will be held at a Court of InIn
solvency to be holden at Probate Court Room
said Portland, on the fifth day of April, A. D.
1886, at ten o’clock hi the forcuoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writU. R. SARGENT,
ten
inDeputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
solvency for said County of Cumberland.

THIS

a.

m.,

3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence. 8.40
•The 8.40 a. m. aud 12.30 p.
Rail Lines to points West aud

Bat

Alton

a.
m.

connects with
South; the 13.80
York.
New
for
Lines
with Sound
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,46 a.
m. and
m. aud 12.30 p. m.. and Boston at 8.30 a.
....

l.oop.m.

srNI>AV trains*
for Boston 1.00, 4.16 p. m.; arrive 6.30,8.46 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.

For Boston at 2.00 and tO.OO a. m., tl.00 aud
i.30
18.00 p. m. Returning Leave Boston at For
and 0.00 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m.
Biddcford at 2.00 and 9.U0 a. in., 1.00 aud 8.00
at
p. m. For Portsmouth and Newburypert
2.00and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m. For

Amesbury 9.00a.m.and 6.00p.m. ForWnlom
and Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m„ 1.00 and 6.00
PULLMAN CARS* on above trains.
p.m
tThe 9.00 a. m. aud 1.00 p. m. trains eonneet
with Rail Lines to South and West.
tThe 6.00 p. m. train connects with night train
for New York.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
lor sale at Portinnd Depot Ticket Offices,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange
..

Street.

D j FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.

janS

_

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.
CommenciDg

5, 1885.

OcL

A. m.

Leave Portland (P. & O. R. R.).9-00
Bridgton J mict ion.10.36

P. M.
3.00
4.48

Bridgton, arrive.1 i’?5
3.X0
Leave Bridgton. 7.66
6.66
Portland, arrive.10.40
W. F. PERRY, Snpt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.
0Ct6

__dti_

Ported aud Worcester Line.
Portland & Rochester R. R.
ur
ituuna.
AKKANiitmtni
On and alter Homduj, Oct. U,
I *e45, Passenger Trains will leave

____

1

jSr^^Penlsad

at

7.30

a.

m.,

nad

~

1.05 p. 10., arriving at Worcester
and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. m. and 11.16
a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6 *6
p. m.
For Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchbnrg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham and Bpping
at 7.30 a. ui. and 1.05 p. m.
v
.k
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 1.05 p. m.
li;-._
Alfred,
For Rochester, Mpringvale,
Wnierj
boro nad Saco River. 7.30 a. -.,1.04
p. pi.
p. m. and (mixed) at b.30 <k46
a- '“-i
leave Rochester at (mixed)
m. and 8.40 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m„ 1.26 ». m. and 6.45 p. m.
For Gorham, kuccarappa,
7'3°
.Hills, Westbrook apd
*,
Avar
Tnunel Route for the
Worcc.t«r, for
West, and at I’oion pcpoi,
w—rk via Norwich Line and nil rail,
Y. A N. K. R. R
Soringfleld, also with N.for
Philadelphln.
Route”)
the Mouth, and
and
Baltimore, ltfa*hiogton,
R* for the Wwt.
R*
&
Albany
Boston
with
Westbrook
Jiao
Close connection made at
tioa with through trains of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of 8. II. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Si, and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
oct!2dtfJ. W. PETERS. Supt.
at 2.16

p.

m.

£■•-»»«laiad
^

fh“i ^P.-"from Portland* coimects'ai
wltf HoiSac
J«c*
—r__

viS

(“Steainer^larvhind

I 91 PORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

marl 0& 17

FOB SALK BY

UNITED
STATES
HOTEL.

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,

DR.
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Usual Marble Gift—Merry the Hatter.
Colored Velvets—Rings Bros.
Owen, Moore & Co.—Special Sales.
Copartnership Notice.
Articles of Association.
Wanted—To Buy.
Kicking Children.
For Sate—Brick House.
Town Meeting—Cape Elizabeth.
For Sale—Light Brahma Cockerels.
Our

FINANCIAL.
$24,000—H. M. Payson & Co.
O. H. Holberg, Pastor WoodliavenM. E. Church,
South Woodhaven, Queens Co., N. Y., states: “I
have used Alleoek’s Porous Plasters for thirty
years. Never fouud them fail to cure weakness
of the back, spine, and kidney difficulties. They
are very agreeable and strengthening. A short
time ago I got in a profuse perspiraiion while
preaching. Imprudently going home without my
and the next
overcoat, I lost the use of my voice,
and
day had a violent pain in my back, kidneys
chest. I could hardly breathe. Three Allcock’s
and kidneys
Plasters applied to my back, chest
cured me completely in six hours. I was astonished how quick my breathing became easy after

applying.”

eod&w

nidi 15

_

WINSLOW’S
'Timbers.—MRS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; itproduces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
Advice

to

JaulO

_SM&W&wly

Why throw away so much hard-earned money
trying worthless medicines, when for 35 cents a
remedy can be procured tliat will cure coughs,
colds, sore lungs, and croup? Give it a trial.
Adamson’s Botanic Balsam will do It. Trial bot•
tles 10 cents,
MW&S&w
inch 15
__

Carter’s Little Liver fills will positively cure
This is
sick headache and prevent its return.
not talk, but truth. One pill a dose. To be bad of
all Druggists. See advertisement.
d&wlw
mclilS
___________
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BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Tuesday.—Jacob C. Baker vs. Elias B. Carter.
Action to recover $25 semi-annual interest due
Deon a note for $250 signed by the defendant.
fense, that the plaintiff is not the legal holder of
the note. Decision for the plaintiff for $20.12.
John C. Cobb for plaintiff.
A. F. Moulton for defendant.
William U. Tvvombly vs. Julia A. Billings.
Action upon an account annexed to recover a
balance of $196 for the rent of a piano, lhe
piano was used six years and plaintiff charged
$12 per quarter and gave credit by cash at sundry
times $93. The defendant claimed that the rent
was to be only $10 per quarter, and that sonic
years ago she notified the plaintiff that she did
not wish to keep the piano any longer, and that if
she did she should only pay for the use she made
of it, and that she claims to have paid. Plaintiff
denies that there was any such notice.
Enoch Knight for plaintiff.
A. F. Moulton for defendant.
Abial Libby vs. The Deer Isle Silver Mining
Action
to
recover $4,716.80 for freight,
Company.
primage, demurrage, etc., under a charter party
to carry ore for the defendant company from Deer
Isle. Me., to Swansea, Wales. By the charter
party the defendants agreed to furnish the vessel
with 600 tons at 25 shillings per ton; they could
not and did not furnish but 350 tons, and the
plaintiff claims that the defendants subsequently
agreed that if the vessel would sail with that
amount they would pay the full freight, and thereupon the vessel did sad with a half cargo.
The defense is that the contract of shipment
was not authorized by any vote of the directors,
and that the president had no authority to enter
into such a contract. On trial.
Holmes & Payson for plaintiff.
W. M. Payson for defendant.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

John Condron,
Tuesday.—Hans Lawson,
Thomas Phillips, Joseph W. Halev, James Coyne,
Patrick O’Toole, Walter E. Henderson and
Thomas Quincanuon. Intoxication. Ten days 111
the county jail.
John W. Alexander. Intoxication. Five days
in the county jail.
Thomas SIcCartliy. Intoxication. Suspended.
Jeremiah Black. Intoxication. Sixty days in
the county jail.
Charles S. Hall. Intoxication. Twenty days
In the comity jail.
William Janies Kilby. Suspended.
James Crowley. Assault. Fined $1 hud costs.
James Crowley.
Intoxication. Ten days in the
county jail.
Patrick Mulkern.
Intoxication. Thirty days
in the county jail.
James Jersery. Intoxication. Thirty days in
the county jail.
James Jersery. Resisting police officer. Fined
$60 and costs.
John Busby. Intoxication.
Twenty days in
the county Jail.
Margaret Nolan. Twenty days in the city
house of correction.
James Brogan. Intoxication. Ninety days in
the county jail.
BRIEF

JOTTINCS.

The Kehrweider took 216 head of cattle for
London.
There will be a sociable and jug breaking
at the First Free Baptist vestry this evening.
A movement is on foot looking to the construction of a steamboat wharf at Cape Cottage in time for this year’s summer travel.
The roads in the surrounding country are

being deep with mud and slush
and almost impassable.
Don’t forget the supper and dance to be
given by the Ladies’ Aid Society at Good
Templars’ Hall, tonight.
Work in Quinn’s boiler shop was going on
as usual yesterday, nearly all the men being
reported

Fireman

8eriously Hurt
Engine Derailed.

17.

as

at work.

The impressive ceremony of the closing of
the forty hours devotion took place at the
Cathedral yesterday morning and was
very largely attended.
There will be a ladies’ complimentary
party at the Bijou skating parlor this
afternoon and evening. There will be music
at both sessions.
The steamer Josephine Hoey is now on
the marine railway undergoing repairs in
preparation for the summer travel. She
will be thoroughly overhauled and repaired.
A. D. Hamlin, proprietor of the Hamlin
House, is talking of leasing United States
Hotel. The matter is not yet decided and
will not be for a few

days.
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., will lecture in
the Gray lecture course on “Sweden and the
Swedes,” Thursday evening, at the Congregational Church, Gray Comer.
Today being St. Patrick’s Da> special religious services will be held at the Cathedral
Dominic’s.
The eloquent Father
S. J., from Ireland, will preach at
the Cathedral at the 9 o’clock mass. In the
evening there will be a grand concert in City
Hall by the children of the Academy, Kavanagh and St. Dominic’s schools.
and St.

Ronan,

Alleged Patent Infringement.
Deputy United States Marshal Smith went
to Kennebunk yesterday, and served a restraining order upon the Merino Shoe Company, whose factory is located there. The
order forbids the company to dispose of any
patents held by it, and was issued on complaint of tlie Pontiac Knit Boot Company, of
Pontiac, Michigan. A hearing will be held
before Judge Webb in this city, on Friday,
the 19th inst., to determine whether a permanent injunction shall be issued. The Pontiac Company, it is understood, claim that the
Merino Shoe Company’s patents infringe
upon the patents of the complainant. Joseph Davis, of Lynn, Mass., is the president
of the Merino Shoe Company, and their business consists in the manufacture of the
heavy boots worn by lumbemien and teamRecovered Their Horse.
N. G. Mills of Mason bought a horse on
trial, of some parties, strangers, two weeks
ago. Last week the horse was claimed by
Eastman & Goodwin, keepers of City Hotel
The team was stolen
stables, in this city.
some three weeks ago.
After they sold this
team to Mills, the thieves went to Gorham,
N. H., and stole a team of D. Holt, which
they drove to Canada. Holt followed them
and recovered his team.
Ho had the parties
arrested and put in jail.
It is said they
have stolen four horses within six weeks.
They claimed to be selling pianos for
Smith & Co., of Boston.
Preventable Disease Circulars.
The State Board of Health have
published
certain “preventable disease circulars” including typhoid fever, diphtheria, scarlet
fever and small pox. “ft has been our aim,”
says Secretary Young, “to make them brief,
practical and useful. At any time, especially when these diseases prevail, we should be
glad to send copies on application for distribution where they are needed.”
West Congregational Fair.
We would enforce on the attention of our
readers the fair and supper which will be
given by the ladies of the West Congregational church at Y. M. C. A. ball tomorrow
There will be a
afternoon and evening.
largo variety of useful and ornamental articles for sale, and a first-rate supper served
from 5.30 to 8 p. m.)

and

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

I'OGO’S FERBT.
The sale of seats for Lizzie Evans’ per-

an

formance of “Chip,” in “Fogg’s Ferry,” will
commence at Portland Theatre this morning, and the performances will be given
Friday and Saturday. Miss Evans is called
by the critics a consummate little actresssuch an one as it is a real pleasure to see. She
is clever and conscientious—two traits seldom blended—to the utmost. In stature
small, in figure girlish and with features

When the Grand Trunk passenger train
No. <5, which left this city for Lewiston at
1.15 p. m. yesterday reached a point two
miles ivest of Falmouth, and while running
at full speed, the side bar of the locomotive
broke, throwing the engine from the track.
Mr. Blake True, the fireman, who was on
the broken bar, fearing
that the heavy steel rod would penetrate the
cab, as often happens in such cases, sprang

the same side as

rather intelligent than handsome, she makes
amends for every defect by the unflagging
spirit of her playing and by her natural and
She is ten years
spontaneous vivacity.
younger than Annie Pixley, twenty years
and
than
Lotta,
thirty years
younger
This is,
younger than Maggie Mitchell.
a
with the audience, already
great advanis
when
to
it
added
a
But
talent
as
tage.
fresh and bright as her years, the difference
is certainly not to be deplored.

from his seat to the foot board between the
The locomotive was
cab and the tender.
thrown violently back just as True reached
the tender and he was caught by the cab
and thrown over the board fencing placed at
the front of the tender to hold the coal in
position. He received severe internal injuries. The engineer escaped harm and the

APHRODITE.

“Aphrodite,” or the “Tinted Venus,”
which relates of the complications produced
by a young barber, who is engaged, placing
the ring intended for his bride on the finger
of a statue of Venus, and the consequent
pranks of tire statue, is a happy conceit and
in the hands of able artists could be made a
very graceful and charming musical comedy.
In the hands of Atkinson’s
company, who
produced it at Portland Theatre last night
it is better adapted to the rural towns'than
the cities.
Miss Bate as Aphrodite sang
very well, and the other characters did eonsuerable variety business, which caused a
good deal of laughter.
There was not a
large audience present.

train did not leave the irons.
A wrecking train was sent from here and
the disabled locomotive brought to this city
Mr. True
after the track had been cleared.
also brought to his home in Portland.
He was attended by Dr. H. P, Merrill, and
nine o’clock last evening the physician had
hopes for the life of his patient. True was
not suffering much pain, and was not completely paralyzed. He is thirty-three years
of age and married, and has been an emwas

ploye of the road for a long time.
The engine, besides the breaking of the
bar had one wbeelbroken and the woodwork
of the cab was badly smashed.

THE MIKADO.

Already the plans of City Hall, at Stockbridge’s, indicate that capital houses will
greet the Stetson “Mikado” Company on
next Tuesday and Wednesday. The large
orchestra, the full chorus, the pleasing cast,
embracing a well-known Portland girl,
Alice Carle, and other well-known names,

PERSONAL.

Capt. W. E. Dennison’s father is lying
Dr.
dangerously ill at Gloucester, Mass.
Dodge was telegraphed for and left on the
train to attend him.
Collector Anderson has appointed Pierce
Somers of this city an inspector at the custom house, in place cf Joseph Cote of Biddeford, who resigned a few days ago.
Charles G. Crosby, a butcher, while temporarily deranged, was thrown from his carriage by his horse kicking himself clear from
the vehicle. Mr. Crosby was brought home,
and it is reported, will be taken to the asynoon

should be sufficient to crowd the hall.
NOTES.

There

Booths of the rising generstage—three children of Junius
Brutus Booth and one daughter of John
ation

Wilkes Booth.
Mine. Janish is to play a week at the Boston Museum, beginning Easter Monday. Mr.
Richard Mansfield will also play at that
theatre in “A Parisian Romance.

Modjeska, according to the Washington
Critic, has promised to play Juliet at least

lum.
Hon.

more, in celebration of the birth of her
first grandchild.
Doubtless the grace and
charm of the actress will be sufficient to
tempt the audience to disbelieve in her newonce

George P. Wescott has resigned his
position of vice president and director of

c apx. «j. o. vvinsme casco « auonai oant
]ow has been elected vice president, and Mr.
Stephen R. Small a director to fill the vacan-

ly-found honors if the promise is redeemed.
The Jahr-Markt.

cy.
Thomas G. Harris expects to leave Bath
this week tor Portland. He will go into the
line o£ business there that he has followed
here for years, wholesale groceries, fruit,
etc., and we wish him much success. A better business field and facilities for trade have
won him from Bath, much against his wishes.
His removal will cause general regret in
this community.—Bath Times.

When

Detroit, Mich.;

High street vestry to-morrow night will be
largely patronized by our most cultivated
and wealthiest citizens.
The ladies, who
will take part in costume, arc well known to
both
church circles and to society, no
effort will be spared to make the affair very
brilliant, and the best of refreshments and
music will be provided. At Loring, Short &

Kingsbury, Boston;

E. E. Rand, Locke’s Mills; were among
those registered at the Falmouth Hotel last

night.

Harmon’s tickets can be procured. The folbe the propramme for the two

lowing will
evenings:

__

Peaks’ Island Notes.

The post office question is the chief topic
of interest hereabouts, and it is hard to predict how it will turn out. G. L. Brackett
and W. A. McIntosh have each been appointed postmaster, although neither lias
been commissioned as yet.
There is not as much building in prospect
this season as usual. So far as we can learn,
the improvements to the Union House, in
the shape of a 2i story ell in place of a line
of sheds and small buildings which have
long disfigured the rear of that hotel, together with a few cottages, is about all that
will be effected in this line.
Amateur boat-building is the recreation of
numbers of islanders this winter, and several very handsome rowing and sail craft
have been produced—another instance of
Yankee versatility, as there is not an individual in the place who makes any pretensions to

knowing the

trade.

Mrs. Chase.

Song.
Mrs. Henry St. John Smith.
Quartette—Moonlight...Hollander
Misses Brown and Merrill, Mrs. Farley.
Mrs. Morrison.

FRIDAY EVENING.

Song-Charlie Maehree.Howard Dow

Prompt Payment by
tual.

prompt payment of ali claims. The late Hr.
Thomas G. Loring of this city, was insured
in several companies and associations.
The
Union Mutual, with its usual promptness, is
the

making

(Signed),

the extent of natural law.
The paper is in substance a criticism of
the theory of evolution as sometimes presented. Dr. Hill shows first that the char-

the evolution proceeds according to natural
law and not by accidental variations.
At the conclusion of Dr. Hill’s lecture, a
vote of thanks was passed by the society, on

motion of the Hon. Charles McLaughlin.
A Pleasant Time-

Monday evening

a

pleasant

company composed of the conductors, drivers and other
employes of the Portland Horse Railroad

Company assembled at the house of Mr.
Levi B. Stevens, Morrill’s Corner, and after
a few remarks
presented “our old time
friend, Uncle Levi,” with a handsome easy
chair and meerschaum pipe. “Uncle Levi”
was taken wholly by surprise, and was unable to find words to express his thanks.
“Looks speak louder than words” on such
occasions, and the boys were well assured
that their thoughtfulness was appreciated.
After partaking of a substantial treat the
company departed with expressions of kind
regard and good wishes for his continued
health and

Edw. B. Cram,
Attorney for Mrs. Tlios. G. Loring.

Changes.
The following changes were made in the
assignments of duty to the officers of the police force last night, the changes to go into
effect today :
Officer Morse is transferred from the night

force to the Washington street beat by day;
Officer Langmaid goes to the Congress street
beat by day, and Officer Stover to the Commercial street beat by day; Officer Thrasher
is appointed night turnkey in place of Officer Stover:
Officer Harris is transferred
from the Washington street beat by day to
the Congress street beat by night; Officer
Lawton from Congress street by day to Centre street by night; Officer Fiekett from
Commercial street by day to No. 9 beat by
night. The following changes are made in
the beats assigned the night force: Officer
Norton from No. XI beat to beat No. 2; Officer Granville Frank from beat No. 2 to beat
No. 11; Officer Sylvester from Congress
street to beat No. 9; Officer Sparrow from
beat No. 9 to beat No. 4.

Pillsbury.

by a delegation from Harmony Lodge.
Among the exquisite floral tributes were a
pillow with the word “Husband” in tire1
center; a pillow from Harmony Lodge bearing Odd Fellows’ emblems, and a large
ornamental piece from the Brotherhood of
read

Locomotive Firemen of the Eastern Division
of the Boston & Maine. The remains were
•
'nterred in Forest City cemetery.

Conspiracy.
forenoon Deputy Sheriff Small of
Saco arrested Joseph H. Cote and Chas. II.
Andrews of Biddeford, on warrants for conspiracy in connection with the recent city
election, similar to those on which the four
Portland men were arraigned Saturday. Mr.
Andrews promptly furnished bail in the sum
of SI,000, Carlos Heard and B. M. Johnson
appearing as his bondsmen. Mr. Cote appeared at 4 o’clock Monday afternoon with

Monday

Henry Carroll

and Edgar A. Hubbard as his
liondsmen in the same sum. Mr. Cote lately
resigned his position as watchman at the
Custom House in this city.
Ocean Traffic.

line steamer Peruvian, Capt.
iVylie, from Liverpool, via Halifax, arrived
it this port at 10 o'clock last night. The
iteamer left Halifax at 7 o’clock Monday
■vening. She brought 0 cabin, 12 intermediAllan

ite and 53 steerage passengers, and a cargo
if 1945 tons. A rough passage is reported,
iut the ship came in all right, with the ex:eption of the loss of a propeller blade,
which was broken in the heavy weather.

Funeral of James O’Donnell.
The funeral of the late James O’Donnell,
Esq., took place from his late residence on
Pine street yesterday afternoon. There was
a large attendance of
members of the Cumberland Bar and others. The services were
conducted by the Bev. Prank T.
Bayley.
Judge Symonds, Hon. Josiah H. Drummond,
Cleaves
and
S. C. Strout, Esq., acted
Judge
as pall bearers.
The remains were placed in
the receiving tomb at Evergreen
Cemetery.

SPECIAL SALES.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

■

Resolved, That this assembly do pledge themselves to see that all cigars used bv them bears
the blue label of tiie International Cigar Makers’
Union of America.
A delegation of forty Knights of Labor
from Yarmouth visited Portland last evening and were entertained here with a collaj
tion at the hall. They came 40 strong and
had a special train on the Grand Trunk,
Thursday night about 200 Portland Knights
go to Biddeford on a special Boston & Maine

train leaving.here at 7.15 p.

m.

The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds:
I’ortland—Mary A. Bradford to John Bradford,
land. $1.
John E.

Bradford to John

Bradford, land.

§15,000.
Deering—David Bobiuson to Sarah A. Thornes,

land.

§1.
Cape Elizabeth—Winfield S. Jordan to Edgar
W. Jordan, land
An exchange and other value.
Windham—Jane Harding to Stephen W. Freeland.
man,
§100.
Standisli—Elbridge Thorn to Freeman Thorn,
land. $800.
Otisfield—V. B. Edwards and Abigail S. Edwnrdfl tn Frpdwipl: A

Frnnlfg

lonrl

49r,n

Conspirator Disposed Of.
J. W. Harris, some time ago convicted
here, and who will be remembered in con-

and Mrs. Eugene Hatch
scalded to death recently
pail of boiling water.

only child
of

of

Brownfield,

extensivelproduce swindling
operations with 0. W. Roper and H. W.
Colson of Boston, a year or two ago, was
brought into the Superior Court at East
Cambridge, Monday, for sentence, he having
been previously defaulted when his case
came up with the others.
Judge Staples
sentenced him to a year in the State reformatory. The other two conspirators received
three years each at the time they were sentenced.
__

Cumberland Conference.
The Cumberland Conference will be held
with High Street Church to-day. The following will be the order of exercises:
10 A. M.—Organization—Business.
10.30 A. M.—Sermon to the pastor of the Conference-Rev. A. H. Wright—followed by addresses and prayers.
2.30 P. M.—Sermon
to the churches—Rev.
Henry C. McKnight—followed by the communion.
4 P. M—Address on the Spiritual Condition of
Jiman—Rev. James H. Pettee, Missionary.
7.30 P. M.—Sermon—Rev. George M. Itowe.
Home for

Aged

Men.

City Hall will present a charming appearance Thursday night witli its handsome parlors, beautifully draped and furnished by
Atkinson, and its throngs of elegantly
Iressed ladies and gentlemen composed of
iur

most prominent people.
something superb, the

The music will

refreshments of
die best, and the order of dances elaborate
jnough to please the most persistent dancer.
de

Accident.
Michael Brennan, a Montreal man, employed at the Grand Trunk sheds, fell from
i

staging yesterday on

tho

steamer

Circas-

lion. He fell between the steamer and the
wharf, breaking three ribs.

The double hemstitched Handkerchiefs, plain white linen
selling ten dozen of every day, rain or shine, at 14
cents each. We could sell more of them, but consider this a
liberal quantity at this price, and want every one to gel

was
a

by falling into

25 dozen full fashioned Extra Wide Hose, solid colors and
black, which have been 75 cents, to be closed out at 50 cents

We offer the above lots of Hosiery because they are small
lots which we do not care to pack away. If we had more of
them we should not make the sacrifice as everything indicates that they will cost more next season.

wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a clothing dealer on Pickering
Square, Bangor. “I have had,” said Mr. Johnson,
“a canker or humor about me for a long time,
which showed itself In my stomach and mouth and
I had a feeling which I can best describe as general ability. Have tried many remedies, and at
last bought Brown's Sarsaparilla. I am free to
say that, so far as my experience goes, It is the
best thing for purifying the blood known.”
If you have any disease arising from Impure
blood, no matter how serious, you may bo sure
that Brown's Sarsaparilla will cure you. If notd
money will be refunded.

Cambridge.

In the matter of the estate of the late
William Sliaw, on whose estate the
appointment of an administrator was made by the
Probate Court on the last Tuesday of February, an appeal has been taken to the April
term of the Supreme Judicial Court.
It is understood that the Boston and Bangor Steamship Company is still trying to negotiate for a steamer to temporarily supply
the place of the Cambridge. The matter of

leasing the Lewiston has been considered by
them but they have not as yet come to any
definite understanding in regard to it.
f’furvTv

is

-

campaign.
new gymnasium is now ready for the
apparatus, which will probably be put in
The gymduring the Easter adjournment.
The

MARRIACES.

RINES
mclU.7

KICKING CHILDREN

[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
from No. 7 Larch street.
In Kenncbunkport, March 15, 1). D. Crombie,
formerly of Boston, about 68 years.
In Norway, March 14. Mrs. Rlioda M. Linnell
widow of W. E. F. Linnell of Otlsffeld, aged 71
years 3 months.

April May

Are the months in which to purify yonr blood, and
for this purpose there is no medicine equal to
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It purities, vitalizes and enriches the bload, removing all trace of scrofula or
other disease. It creates an appetite, and imparts
new strength and vigor to the whole
body. It Is
the ideal spring medicine. Try it this season.

Bed

er

as

cannot kick the coverings off, and yet have
free use of their limbs. Mrs. Toner of this City
has the Agency and will call upon you, or send a
postal to her at 742 Congress street. Prices for
Cribs Sl.OO.forBedsSl.US. By mail, Cribs 18
cents extra, and 35 for Beds. Men and Women

they

wanted as Agents in every County in Maine; large
inducements given. Address,

icine she ever took.” Frank C. Turner, Hook
& 1-ulder No. 1, Friend street, Boston, Mass.
“When I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla I
was dizzy in the morning, had a headache, and
no appetite; but now I can hardly get
enough
cooked to eat.” Emma Shepard, 1 Coral Street,
Worcester, Mass.

Purifies the Blood
“Last spring my whole family took Hood’s Sarsaparilla. The result is that all have been cured
of scrofula, my little boy being entirely free from
sores, aud all four of my childreen look bl ight and
healthy as possibly can be. X have found Hood’s
Sarsaparilla also good for catarrh, with which I
have been troubled since the war. Notliingdid me
so much good as Hood’s Sarsaparilla.’’
wm. B.
Atheutos, Passaic City, N. J.

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. SI; six for S5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

IOO Doses One Dollar.

mar8
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^Pittsfield,
TOWN MEETING will be held at the Town
Hall, Cape Elizabeth, on Wednesday,March
24th, at 2 V2 o’clock in the afternoon, to see if the
Town will rescind the vote passed at the last annual town meeting, whereby it voted to raise
$1600 for rebuilding the Ferry Slip at Ferry Vil-

A

lage.

Also

to rescind the vote passed at the annual

Also to act upon other articles in the warrant.
)
Selectmeu
C. A. TILTON,
of
M. J. PEABBLES,
A. E. SKILLIN.
) Cape Elizabeth.
marl7dlw
Mar.
10,1886,
Cape Elizabeth,

Bad Taste in thelH
Month, Coated Tongue,®
P ain in the Side, &e.*3

They regulate

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
Bold by all Druggists.

Copartnership

are a

Few

Druggist.

IN

tinware under patents to be owned and used bv
said corporation, the name of said corporation to
Ideal Manufacturing Company, which said
corporation shall be located at Portland, in the
County of Cumberland and said State of Maine,
and shall have its oflice at said Portland.
The first meeting shall be held in accordance
with Sectian 17 of said Chapter 48, at the office of
Clarence Hale, Esq., in said Portland, on the
thirty-first day of March, A. D. 1886, at one
o’clock p. m.
Dated at Portland this sixteenth day of March,
A. D. 1886.
GEORGE A. RUSSELL, Newton, Mass.,
ALPHONSOB. SPARROW, Maplewood, Mass.,
SAMUEL L. POWERS, Newton, Mass.,
WILLIAM P. ELLISON, Newton, Mass.
marl7
dlt
be the

DR. FLOWER’S LUNG CORDIAL is without question the
most wonderful Lung remedy ever
discovered.
It eradicates the
of
AS NO
CONSUMPTION
germ
REMEDY HAS
EVER
BEEN
KNOWN TO DO. It stands with
out a rival for COUGHS, COLDS,

BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, and
CONSUMPTION.
Price $1.00 per bottle. A copy
of Dr. Flower’s Rules for the
Treatment of Consumption accompanies

Johnson,
formerly conducted by Hodgdon Bros. Anyone
indebted to Hodgdon Bros., please call at 147 and
149

Commercial Street.

GEO. L. HODGDON.
FRANK E. LOVELL.
GEO F. JOHNSON.
marl7d3t
Portland, Mar. 10,1886.

a....

Of

Suffering

Thrilling Experience

a

en

ear

Blenk Coast in Winter.

The steamer Franconia of the Portland and New
York line makes weekly trips between the above
named ports the year round. Capt. Bennett, the
commander, has followed the sea for many years,
and enjoys the highest respect of all who know
him both as a skilful navigator and a man whose
integrity is beyond question. He makes the following voluntary statement of an experience during a recent passage.
•‘On my last trip from New York to Portland
one of my men sent for me after being sick thirty
hours. I feared lie had a fatal ease of dyphtlierla.
His throat was inflamed and covered with white
lie could hardly breathe, and to get
reatli he vomited bloody matter. I commenced
using Baker's Great American Specific, and after
using two bottles lie was entirely cured and at
work about the ship. Had not the Specific been on
board ready for use I don’t think be could have
lived till the vessel reached port
JOHN BENNETT,
Master Steamer Franconia.
State or Maine.
)
County of Cumberland. (
On tills twentieth day of January, 188S, at Portland, personally appeared John Bennett, Master
of Str. Franconia, and made oath that the above
statement by liim signed is true, before me.
LEWIS B. SMITH, Notary Public.

Eatches.

Price, 50

All Druggists.

cents.

MAURICE BARER & CO., Portland, Me.
1
stoMtbpcodt!

Jan29

SLEIGHS.
I invite people wauling

a

some extra Pullets, great layers; mixed
to 9 months old; prices reasonable. C.
B. DALTON & CO., No 27 Preble St., Portland,
Maine.
17-1

8AEE— A brick house; location unexceptionable ; terms very favorable, and with
a small family; rooms now let for
$350 to $400;
gas and Sebago water. Can examine in forenoon
at No 2 GRAY ST„ corner Park St.
16-2

LEVY,

97

HAMBURGS.
We shall open

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Business

Sleigh for $65.00, That Can't

Be Beat!

I will warrant all my sleighs to he made of good
stock and the best of work.

WHITNEY,

91 Preble St., oor. Lincoln St.,
dec4dtf

PORT I, AND, ME.
BUY

FOR

will exceed anything offered this,
prices. There are

fifty beautiful patterns.

—AND—

BUTTONS

Millettfic Little.
WE OFFER MONDAY:

—

SOLD ONLY BY

TENNEY
12 EXCHANGE
deci4

ST.,

&

DUNHAM,
PORTLAND. ME.
eooBm

prices

low

very

at

DON’T FAIL,
to read the following notice.
We shall open on Wednesday
morning, March 17tli, a line of
Scotch, Worsted, Cheviot and
Tweed Suitings which we have
purchased at prices that will enmake the following
able us to
terms: Sack Suits for front $25 to
$28, and Cutaway Suits nt $27 to
$30; alsou line of Spring Overcoatings which we will make up
in first-class manner, with satin
sleeve linings for $25 to $30.
These goods are all very desirable
and as the margin is very small,
the prices named will be strictly
Call early as the assortcash.
ment will soon be broken.

"BROTHERS,

CORNISH

249 MIDDLE STREET.
marie

U3t,teod3t_

JERSEY WAISTS.
NILLETT & UTILE.
Wednesday Morning

We Shall Offer

50 dozeu Manufacturers’ samples of
Jerseys in Black and Colors, all sizes.
Braided, Embroidered in Colors and
Fancy Fronts, all subject to slight im*
>ctions caused by being handled and
The price will be $2.00 and
on.
$2.50 each. The regular price would
be $3.50, $4.50, $5.50 up to $7.00
each. We make this low price to close

K*

them out at

once.

RULES OF T11IS SALE:
Bust measure must be correct; uoue to
be returned or exchanged for other
goods.

Millett& Little.
dst

CUTLERY
AT

—

—

Lower Prices Than Ever.
to defer my departure I
deaver to still further

Having arranged

April 1st,

MY

en-

STOCK.

goods almost

rather than

shall

move

At Tour

them.

THIS IS THE LAST GALL!
Come and secure bargains, for such an opportunity happens but once in a life-time.
“A Word lo lilt' Wise i« Sufficient.’’

1848.

IN

£T8

1 Case nett style best make Prints nt
4 cents per yard.
1 Case best quality Ginghams at 5 cents
per yard.
1 Case new Cheviot Shirting for Men’s
wear at 10 and 12 1-2 cents per
yard.
All new styles.
1 Lot Turkey Bed Table Damask at 20
and 33 cents per yard.
1 Lot Half Bleached Linen Table Damask
at 25 and 29 cents.
1 Lot Half Bleached Barnsly Linen Table
Damask at 50 cents per yard.
1 Lot Bleached Linen Table Damask at
29 cents per yard.
We offer another lot of the English Cretonne at 12 1-2 cents per
yard.
1 Lot Huck Towels at 5 cents each.
1 Lot Glass Linen Towels at 5 cents
each.
Extra bargains in Towels at 10,12 1-2,
15 and 25 cents each.
1 Lot Nurses’ White Aprons at 19 cents.
1 Lot Nurses’ White Aprons at 25 cents.

MILLET! i LITTLE.
mai-15

CHAS.

RECORD 18

$7,892,511.71

paid,

Endowments paid.
Surrendered policies,

U3t

_

A

4,208,602.74
PAYMENT

SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly
millions op
Twenty-one
lars, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIXLARS,
paid policy-holders for each
existence.
the
PRESENT ASSETS ARE
001.07, while its liabilities are

ITS

992,376.50.

to

Millett& Little.

$0,322,only $5,-

We invite our patrons and ail others
interested to inspect the Embroidered

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
$400,000.00 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of $725,200.00 by the New
York standard.
UNION MUTUAL recognizing its muis the most libernl company in its

THE
tuality,

dealings with its policy-holders.

CONTRACT Is plain and
all its terms and no cnance for

POLICY

misconception.

1

INCONTESTABLE

After three years for any cause except fraud.

DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting (!0, 90,
or any number of days.

IT

PAIS

ISSUES

POLICIES

CHAMBRAY ROBES.

dol-

HAS

ITSdefinite in

EMBROIDERED

DOLyear of

company’s

IT

nil

Chambray
dow that

ou

GeoStecksCo’s.
P
THE^NKORM

• «

BY
IMMfT W
IWMORCAN- NY
BJ-LANC-BOSTON
CARL ZERRAHN >*
—-AMO HUN—
MEOS OF OTHER
MUSICAL AUTHORITII

EXCELLENCE CF
THESE PIANOS
IN TONE .FINISH
AND OURMILITY HAVE E3TAB—
LISHEOAREPUTATION UNEOUAUiO
BT ANY MANUFACTURER*

ORGANS PIANO

CO*

631 TREMONT ST... BOSTON,MASS*
BIND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES-MENTION PAPER-

feb24

eodly

Till"

able and

Vegetabje Vapor!

A pleasant and perfectly
^harmless anaesthetic for
the painless extraction of teeth.

DR. C. M.

TALBOT,
and

middle Streets, Pori,
Junction of Free
land, me.
maril
d3m

U3t

marl 5
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larges surplus.equitATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conser-

vative management.

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

a

Trade Mark

circular

Registered.
p

_

JAMES

SINKINSOIM,

u

mm

Portland, Maine.

eodtf

vrc,

CANVASSER

ascents,

anti-«pa»mSh.^JSL119
modie,
expectorant, tonic
and balsamic properties arc
preserved.
For Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness. Throat Affections, Ac.,
it acts like a charm.

WATSON & CO.,
Wholesale truggists, Mcntrcjl.

Factory:

230

Rouses Point.

State Street. Boston.

Janll

for "The Child s Bible," introduction by Dr. J. H. Vincent. One woman
sold S814.50 worth in February; one young man
who started Jan. 1st, 886 worth one dav and g69
tvortli another; one six copies or over 825 worth
Send for terms.
a day last week.
CASSELL &
CO., Limited, 822 Broadway, New York.
mar!3
eoU3t

n

Every one has heard of
tho wonderful effects of tha
Spruces aud the Pines In
cases of Lung Disease. The
Rev. Mr. Murray, in his book
on tho Adirondack*. lately
published, relates the case of
a consumptive
young man
who was entirely cured by
n three
months* camping
among the pines. In
2.ut
Franco the Physicians rcgw
ularly send their consumptivo patients to tho plno
woods, and order them to
drink a tea made from the
spruce tops.
.PLAY'S SYRUP is a sclent!-u' "-■mbmation of the
guru
which exudes from the Rod
Spruce tree. In this prepar
ration the gum never sepa-

KERRY,

MANAGER F01NMAINE AGENCIES,
mart

win-

MILLETT & LITTLE.

tills company and issued by

other.

our

We warrant the material perfectly
fast colors and equal to any $5.00 Robe
that lias ever been offered.

I

tNUUKbtfl

Robes displayed in
shall offer at

we

$3.25 PER PATTERN.

ITplans, and its
premium plan and
Adjusted
NON-FORFKITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
are sseclal features of
none

dtf

5,592,112.84

TOTAL

HEHR,

263 Middle St., Portland.

marl

3,140,251.96

•

Dividends,.

-v.

—

other goods at

Rlany

MAINE.

ORGANIZED

Death losses

—

CRATE.

in 15 new shades, 33 1-3 per cent
less tlianforincr prices. One lot of

Own Price

DR. MAYO’S

REFLEX

PATENT

Feather Trimmings

REDUCE

—

MONDAY!

THE

WITH ITS

In large variety just received.

Has had thirty-five years’ experience

NEW MODEL RANGE,
—

cents that

season at the

Until

SPECIAL SALE

have some

and a

Job

two

To-day

lots at 12 1-2 and 25

30-DAYS MORE-30

OF

first-class Sleigh to call

at Reasonable Prices
good

^

Middle st„ Portland, Me.17-1

EXAMINE MY STOCK.
I

_

marl 6

or

and

Light Fancy Trotting Sleighs

MASS.

breeds, 7

Sea.

at

BOSTON,

SALE-Pure bred Light Brahma CockFOR
erels; choice stock for breeding purposes:
also

—

A TERRIBLE TALE

each bottle.

FLOWER MEDICINE COMPANY,

a

C. JE.

,vlio care more to make a large profit on a worthess article than to wait for the prosperity that
lltimately results from honest dealing. These are
lie men who, w'hen asked for a Benson’s Capcine
Plaster, will recommend somo cheap aud trashy
substitute or imitation, saying it Is “lust as good/’
sometimes they will do up and sell the miserable
mitatlon without remark, allowing tbs customer
If the valueless
:o suppose lie has Benson’s.
ilaster is returned, Cheap John will say lis made
1 mistakeIf not, he has done a good stroke of
business. The public are cautioned against John
uid all his ilk. Buy of respectable druggists only
Hie genuine Benson’s plaster has the “Three
seals” trade mark and the word “Capcine” cat In
he centre.
marl3SM&Wnrmlw

Notice.

Articles of Association.
accordance with the provisions of the Revised
Statutes of the State of Maine, chapter 48,
sections 16,17,18,19 and 20, and statutes amendatory thereof and additional thereto, we the undersigned, whose residences are stated opposite
our respective signatures, hereby associate ourselves together by these written articles of agreement for the purpose of organizing a corporation
for the purpose of manufacturing and selling tinware and disposing of the right to manufacture

name

Bow-j§|

Prop’rs, Mew York. H
El

THE HUETUtlS COLEll
DO NO MORE.

“One year ago I was apparently so far
gone with Consumption that my life
seemed only a question of days rather
than months.
With my faith in the
ability of physicians to help me all gone,
I tried almost every known remedy,
with no apparent benefit. Finally, as a
last resort,! was induced to try Dr. R. C.
Flower’s Lung Cordial. The very first
dose gave me relief, and with the first
bottle I took a new lease of life, and I
can honestly say to-day that one spoonful of this remedy is worth more to the
sufferer from Lung troubles than a gallon of any other known remedy. A bottle of it is now one of my choicest possessions, and at the first symptom of a
cough or cold I fly to it for the relief it
never fails to give.”

buy $1,000 cast oil clothing,
undersigned have this day formed copartWANTED—To
furniture, &c., of all kinds. Highest cash
of Hodgdon,
THE
nership under the firm
address immediately, MR. S.
price paid; call
and will continue the business
Lovell &

ness,

the
lels and prevent Cousi -hid
ration and Piles. Theemallestand easiest to tnkeJH
July one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Vcr-fgi
stable. Price 25 cents. 6 vials by until fnrti oft M

There

Agent, Geo. Campbell,

General

Details *f

system

VH

moth-

to

a

a

nor

Sarsaparilla

•‘I take Hood’s Sarsaparilla for a spring medicine, and I find it Just the thing. It tones up my
and makes me feel like a different man.
My wife takes It for dyspepsia, and she derives
great benefit from it. She says it is the best med-

Hood’s

Guardian is

every
blessing
child of ten years cannot get uncovered
THE
;
roll out of bed. Babies need never be cold

2 years.

Hood’s

dlt

meeting In March, 1885, whereby it voted to lease
the Ferry Lauding to the People s Ferry Co.

In this city, March 16. Abigail F.,wife of the
late Stephen Townsend, aged 00 years G months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, March 16, Christaller Marius, aged

March

BROTHERS.

Town Meeting;.

In this city, March 1G, by Rev. J. \V. Basliford,
Zeuas W. Bartlett and Miss Carrie M. Swan, both
of Bethel.
In Swau’s Island, Feb. 17, Janies H. Kent and
Hattie D. Sprague.
In Bristol, Hyrane S. McFarland and Miss
Laura C. Tebbetts.

WHEN
W&F2t

New Striped Velvets
$1.25
New Striped Velvets
1.50
New Striped Velvets
2.00
New Brocade Velvets
1.25
New Brocade Velvets
2.00
$1.75 Black Brocade Velvets
1.25
$2.50 Black Brocade Velvets
1.98
Black Striped Velvets
1.50
New Dress Goods in every department.

mer

The many friends of Bowdoin will regret
to learn that she will not send a crew to the
inter-collegiate regatta this year. Bast fall
five men were in training as candidates, but
during the present term two of them have
resigned, and consequently the students not
wishing to send a crew which would not repsesent their boating material, have decided
to withdraw till next year.
The class crews
of ’88 and ’89 are in regular training, and an
exciting race is anticipated next Ivy day.

Street.

COLORED VELVETS.

The winter term is fast drawing to a close,
and the athletes are preparing for the sum-

candidate for the nine.

Consumption
Conquered !

BOYS.

CHA9. A. CABRERA, 32 Hawley Street,
Boston, Mass., writes:

Athletics at Bowdoin.

«

Middle

STREET.

BOVD

marS___fj

MERRY, The Hatter,
m)i 17

COLCORD,

W.

eodlylstor4tlipcF

my27

To-morrow we shall commence to give
to the Boys a Bag of Marbles with every
Hat or Cap purchased.

senger train. For some time he was superintendent of the freight yard in Portland,
and later was a conductor on the Maine Central. For five years he has been engaged in
the lumber business in that city with his
brother Cyrus. If personal appearance has
anything to do with it, Mr. Banks ought to
make a good officer. He is 4G years old, is of
fine physique and weighs about 230 pounds.

InmlnR

ICAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

It is sold by all Druggists for 81.00; 0 bottles for
$5.00. AKA WAKKEN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me

MARBLE GIFT

Marshal Harmon’s Successor.
The contest for the city marshalship of
Biddefork, in which so great a public interest centered, has resulted in the appointment
of John E. Banks to the position. He
took his oath of office yesterday morning,
and is now ready for business.
Mr. Banks
was born in Saco.
He was never before connected with police circles, having until within five years been in the railroad business.
He commenced that line of duty some fifteen
years ago when he succeeded his brother Cyrus as baggage master at the Eastern railroad station in that city. From there he was
promoted to the charge of a through freight,
then to the position of conductor on a pas-

CgIiaaI will

SARSAPARILLA

OUR USUAL

hall—George E. Brackett,

d3w

50c. Corsets at 25c.

BROWNS

vant.

President,

INSTRUCTION 0 ENGLISH AND CLASS-

SARSAPARILLA

THE

—

PEERING, ME.

feb27

as

TO

ADDRESS

BROWN’S

Mr. L. J. Wheelden, of Bangor, lias recovered one dozen piano stools which were
among the freight on the wrecked steamer

tliat

—

JAS. P. WESTON,

7

Mb. Frank Curtis, the well-known boot and
shoe dealer in Bangor, had trouble with Canker in
Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sour
stomach, indigestion, etc. Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to get rid of this humor, and only succeeded when he began the use of Brown’s Sarsaparilla. Mr. Curtis authorizes the use of his name.
He Is in better health than for years. He says

pair.
Special bargains in Infants’ and Children’s W'ooleu and
Cashmere Hosiery.

Hilton, North Anson.
Superintendent of cattle department—Alouzo
Libby, Sacearappa.
Superintendent iof tickets—S. J. Jerrard, Le-

—

SPRING TERM WILL BEGIN MONDAY. MARCH 22d.

man.

this year out of
debt for the first time since the Rebellion.
The wheels of the East Madison woolen
mill have been set and active preparations
are being made for the other machinery.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
The Bath Times says that through the efforts of Dr. A. R. Gilmore a Homoeopathic
hospital and dispensary is to be established
in that city.
IN GENERAL.
The Maine State Agricultural society has
made the following appointments among the
trustees:
Superintendent of horse department—Benjamin

AND

—

FEMALE COLLECE.

it helped him more than anything he ever has
When he went to sea a few days ago he bought a
large supply and said, he should come home a well

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

nasium is roomy and under proper
management will supply a long felt want.
The base ball nine are at present working
in the large agricultural fair hall, at Topsliam, and by the end of the term will be in
fine condition.
Bowdoin will undoubtedly
have a stronger team than she had in the
last inter-collegiate series.
Soule, of Yarmouth, is expected this week, and will play
on the nine this spring, and there is a rumor

WESTBROOK SEMINARY

aud

It is now- definitely decided that Capt. Otis
Ingraham will command the steamer Penobscot the coming season.

Ripley

W. ALLEN
dtl

EBUCATtONAL.

SARSAPARILLA

15 dozen full fashioned English Cashmere Hose, plaiu
solid colors, which have been selling all winter at $1.00, xvill
be sold this w eek at 02 cents pair.

Mr.

C.

jan24

some.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The town of

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O. HAILEV.
mar 14

J.

BROWN’S

CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

w e are

The Supreme Judicial Court was In session
at Augusta Monday, and Y. W. Brainard
and Frank Shaw of Waterville, and J. W.
Corson of Augusta, were admitted to the
bar.
The house owned and occupied by George
W. Miller of Hallowell, next to the Augusta
line, was destroyed by fire Monday morning.
Loss 81000. Insured.

A Famous

nection .with the

day we put out two hundred yards of the 14 cent
Uambnrgs. We have about one thousand yards more, and
shall sell it during the next live days.
Each

OXFORD COUNTY.

DEATHS.

Knights
At a regular meeting of Assembly 2500, K.
of L., last evening the following resolution
was adopted

Twenty-live pieces Wide Hamburg Embroidery, suitable
for making Skirts, will be sold by the piece only at SO cents
per yard. These come in 4 1-2 yard pieces, and would
usually sell at wholesale for $1.25 per yard.

medicinal purposes let her have it. But instead of using it as a medicine, she furnished
it as a proof of sale.

of Labor.

Real Estate Transfers.

The funeral services of the late John W.
Pillsbury at Turner’s Island yesterday afternoon were largely attended by the friends
The services
and relatives of the deceased.
were conducted by Rev. Mr. Pritchard and
the burial service of the Odd Fellows was

The

Itespectfully yours.

Police

prosperity.

Funeral of JohnW.

188G.

John E. Detntt, President Union. Mutual Life
Insurance Company:
Dear Sir:—Your tavor of this afternoon at hand.
The inclosed check of $1454.74, is, I believe, correct. and settles in full, with the accrued profits,
the policy of $1400 in your company, taken out
by the late Dr. Thomas G. Loring upon his life.
Allow me to express my admiration of your
business methods which allowed you to pay in
full before 3 o’clock this afternoon, a policy on
which the proof of death was filed in the morning of the same day, as well as the thanks of my
client for
an immediate payment without
deductions for discount.

on

presumed that

DeWitt yesterday

Portland, March 16th,

of Natural

it must still be

pay the claim on Dr.

handed to President
afternoon:

History.
In the absence of Dr. Wood, Joseph P.
Thompson, Esq., vice president, (presided at
the meeting of the Society of Natural History Monday evening, and introduced the
Rev. Dr. Hill, who read an elaborate paper

another,

to

was

It was a very narrow escape, however, and is thought -to be chargeable to a
*
tobacco pipe.

one

first company

Loring’s life, although by the terms of the
policy the claim was not due until June 16th.
A letter, the following of which is a copy,

fright.

derived one from another. De Candolle’s observations appear to contradict that supposition ; but if organic.species are evolved from

the Union Mu-

The Union Mutual Life Insurance Company of this city, justly prides itself in its

If a man wants

by scientific observation and can hardly be
passed by scientific imagination. There is
furthermore, no proof that organic forms are

CI1&S6

Mrs

Duet—Fly Away Birdling...Franz Abt
Mrs. Chase and Mrs. Goudy.
Song—Tender and True.Marston
Mrs. Sturgis.

boat, he gets a few tools and a little stock
and goes at it, puzzling out by native ingenuity whatever is difficult.
There was a slight fire in the office of the
Union House on Monday last. It was discovered after having smouldered for some
time, evidently, in season to extinguish it
without much damage other than a good

acteristics of the ultimate atoms of the inorganic world are apparently fixed and invariable. Between inorganic and organic forms
there is a gulf which has never been bridged

Morrison.

Mrs.

Song—Segovia and Madrid.G. W. Marston

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

The Bangor Whig is informed that Hon.
Llewellyn Powers of Houlton, has purchased the “Oyer Brook” farm of the Shaw
Brothers, paying $32,000. Mr. Powers now
owns about 100,000 acres of land.
The new
tract is well known to all our lumbermen.
Recently W. B. Thayer, a druggist at
Presque Isle, was prosecuted for selling half
a pint of
whiskey to a member of the W. C.
T. U. of that town. Mr. Thayer knowing
her to be connected with the above Union,
and presuming;that she wanted the liquor for

Superintendent of
Belfast.

THURSDAY EVENING.

Quartette—Halloa, Halloa.Vieuzi
Misses Browu and Merrill, Mrs. Farley,

a

Society

novelty

a

health amt happiness; bait blood mean*
Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Salt Rheum, Cancer
Pimples, Boils, Ulcers, Tumors, Black Heads and
various other difficulties which are always the outgrowth of Impure blood.
Kev. Thko. Geeuish Is Pastor of the Pine
Street M. E. Church, and author of “The Blue and
the Gray.” A member of his family had a severe
case of Canker in Mouth and Stomach, tried in
various ways to get relief, at last bought Brown’s
Sarsaparilla and was cured. Rev. Mr. Gerrish
will endorse the above.
Me. G. A. Paecher, of Ellsworth, is agent for
the American Express Co., and own3 a drug store.
There was In that town an acquaintance of his
whose vocation was that of a sailor. Fram eating
salt food he had contracted a bad case of humor;
hair came out, face and body covered with
blotches. He took one bottle

BAILEY^&

F. O.

Means

THE STATE.

The little daughter and

AUCTION SALES.

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVEBTISE.1IESTS._

PURE BLOOD

cellent kitchen aprons and wrappers at reasonable prices, and other desirable articles.
The sales will occur daily, Fridays excepted,
from 10.30 a. m. to 12.30 p. m.
M. J. Lilly, Secretary.

Kn\fUT?euT

in the line of entertainments is presented in Portland it is always
hailed with enthusiasm by the large number
of
people who are very fond of public
amusements. For that reason we are confident the Jahr-Markt which will open at the

Julius Wolff, New York; 1J,. B. Joyner,
Fort Que Appellc, N. W. T.; J. C. Hilliard,
Hartford; G. S. Bean, Thomaston; W. A.
Hathaway, Providence, li. I.; R. A. Barlow,
II. D.

are four
on the

IVEW

Associated Charities.
We again call attention to the large eellection of sheets, pillow cases, night shirts
and other articles, at the work room of the
Associated Charities. Upon the sale of these
articles depends our ability to continue the
supply of work to those who would greatly
feel the need of it.
We hope that this consideration will influWe have some exence many to buy of us.

Wholesale

Warehouse:

eodlstor4thp
and FISTl'I.A treated with
out the use of the knife ordeteusion from business, also
all other diseases of the Beeturn. Cure guaranted.
YVM.
BEAD (M. D. Harvard 1843)

uid ROBERT M. BEAD (JI. D. Harvard 1878),
Evnn. House, No. 175 Tremout Hi., Booon.
Keferences given. Consultation free. Sen I
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M.
or pamphlet.
Sundays and holidays excepted.) febl3eodly

